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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
12/594,159 12/14/2010 7852883 5438-0162PUS1 1261

2292 7590 11/23/2010

BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH
PO BOX 747

FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberandissue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustmentis 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include
an indication of the adjustmenton the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(ODM)at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Jin Sam Kwak, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Hong WonPark, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Seung Hee Han, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Min Seok Noh, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Ycong Hycon Kwon, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Ilyun Woo Lee, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Dong Cheol Kim, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Jae Hoon Chung, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
appropriate: All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asindicated unless corrected below ordirected otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate " ADDRESS" formaintenancefee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any changeofaddress) Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

 

2292 7590 09/29/2010 Certificate of Maili ” os2 ical ing or Transmission

BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP [ hereb: certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United
PO BOX747 Sue NopServeuitropeesas malin an enva esse oO ihe a ess ve, Or 10) acsimuie
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 transmitted to the USPTO 71) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/594,159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak 5438-0162PUS1 1261
TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

SMALL ENTITY ISSUEFEEDUE_|PUBLICATION FEE DUE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $300 $0nonprovisional $1510 $1810 12/29/2010

ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

MARCELO, MELVIN C 2463 370-329000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

(1) change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceAddress form PTO/SB/122) attached.

(U "Fee Address"indication (or "Fee Address" Indication formPTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

   
 
 
 

 

2. For printing on the patentfrontpage,list .
(1) the names ofup to 3 registered patent attorneys 1Birch,Stewart,ts OR, al! ly, .
om agentsOmShomave’y ,Kolasch & Birch, LLP(2) the nameofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If nonameis 3
listed, no name will be printed.  

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed forrecordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

LG ElectronicsInc. Seoul, Republic of Korea

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Cindividuar Bf Corporation orother private group entity (2 Government 

4a. The followingfee(s) are submitted: 4b. Paymentof Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
Issue Fee (LD A check is enclosed.

Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) a Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

LL) Advance Order - # of Copies w The Director is hereby authorized to chargeseaseto any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number - (enclose an extea copy of this form). 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

Lda. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. LY b. Applicantis no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).
NOTE:The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee orotherparty ininterest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. .

 
 

 
 

  

 
 Date

Esther H. Chong Registration No. 40,9 $3
This collection of informationis required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to completethis form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

 

 
 

Authorized Signature 

Typedor printed name  

 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033 USS.Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 30-Sep-2009

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS

Title of Invention: COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Jin Sam Kwak 

Filer: Esther Hyeri Chong/Rolonda Lee

Attorney Docket Number: 5438-0162PUS1

Filed as Large Entity

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

Sub-Totalin

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Utility Appl issue fee 1501 1510 1510

| 1 | 300 300Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal 1504
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Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD ($)
 Miscellaneous:
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

8795001

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS

Title of Invention: COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Jin Sam Kwak

Customer Number: 02292

rePsther ner Chona/Retonds ee
Filer Authorized By: Esther Hyeri Chong 

Attorney Docket Number: 5438-0162PUS1

Filing Date: 30-SEP-2009

Time Stamp: 20:16:59

 
 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1810

Deposit Account 022448

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)
 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Document File Size(Bytes)/
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.) 

102195

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) 5438-0162PUS1ISSUEFEE.pdf 1530b396f2a5al cd5cfb251 B64e1b3fc189e|
ccec 

Warnings: 

Information:

32354

074ec2bbe15a5d205c4da69f22 1184 106}
laaed

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf

Warnings:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar toa
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfor a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1456
Alexandria, Virginia. 22313-1450
www, uspto. gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH MARCELO, MELVIN ©
PO BOX 747 PAPER NUMBER

FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 Te
DATE MAILED: 09/29/2010

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/594,159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak 5438-0162PUS1 1261
TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

 
   APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0nonprovisional $1510 $300 $1810 12/29/2010

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECTTO WITHDRAWAL FROMISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CER 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS

STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITYstatus shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALLENTITYstatus:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove, or
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B - B. If applicant claamed SMALL ENTITYstatus before, or is now
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
and twice the amountof the ISSUE FEE shownabove,or Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE(if required) and 1/2

the ISSUE FEE shown above.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). If you are charging the fec(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Tee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processmg may occurdueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

II. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEEunless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page | of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use Chrough 08/31/2010.
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PARTB- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asindicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for

 

 

maintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block | for any changeof address) Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) ‘lransmittal. his certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

papers. Hach additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 

2292 7590 09/29/2010
Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

BIRCH STEWARTKOTLASCH & BIRCH I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United
PO BOX 747 States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope

, a . addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.

(Depositor's nae)

(Signature)

(Date)

12/594,159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak 5438-0162PUS1 1261
TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

 
   APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

NO $0$1510 $300 $1810 12/29/2010

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

MARCELO, MELVIN C 2463 370-329000

nonprovisional

 
1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 2. For printing on the patent front page,list
CFR 1.363).

LI change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached.

LY "Ree Address"indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

(1) the names ofup to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively,

(2) the nameofa single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no name will be printed.

a 
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as sct forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute forfiling an assignment.

 
 

 
  

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee categoryor categories (will not be printed on the patent) : Cd individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: Ab. Paymentof Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
LI issue Fee LI A check is enclosed.

LY Publication Tee (No small entity discount permitted) LI Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
Ly Advance Order - # of Copies [J The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

(da. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27. LI b. Applicantis no longer claiming SMALL ENTITYstatus. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).
NO'E: The Issue Kee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other partyin
interest as shown bythe records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date
 

Typedor printed name Registration No.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The informationis required to obtain or retain a bencfit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTOto process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of lime you require lo complete
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450.
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required Lo respond to a collection of information unless il displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOT.-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/3 1/2010. OMB 0651-0033 US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE:

8
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1456
Alexandria, Virginia. 22313-1450
www, uspto. gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
12/594,159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak 5438-0162PUS1 1261

BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH MARCELO, MELVIN ©
PO BOX 73)

FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 Te
DATE MAILED: 09/29/2010

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or
(571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use Chrough 08/31/2010.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

12/594,159 KWAKETAL. 

Notice of Allowability Examiner Art Unit

Melvin Marcelo 2463 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDinthis application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWASBILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at theinitiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. XX] This communication is responsive to fetter confirming English translation of provisional applicationsfiled 6-24-2010.

2. Theallowedclaim(s) is/are 15-28.

3. KJ Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)K] All=b)L)Some* c)[)None ofthe:

1. 1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. C1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. KK] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE?”of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

4. [] A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENTor NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

5. [] CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as“replacement sheets”) must be submitted.
(a) [1] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) hereto or 2) [J to Paper No/Mail Date.

(b) [] including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date_.

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. KJ Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [1 Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. [] Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. FJ Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date :

3. [J Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. Examiner's Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mail Date

4. BX Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. [] Examiner's Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance
of Biological Material

9. (J Other . 
/Melvin Marcelo/

Primary Examiner
Art Unit: 2463

  
 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100912

10
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Notice of References Cited

Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

121594,159 KWAKET AL. 

Examiner Art Unit

Melvin Marcelo 2463 Page1 of 1 
Document Number

Country Code-Number-Kind Code

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Date tee
MM-YYYY. Classification 

08-2007 Zhang, Guodong 370/329

08-2010 Chenet al. 370/336

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Document Number
Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Country Name Classification

 
NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
*A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20100912

11
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification| 45594459 KWAK ETAL.

| | | Examiner Art Unit
Melvin Marcelo

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

SUBCLASS CLAIMED NON-CLAIMED

eSCC

CROSS REFERENCE(S) op  
 

 

 

     
Claims renumberedin the sameorder as presented by applicant oO CPA Ol TO. Ol R.1.47

Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original

Total Claims Allowed:

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

       
14

(Assistant Examiner)
{Melvin Marcelo/

Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2463 9-12-2010 0.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 9

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20100912

12
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Description

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING SCHEDULING REQUESTIN A

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Technical Field

The present invention relates to wireless communications, and more particularly, to a

method of transmitting a scheduling request on an uplink control channel in a wireless

communication system.

Background Art

Third generation partnership project (3GPP) mobile communication systems based

on a wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA)radio access technology are

widely spread all over the world. High-speed downlink packet access (HSDPA)that

can be defined asa first evolutionary stage of WCDMAprovides 3GPP with a radio

access technique that is highly competitive in the mid-term future. However, since re-

quirements and expectations of users and service providers are continuously increased

and developments of competing radio access techniques are continuously in progress,

new technical evolutions in 3GPP are required to secure competitiveness in the future.

Anorthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system capable of reducing

inter-symbol interference with a low complexity is taken into consideration as one of

next generation (after 3G) systems. In the OFDM system, serial input data symbols are

converted into N parallel data symbols and are carried and transmitted on separate N

subcarriers. The subcarriers maintain orthogonality in a frequency dimension.

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)is a multiple access scheme

in which multiple access is achieved by independently providing someof available

subcarriers to a plurality of users in a system using the OFDMas a modulation scheme.

Oneof primary problems of the OFDM/OFDMAsystemis that a peak-to-average

powerratio (PAPR) can be significantly large. The PAPR problemis that a peak

amplitude of a transmit (Tx) signal is significantly larger than an average amplitude.

This is caused by the fact that OFDMsymbolsare N sinusoidal signals overlapping on

different subcarriers. In particular, since the PAPRis related to battery capacity, the

PAPRis problematic when a user equipment (UE)is sensitive to power consumption.

The PAPR needs to be reduced to decrease power consumption.

A single catrier-frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA)system is one of

systems proposed to reduce the PAPR. An SC-FDMAis a combinationofa single

catrier-frequency division equalization (SC-FDE) and a frequency division multiple
access (FDMA). The SC-FDMAhasa similar characteristic with an OFDMAinthat

data is modulated and demodulatedin a time domain and a frequency domain by using
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). However, the SC-FDMAis advantageous overthe

OFDMAin terms of Tx power saving due to a low PAPR of a Tx signal. In particular,

regarding the use of batteries, the SC-FDMAis advantageous in uplink communication

in which communication is made to a base station (BS) from a UE sensitive to Tx

power.

A wide coverage is important when the UE transmits data to the BS. Although a

bandwidth of Tx data is small, power can be concentrated in the wide coverage. The

SC-FDMAsystem provides a signal with little variation, and thus has a wider coverage

than other systems when the same poweramplifier is used.

In order to implement various transmission or reception methods to achieve high-

speed packet transmission, transmission of a control signal on time, spatial, and

frequency domainsis an essential and indispensable factor. A channelfortransmitting

the control signalis referred to as a control channel. An uplink control signal may be

various such as an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement (NACK)

signal which is a response for downlink data transmission, a channel quality indicator

(CQDindicating downlink channel quality, a precoding matrix index (PMID),a rank

indicator(RI), etc.

One example ofthe control signal is a scheduling request. The scheduling request is

used when a UE requests a BS to allocate an uplink radio resource. The scheduling

request is a sort of preliminary information exchange for exchanging uplink data. The

UEfirst transmits the scheduling request and is allocated with an uplink radio resource.

Thereafter, the UE transmits uplink data to the BS. Whenin an idle mode, the UE can

transmit an uplink radio resource allocation request through a conventional random

access process. However, when in a connected mode, a service may be delayedif the

UEtransmits the uplink radio resource allocation request through the conventional

random access process. This is because the random access is a contention based

process, and thus allocation of the uplink radio resource can be delayed. Therefore,

whenin the connected mode, the scheduling request may be transmitted through a

control channel in orderto provide effective resource allocation in a more reliable and

rapid manner.

Compatibility with another control channel for transmitting anothercontrol signal

has to be taken into consideration when the scheduling request needs to be transmitted

on an uplink control channel. In addition, capacity of the control channel for

transmitting the scheduling request has to be also taken into consideration,

Accordingly, there is a need for a control channel having an effective structure for

transmitting a scheduling request.

Disclosure of Invention
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[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

Technical Problem

A methodis sought for requesting a radio resource for uplink transmission on an

uplink control channel in a wireless communication system,

A methodis also sought for transmitting a scheduling request which is used to

request a radio resource for uplink transmission in a wireless communication system.

Technical Solution

Tn an aspect, a method of transmitting a scheduling request which is used to request a

radio resource for uplink transmission in a wireless communication system is provided.

The method includes configuring an uplink control channel for transmission of a

scheduling request in a subframe, the subframe comprising two consecutive slots, a

slot comprising a plurality of single carrier-frequency division multiple access

(SC-FDMA)symbols, the scheduling request being carried by presence or absence of

transmission of the uplink control channel, and transmitting the scheduling request on

the uplink control channel, wherein configuring the uplink control channel comprises

dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols in theslot into a first set of SC-FDMA

symbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols, mapping each offirst frequency

domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbolin thefirst set, the first frequency

domain sequences being generated by cyclic shifts of a base sequence, mapping each

of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbolin the secondset,

the second frequency domain sequence being generated by cyclic shifts of the base

sequence, spreading the first frequency domain sequencesinthe first set with a first

orthogonal sequence,the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the number

of SC-FDMA symbols in the first set, and spreading the second frequency domain

sequences in the second set with a second orthogonal sequence, the second orthogonal

sequence having a length equal to the numberof SC-FDMA symbols in the secondset.

The two consecutive slots in the subframe may use different subcarriers, The length

of the first frequency domain sequence and the length of the second frequency domain

sequence may equal to the numberof subcarriers in one SC-FDMAsymbol.

In anotheraspect, a method of transmitting a scheduling request which is used to

requesta radio resource for uplink transmission in a wireless communication systemis

provided. The method includes configuring an uplink control channel for transmission

of a scheduling request in a plurality of SC-FDMA symbols,the scheduling request

being carried by presence or absence of transmission of the uplink control channel, and

transmitting the scheduling request on the uplink control channel, wherein configuring

the uplink control channel comprises dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols into

a first set of SC-FDMA symbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols, mapping

each offirst frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbolin thefirstset,
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[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

the first frequency domain sequence being generated by cyclic shifts of a base

sequence, mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA

symbolin the second set, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by

cyclic shifts of the base sequence, spreading the first frequency domain sequences in

the first set with a first orthogonal sequence, the first orthogonal sequence having a

length equal to the number of SC-FDMAsymbolsinthefirst set, and spreading the

second frequency domain sequences in the second set with a second orthogonal

sequence, the second orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the numberof SC-

FDMAsymbols in the secondset.

AdvantageousEffects

A scheduling request can be transmitted without interference with a control channel

transmitting another control signal, and thus the control channel canbe effectively
used,

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a transmitter according to an embodimentof the present
invention.

PIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary structure of a subframe.

FIG. 5 shows an exemplary structure of a control channelin case of using two-

dimensional spreading.

FIG, 6 shows another exemplary structure of a control channel in case of using two-

dimensional spreading.

FIG. 7 showsa structure of an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)channel.

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted,

FIG. 9 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted,

FIG. 10 shows another exemplary structure of anACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted,

FIG. 11 shows another exemplary structure of anACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted.

FIG. 12 shows another exemplary structure of anACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted.
  

FIG. 13 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACK channel on which a

 
scheduling request is transmitted.
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[30]

[31]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

[36]

(37]

[38]

139]

[40]

[41]

FIG, 14 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted,

FIG. 15 showsa structure of a channel quality indicator (CQI) channel.

FIG. 16 shows an example of a scheduling request channel.

FIG. 17 shows an example of a scheduling request channel.

FIG. 18 shows an example ofresourceallocation for a scheduling request channel.

FIG, 19 shows another example of resource allocation for a scheduling request
channel.

FIG, 20 shows another example of resource allocation for a scheduling request
channel.

Modefor the Invention

FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system. The wireless communication system

can be widely deployed to provide a variety of communication services, such as

voices, packet data,etc.

Referring to FIG. 1, the wireless communication system includes at least one user

equipment (UE) 10 and a base station (BS) 20. The UE 10 may befixed or mobile, and

may be referred to as another terminology, such as a mobile station (MS), a user

terminal (UT), a subscriberstation (SS), a wireless device, etc. The BS 20 is generally
a fixed station that communicates with the UE 10 and maybe referred to as another

terminology, such as a node-B, a base transceiver system (BTS), an access point,etc.

There are one or more cells within the coverage of the BS 20.

Hereinafter, downlink is defined as communication from the BS 20 to the UE 10, and

uplink is defined as communication from the UE 10 to the BS 20. In the downlink,a

transmitter may be a part of the BS 20, and a receiver may be a part of the UE 10, In

the uplink, the transmitter may be a part of the UE 10,and the receiver may be a part
of the BS 20.

PIG. 2 is a block diagram ofa transmitter according to an embodimentof the present
invention.

Referring to FIG. 2, a transmitter 100 includes a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

unit 110 that performs DFT and an Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) unit 120 that

performs IFFT. The DFT unit 110 performs DFT ondata and outputs a frequency-

domain symbol. The data input to the DFT unit 110 may be a control signal and/or user

data. The IFFT unit 120 performs IFFT on the received frequency-domain symbol and

outputs a transmit (Tx) signal. The Tx signal is a time-domainsignal. A time-domain

symbol] output from the IFFT unit 120 is referred to as an orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol ora single carrier-frequency division multiple

access (SC-FDMA)symbol. SC-FDMAis a scheme in which spreading is achieved by
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[42]
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[47]

[48]

performing DFT in a previous stage of the IFFT unit 120. The SC-FDMAschemeis

advantageous over an OFDM schemein terms of decreasing 4 peak-to-average power

ratio (PAPR).

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

Referring to FIG.3, the radio frame includes 10 subframes. One subframe includes

two consecutive slots. One slot can include a plurality of OFDM symbolsin a time

domain and at least one subcarrier in a frequency domain. The slotis a unit of radio

resource allocation in the time domain. For example, one slot can include 7 or 6

OFDM symbols.

‘The radio frame structure is shown for exemplary purposes only, and thus the
numberof subframes included in the radio frame orthe numberof slots included in the

subframe or the number of SC-FDMA symbols included in the slot may change

variously.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary structure of a subframe. The subframe may be an uplink
subframe.

Referring to FIG.4, the subframe can be divided into twoparts, Le., a control region

and a data region. Since the control region and the data region use different frequency

bands, frequency division multiplexing (FDM) has been achieved. The control region

is a region allocated with a control channel. The data region is a region allocated with a

data channel. The control channel may use one resource block in each of twoslots in a

subframe. A resource block includes a plurality of subcarriers. The control channel is a

channel for transmitting a control signal. The data channel is a channelfortransmitting

the control signal and/or user data. The control channelis referred to as a physical

uplink control channel (PUCCH). The data channel is referred to as a physical uplink

shared channel (PUSCH). The control signal may have various types, such as, an ac-

knowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement (NACK)signal, a channel quality

indicator (CQD, a precoding matrix index (PM), a rank indicator (RD, a scheduling

request, etc,

The control channel transmits only the control signal. The data channel can transmit

the user data together with the control signal. According to a single subcarrier

property, one UE cannot transmit the control channel and the data channel simul-

taneously.

The control channel can be frequency-hoppedin a slot unit on a subframe. The

control channel uses different subcarriers for each slot on the subframe. A frequency

diversity gain can be obtained by transmitting the control channel through slots

allocated to different frequency bands. It will be assumed that one subframe consists of

a Ist slot and a 2nd slot. In addition, the |st slot is divided into a Ist region and a 2nd

regionin a frequency domain, and the 2ndslot is divided into a Ist region and a 2nd
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region in the frequency region, Then, the control signal is transmitted through the Ist

region of the Ist slot and the 2nd region of the 2nd slot within one subframe.

Now,a structure of an uplink control channel will be described.

Frequency spreading and two-dimensional spreading oftime-domain covering can be

applied to the uplink control channel. A reference signal can be defined for coherent
detection.

Forclear explanation,it will be assumed hereinafter that one slot consists of 7

OFDM symbols, and thus one subframe including two slots consists of 14 5C-FDMA

symbols in total. The number of SC-FDMA symbols included in one subframe orthe

number of SC-FDMA symbols included in one slot is shown for exemplary purposes

only, and thus the technical scope of the present invention is not limited thereto,

FIG. 5 shows an exemplary structure of a control channel in case of using two-

dimensional spreading.

Referring to FIG. 5, {s0,s1, ..., $13} denotes a control signal sequence for SC-

FDMAsymbols, and {x0, x1, ..., x13} denotes a time-domain sequence for SC-FDMA

symbols. The time-domain sequencefor time-domain spreading may use a well-known

orthogonal sequence such as a Walsh code. {cO, cl, ...,c11} denotes a frequency-

domain sequence for frequency-domain spreading. The time-domain sequenceis a

sequence whose elements correspond to SC-FDMA symbols. The frequency-domain

sequence is a sequence whose elements correspond to subcarriers.

A Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence is one example of a constant amplitude zero auto-

correlation (CAZAC) sequence and is used as the frequency-domain sequence. A ZC

sequence c(k) with a length of N can be generated as shownbelow:

MathFigure |

 

[Math.1]

_aMaCR+L)
i

_ { e for odd Nc(k)= Mie
cd N

e for even V

where 0<k<N-1, and M is a root index and is a natural number equalto orless than

N, where N is a relatively prime numberto M. This meansthat, once N is determined,

the numberof root indices is equal to the numberof available ZC sequences. ZC

sequences having different cyclic shift values are orthogonal to each other. Therefore,

from a ZC sequence generated using one root index,a plurality of orthogonal

sequences can be obtained through cyclic shift.

The ZC sequence is for exemplary purpases only. Thus, other sequences having an

excellent correlation characteristic can also be used as the frequency-domain sequence.
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The frequency-domain sequence can be undergone cyclic shift hopping for each SC-

FDMAsymbol. Thatis, although each SC-FDMAis spread through the same

frequency-domain sequence in FIG. 5, each SC-FDMA canalso be spread through a

frequency-domain sequence having a different cyclic shift value. This is called cyclic

shift hopping. When the cyclic shift hopping is carried out, a control channel char-

acteristic can be prevented from rapid deterioration caused by a high correlation at a

specific cyclic shift value,

FIG. 6 shows another exemplary structure of a control channel in case of using two-

dimensional spreading.

Referring to FIG. 6, unlike the example of FIG. 5, a contro! signal sequence {s0, s1,

., $13} is spread over a frequency domain,

Now, a method of generating a scheduling request channel fortransmitting a

scheduling request will be described.

The scheduling request is used when a UE requests a BS to allocate an uplink radio

resource. The scheduling requestis a sort of preliminary information exchange for

exchanging uplink data. In order for the UE to transmit uplink data to the BS, the

uplink radio resource hasto befirst requested through the scheduling request. When

the UE transmits the scheduling request on an uplink contro] channel, the BS transmits

the allocated uplink radio resource to the UE on a downlink control channel. The

uplink control channel for transmitting the scheduling request is referred to as a

scheduling request channel.

Examples of a method of generating the scheduling request channel include a method

in which a channel(i.e., an ACK/NACKchannel or a CQI channel) fortransmitting

different control signals are reserved for the scheduling request and a method in which

a dedicated channel is assigned for the scheduling request. In the former method,the

channel 1s generated simultaneously with a different control channel, and compatibility

with a different control signal needs to be maintained. Althoughthe time-frequency

resource is shared with the different control signal, the scheduling request can be

identified by using a different sequence. In the latter method, a new time-frequency

resource is allocated to transmit the scheduling request.

First, a method of transmitting a scheduling request signal by using an ACK/NACK

channel and a CQI channel will be described, However, technical features of the

present invention are not limited to the ACK/NACKchannelorthe CQI channel. Thus,

the preset invention can be widely used in a control channel having a structure in

which a second control signal (e.g., the scheduling request) can be transmitted on the

control channelfor transmitting a first control signal (e.g., the ACK/NACKsignal, the

CQI,etc.).

FIG. 7 showsa structure of an ACK/NACKchannel. TheACK/NACKchannelis a
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control channel on which an ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted. The ACK/NACK

signal is a reception confirm signal for downlink data for hybrid automatic repeat

request (HARQ). When the control signal is transmitted within a pre-assigned band,

frequency-domain spreading and time-domain spreading are simultaneously performed

to increase the numberof multiplexible UEs and the numberof control channels.

Referring to FIG. 7, among 7 SC-FDMA symbols includedin one slot, a reference

signal (or simply RS) is carried on 3 consecutive SC-FDMA symbols in the middle

portion of the slot and the ACK/NACKsignalis carried on the remaining 4 SC-FDMA

symbols. The RS is carried on the 3 consecutive SC-FDMA symbols located in the

middle portion of the slot. The position and the numberof symbols used in the RS may

vary, and as a result, the position and the number symbols used in the ACK/NACK

signal may also change.

A frequency-domain sequenceis used to spread the ACK/NACKsignal on a

frequency domain. The aforementioned ZC sequence may be used as the frequency-

domain sequence. ACK/NACK channels can be identified by using ZC sequences each

having a different cyclic shift value. The numberof available cyclic shifts may vary

depending on channel delay spreading.

The ACK/NACKsignal is spread in a frequency domain and is then subjected to

IFFT processing, Thereafter, the ACK/NACKsignalis spread again in a time domain

by using a time-domain sequence (or an orthogonal sequence). The ACK/NACKsignal

is spread using 4 time-domain spreading codes wo Ws Ws and W, for 4 OFDM
symbols. The reference signal is also spread using an orthogonal sequence with a

length of3.

Although it has been described that the frequency-domain spreading is performed

before the time-domain spreading is performed,this is for exemplary purposes only.

‘Thus, the present inventionis not limited to the order of performing the frequency-

domain spreading and the time-domain spreading. The time-domain spreading may be

pettormed before the frequency-domain spreading is performed. The time-domain

spreading and the frequency-domain spreading may be simultaneously performed by

using a sequence having one combined format.

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This is a case where at least one cyclic shift is

reserved with the scheduling request in the ACK/NACK channelstructure.

Referring to FIG. 8, in the ACK/NACKchannel, ZC sequences maintain or-

thogonality with each other by using cyclic shitts, and one of the cyclic shifts is

reserved by transmitting the scheduling request,

For example,if a total of 6 cyclic shifts can be used, one cyclic shift is used in

transmission of the scheduling request. The numberofpossible cyclic shifts may vary,
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and two or more cyclic shifts may be reserved to transmit the scheduling request.

If a specific cyclic shift is used to transmit the scheduling request in the ACK/NACK

channel, the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted using a cyclic shift unused in the

transmission of the scheduling request.

If a reserved cyclic shift is used forthe scheduling request, time-domain covering can

be used for each SC-FDMAsymbolina time domain. In this case, for coherent

detection, the numberof times of performing time-domain spreading depends on

min(the number of SC-FDMA symbols of an ACK/NACKsignal, the numberof SC-

FDMAsymbols ofa reference signal). In the coherent detection, a constellation of a

‘Tx signal (.e., the ACK/NACKsignal) is identified according to a defined reference

signal, Since the number of SC-FDMA symbols of the ACK/NACKsignal is 4 and the

number of SC-FDMA symbols ofthe reference signal is 3, the time-domain spreading

can be performed up to 3 times for the coherent direction. Therefore, if one cyclic shift

is used as a scheduling request signal for the ACK/NACKchannelin the coherent

detection, a maximum of 3 scheduling request channels can be transmitted for each
slot.

Althoughit has been described that the numberofroot indices of ZC sequences

usable in one cell is one, more UEs cantransmit the scheduling request when the
numberof rootindices increases,

Cyclic-shift hopping may be used in a cyclic shift for the scheduling request channel.

If the cyclic-shift hopping is used for each SC-FDMA symbol, a hopping pattern can
be reserved in advance to be used.

The scheduling request channel is defined herein by using a cyclic shift when a ZC

sequenceis used as a frequency-domain spreading code in the ACK/NACKchannel.

However, if another sequenceis used as the frequency-domain sequence, the

scheduling request channel may be defined by reserving a part of a corresponding

sequenceset or by reserving a hopping pattern of the sequence.

FIG. 9 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This structure supports both cases of with and

without the use of a reference signal.

Referring to FIG. 9, the number of SC-FDMA symbols of an ACK/NACKsignal and

the number of SC-FDMA symbols of a reference signal are compared, and a greater

value of the two is defined as the numberoftimes of performing time-domain

spreading usable for each cyclic shift. When the numberof times of performing time-

domain spreading of the control signal is different from the numberof times of

performing time-domain spreading of the reference signal, a smaller value of the two is

used for coherent detection, and the other value is used for non-coherent detection.

Whenthe numberof the SC-FDMA symbolsof the control signal is 4 and the
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numberof the SC-FDMAsymbols ofthe reference signal is 3, the control signal has 4

time-domain spreading codes and the reference signal] has 3 time-domain spreading

codes. If the non-coherent detection is used, 4 time-domain sequences can be used as a

spreading code. Three of the four time-domain sequences may be transmitted using

non-coherent detection, and the remaining one may be transmitted using coherent
detection.

FIG. 10 shows another exemplary structure of anACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This is a case where non-coherent detection is used.

Referring to FIG. 10, since there is no need to transmit a reference signal in non-

coherent detection, sequences can be used in time-domain spreading, wherein the

numberof sequences corresponds to the numberof all available SC-FDMA symbols.

Whenthe number of SC-FDMA symbols foreach slot is 7, a length of a time-domain

sequence is 7 and the numberofal! time-domain sequencesis also 7.

FIG.11 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACK channel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted, A time-domain sequenceis reserved in the ACK/

NACKchannel and is used as a scheduling channel.

Reterring to FIG. 11, at least one of time-domain sequences is reserved as a

scheduling request channel for transmitting a scheduling request. A time-domain

sequence with a length of 7 is used as the scheduling request channel, ‘The scheduling

request may be transmitted using an unused portion in a time-domain sequence of a

control signal or a time-domain sequence of a reference signal.

Asfor a frequency-domain sequence, the same frequency-domain sequence ofthe

control signal such as the ACK/NACKsignal may be used. Another specific sequence

may be dedicatedly used for the scheduling request.

The ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request maybe identified through a

divided time-domain sequence, Thatis, a frequency-domain sequence assigned for

ACK/NACKsignal transmissionis also used for the scheduling request, and the

scheduling request and the ACK/NACKsignalare identified through the time-domain

sequence. In addition, when the same time-domain sequence is used for both the ACK/

NACKsignal and the scheduling request, the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling

request may be identified by assigning different frequency-domain sequencesto the

ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request.

For example, in case of supporting coherent detection, a maximum of3 time-domain

sequences are present for 3 reference signals. At lease one of the three time-domain

sequences is assigned to a scheduling request channel. In addition, a control signal's

time-domain sequence associated with a reference signal's time-domain sequence

assigned to the scheduling request channel may be assigned to another scheduling
request channel. The scheduling request channel supports coherent detection.
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FIG. 12 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACKchannel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This is a case where time-domain sequences are

reserved for the ACK/NACKchannel, wherein a time-domain sequence with a length

of 3 and a time-domain sequence with a lengthof 4 are both used.

Referring to FIG. 12, in the ACK/NACKchannel, a scheduling request channel is

configured by spreading the time-domain sequence with a length of 3 in a reference

signal region and the time-domain sequence with a length of 4 in a data region (ie., an

ACK/NACKsignal part).

FIG. 13 shows another exemplary structure of anACK/NACK channel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This is a case where time-domain sequences are

reserved for the ACK/NACKchannel, wherein a time-domain sequence with a length

of 3 and a time-domain sequence with a length of 4 are separately used.

Referring to FIG. 13, in the ACK/NACKchannel, the time-domain sequence with a

length of 3 is used as a scheduling request channel in a reference signal region, and the

time-domain sequence with a length of 4 is used as a scheduling request channel in a

data region(i.e., an ACK/NACKsignal part). By using two types of time-domain

sequences for the scheduling request channel, a maximum of7 scheduling request

channels can be configured. In comparison with the example of FIG. 12, UE capability
increases.

In addition, a combination of the example of FIG. 12 and the example of FIG. 13 can

also be used. As described above,in the example of FIG. {2, the time-domain

sequence with a length of 3 and the time-domain sequence with a length of 4 are simul-

taneously used in the time domain, and in the example of FIG. 13, the time-domain

sequence with a length of 3 and the time-domain sequence with a length of 4 are

separately used.

FIG. 14 shows another exemplary structure of an ACK/NACK channel on which a

scheduling request is transmitted. This is a case where a time-domain sequenceis

reserved for the ACK/NACKchannelto be used as a scheduling channel. Non-
coherent detection is used herein.

Referring to FIG, 14, in case of supporting non-coherentdetection, at least one of

time-domain sequences with a length of 4 is assigned to a scheduling request channel.

The four time-domain sequences correspond to four SC-FDMA symbols. Unused time-

domain sequences of a remaining reference signal portion can be assigned to other

scheduling request channels. Thatis, by identifying a time-domain sequenceof a

control signal from a time-domain sequenceof a reference signal, the time-domain

domain sequencesare assigned to scheduling request channels supporting non-

coherent detection. In case of supporting coherent detection, a time-domain spreading

code of the control signal and a time-domain spreading code ofthe reference signal
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haveto be paired to be transmitted simultancously.

FIG. 15 showsa structure of a CQI channel. The CQI channel is a control channel for

transmitting a CQL. To ensure a sufficient symbol space, time-domain spreading is not

used in CQI transmission.

Referring to FIG. 15, among 7 SC-FDMAsymbols included in oneslot, a reference

signal is carried on 2 SC-FDMA symbols spaced apart from each other by 3 SC-

FDMAsymbols, and the CQI is carried on the remaining 5 SC-FDMA symbols. This

is for exemplary purposes only, and thus the position and the number of SC-FDMA

symbols used in the reference signal orthe position or the numberof symbols used in

the CQI may vary. When quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) mapping is performed

on one SC-FDMAsymbols, a 2-bit CQT value can be carried, Therefore, a 10-bit CQT

value can be carried on oneslot. For one subframe, a maximum 20-bit COT value can

be carried. In addition to the QPSK, the CQI may use other modulation schemes, e.g.,

16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM),

The CQIis spread over a frequency domain by using a frequency-domain sequence.

The frequency-domain sequence may be a ZC sequence, Unlike the two-dimensional

spreading in the ACK/NACKchannel, the CQI channel uses only one-dimensional

spreading and thus increases CQI transmission capacity. Although only the frequency-

domain spreading is described herein as an example, the CQI channel mayalso use

time-domain spreading.

In the CQI channel, cyclic shifts can be reserved to be assigned to a scheduling

request channel. This is the same as the example of the ACK/NACKchannel except

for a difference in the number of SC-FDMA symbolsof the reference signal. Unlike

the ACK/NACKchannel, in the CQT channel, in many cases, a less number of SC-

FDMAsymbols are assignedto the reference signal. This is because spreading is not

necessary overa time axis since users can be identified with sequence identification on

a frequency axis. Therefore, a function of the reference signal can be achieved with

only at least one SC-FDMAsymbol. In case of a high Dopplereffect, about 2 SC-

FDMAsymbols may be assigned to the reference signal, butit is difficult to use time-

domain spreading.

A time-domain sequence can be defined in order to define the scheduling request

channel. In case of supporting coherence detection, similarly to the ACK/NACK

channel structure, about 3 SC-FDMA symbols are assigned to the reference signal, and

a control signal part and a reference signal part may be identified when transmitted. In

case of supporting non-coherent detection, a time-domain spreading code can be

defined using a long sequence with a total length of one slot, Also in this case,

similarly to the ACK/NACKchannel, a sequence set of mutually orthogonal sequences

such as acyclic shift of a ZC sequence can be defined to be used as a time-domain
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spreading code. The sequence set may be a set of sequences whose mutual cross-
correlation is small.

Although it has been described above that the scheduling request channelis

configured to have a compatibility with a structure of the ACK/NACK channelorthe

CQI channel, the scheduling request channel can be configured by reserving a new

time-frequency resource. In case of configuring a dedicated scheduling request

channel, non-coherent detection not requiring the reference signal may be used. This is

because (he scheduling request can be transmitted according to a presence/absence of

transmission of the scheduling request channel since the scheduling request can be
identified only with a presence/absence of the scheduling request channel. Hor

example, transmission of the scheduling request channel can be regarded as

transmission of the scheduling request. In addition, the presence/absence of the

scheduling request can be toggled according to the presence/absence of the scheduling

request channel.

FIG. 16 shows an example of a scheduling request channel.

Referring to FIG. 16, when the scheduling request channel is generated inde-

pendently from other control channels, its design is not related to the control channels.

Thus, in this case, an arbitrary structure can be selected. In addition, unlike a case

where a scheduling request channel is configured to be compliant with a conventional

control channel, all control channels can be used. Thus, UE capability for the

scheduling request channel increases.

Similarly to the ACK/NACKchannel, the scheduling request channel is configured

by using two-dimensional spreading of a frequency domain and a time domain. Thatis,

a slot is divided into two parts, and a first time-domain spreading is performed on a

first part and a second time-domain spreading is performed on a second part. In other

words, for 4 SC-FDMA symbols (i.e., a first set) corresponding to a data part of the

conventional ACK/NACKchannel with respect to one slot, a first frequency-domain

sequence is mapped onto each SC-FDMA symbol,In this case, the first frequency-

domain sequence may have the same cyclic shift for each SC-FDMA symbol

belongingto the first set or may have different cyclic shifts. The first frequency-

domain sequenceis spread again through a first orthogonal sequence,that is, a time-

domain sequence.In addition, for 3 SC-FDMA symbols (i.e., a second set) cor-

responding to a reference signal part of the conventional ACK/NACKchannel with

respect to oneslot, a first frequency-domain sequence is mapped onto each SC-FDMA

symbol. In this case, the second frequency-domain sequence may have the same cyclic

shift for each SC-FDMA symbol belonging to the second set or may have different

cyclic shifts. The second frequency-domain sequenceis spread again through a second

orthogonal sequence, that is, a time-domain sequence,
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In the frequency-domain spreading and the time-domainspreading, different

sequences may be used for each SC-FDMA symboloreach slot. Thatis, a cyclic shift

of a frequency-domain sequence may change for each SC-FDMA symbol and/orfor

each slot. A method of using an independent scheduling request channel or a method

of sharing the scheduling request channel with a different control channel may be used

in combination. Informationrelated to configuration of the scheduling request channel

may be reported by the BS to the UE through a broadcast channelorthelike. In a

method of mapping resources for the scheduling request channel onto actual UEs, a

range of a UE identifier (ID) may be determined so that UE IDs are mappedto

resources for the scheduling request channel in a 1:1 manneraccording to the

determined order. Although the scheduling request channel can be generated in every

transmission time interval (TTI), waste of radio resources can be reduced by regulating

a period generated according to an amountof radio resource usable in the scheduling

request channel.

FIG. 17 shows an example of a scheduling request channel. This is a case where non-

coherent detection is supported.

Referring to PIG. 17, in case of supporting non-coherent detection, time-domain

spreading is carried out through a time-domain sequence with a length of 7 cor-

responding to oneslot.

FIG. 18 shows an example of resource allocation for a scheduling request channel. A

radio resource for the scheduling request channelis assigned to an outermost portion of

a. control region. FIG. 19 shows another example of resource allocationfora

scheduling request channel. A radio resource for the scheduling request channelis

assigned between a control region and a data region. The scheduling request channel

may be assigned to a data region or may be assigned either one of the control region or

the data region.

FIG. 20 shows another example of resource allocation for a scheduling request
channel.

Referring to PIG, 20, the scheduling request channelis assigned to at least one SC-

FDMAsymbol. A resource block (or simply RB)is a unit of frequency domain

resource allocation and includes a plurality of subcarriers. The scheduling request

channel can be transmitted throughoutthe entire band similar to a sounding signal for

uplink radio resource scheduling. The scheduling request channel may be transmitted.

alternately or simultaneously with the sounding signal.

In the scheduling request channel, resources can be allocated in a unit of resource

blocks. A sequence used in each resource block may be a ZC sequence used in a

control channel combined with a cyclic shift. In this case, a predetermined numberof

scheduling request channels can be configured, wherein the predetermined number
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corresponds to N cyclic shifts x X resource blocks.

One SC-FDMA symbolis used for a scheduling request channel. In detail, the

scheduling request channel may be configured with one resource block, and a UE may

be identified according to a sequence in use and a position of a resource block in use.

Instead ofallocating all resource blocks to the scheduling request channel, some of

the resource blacks may be allocated to the data channel.

Radio resource allocation information on the scheduling request channel can be

reported by the BS through the broadcast channel. A scheduling request signal may be

periodically transmitted by the UE or maybe transmitted in an event-driven manner. A

transmission period of a scheduling request may be reported by the BSto the UE.

A method of transmitting uplink data through a scheduling request related to uplink
data transmission will now be described. A UEreceives radio resource allocation in-

formation regarding a scheduling request channel from a BS. The scheduling request

channelis an uplink control channel andis different from a random access channel

which is used before synchronization between the BS and the UE is achieved yet. The

UE configures the scheduling request channel by using the radio resource allocation in-

formation and transmits the scheduling request to the BS on the scheduling request

channel. The BS transmits an uplink radio resource allocated according to the

scheduling request to the UE on a downlink control channel. ‘The UE transmits the

uplink data by using the uplink radio resource.

A methodof transmitting a scheduling request on a scheduling request channelis

classified into non-coherent detection and coherent detection. However, the scheduling

request can be detected in practice in more various manners. A method of analyzing

the scheduling request by determining a presence/absenceof a signal and a method of

identifying the scheduling request by using modulated signal information mayalso be
taken into consideration.

In the non-coherent detection, a presence/absence of a scheduling requestis

determined according to a presence/absence of transmission of a scheduling request

channel. In the coherent detection, all UEs transmit scheduling request signals when

scheduling request channels are allocated to the UEs. Whenbinary phase shift keying

(BPSK) modulation is used, a UE may transmit 1-bit information indicating whether a

scheduling request is desired or not. When quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)

modulation is used, the UE may transmit additional 1-bit information together with the

1-bit information indicating whetherthe scheduling request is desired ornot. In this

case, the additionally transmitted information may be quality of service (QoS) in-

formation or buffer size informationforfacilitating a scheduling process,
Coherence detection and non-coherent detection can be used at the sametime. This is

referred to as partial coherent detection. In the partial coherent detection, only a UE
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desiring a scheduling request transmits the scheduling requestratherthan all UEs un-

conditionally transmit scheduling requests. The UE transmitting the scheduling request

may transmit additional desired information. When the UE does not need scheduling,

that is, when the UE does not require radio resource for uplink transmission, the UE

ignores the scheduling request instead of transmitting the scheduling request. Then, a

receiverfirst determines a presence/absence of the scheduling request according to a

presence/absenceof a signal. If the signal exists, it is determined that there is the

scheduling request. In a case where a transmitter transmits the scheduling request,

additional information canbe transmitted as signal modulation information. When

BPSK modulation is used, additional information related to the scheduling request may

be carried using one bit. When QPSK modulation is used, additional information

related to the scheduling request may be carried using twobits.

The present invention can be implemented with hardware, software, or combination

thereof. In hardware implementation, the present invention can be implemented with

one of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor

(DSP), a programmable logic device (PLD),a field programmable gate array (FPGA),

a processor, a controller, a microprocessor, other electronic units, and combination

thereof, which are designed to perform the aforementioned functions. In software im-

plementation, the present invention can be implemented with a module for performing

the aforementioned functions. Software is storable in a memory unit and executed by

the processor. Various means widely knownto those skilled in the art can be used as

the memory unit or the processor.

While the present invention has been particularly shownand described with reference

to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope ofthe invention as defined by the appended claims. The exemplary

embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of

limitation, Therefore, the scope of the inventionis defined not by the detailed de-

scription of the invention but by the appended claims,and all differences within the

scope will be construed as being included in the present invention.
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Claims

[1] A method of transmitting a scheduling request which is used to request a radio
resource for uplink transmission in a wireless communication system, the method
comprising:

configuring an uplink control channel for transmission ofa scheduling request in
a subframe, the subframe comprising two consecutiveslots, a slot comprising a
plurality of single carrier-frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA)

symbols, the scheduling request being carried by presence or absence of
transmission of the uplink control channel; and

transmitling the scheduling request on the uplink control channel,

wherein configuring the uplink control channel comprises

dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols in the slot into a first set of SC-

FDMAsymbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols;

mapping eachoffirst frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbol in

the first set, the first frequency domain sequences being generated by cyclic
shifts of a base sequence;

mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbol
in the secondset, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by
cyclic shifts of the base sequence;

spreading the first frequency domain sequences in the first set with a first

orthogonal sequence,the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the
number of SC-FDMA symbolsinthefirst set; and

spreading the second frequency domain sequences in the second set with a

second orthogonal sequence,the second orthogonal sequence having a length
equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols in the secondset.

[2] The method ofclaim 1, whereinthe first orthogonal sequence and the second

orthogonal sequence are time domain sequences whose elements correspond to
SC-FDMA symbols.

[3] The methodof claim 1, wherein the two consecutive slots in the subframe uses

different subcarriers.

[4] The method of claim 1, wherein the length ofthefirst frequency domain

sequence and the length of the second frequency domain sequence equalto the

numberof subcarriers allocated in one SC-FDMA symbol.

[5] The method of claim 1, wherein the number of SC-FDMAsymbols inthe first
set is larger than that of SC-FDMA symbols inthe secondset.

[6] The methodof claim 5, wherein the number of SC-FDMA symbols in theslot is
seven, the number of SC-FDMAsymbolsin thefirst set is four and the number
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[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

of SC-FDMA symbols in the secondset is three.

The methodof claim 5, wherein the SC-FDMA symbols in the second set are
consecutive.

A method of transmitting a scheduling request which is used to request a radio

resource for uplink transmission in a wireless communication system, the method

comprising:

configuring an uplink control channel for transmission of a scheduling request in

a plurality of SC-FDMAsymbols, the scheduling request being carried by

presence or absence of transmissionof the uplink control channel; and

transmitting the scheduling request on the uplink control channel,

wherein configuring the uplink control channel comprises

dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols into a first set of SC-FDMA

symbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols;

mapping each of first frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbolin

the first set, the first frequency domain sequence being generated by cyclic shifts

of a base sequence;

mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbol

in the secondset, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by

cyclic shifts of the base sequence;

spreading the first frequency domain sequencesin thefirst set with a first

orthogonal sequence,the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the

number of SC-FDMAsymbols inthefirst set; and

spreading the second frequency domain sequencesin the second set with a

second orthogonal sequence, the second orthogonal sequence having a length

equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols in the secondset.

The method of claim 8, wherein the length of the first frequency domain

sequence and the length of the second frequency domain sequence equalto the

numberof subcarriers allocated in one SC-FDMA symbol.

The method of claim 8, wherein the number of SC-FDMA symbols inthefirst

set is larger than that of SC-FDMA symbolsin the secondset.

The method of claim 10, wherein the number of SC-FDMA symbols inthe first

set is four and the number of SC-FDMA symbols in the secondsetis three.

The method of claim 10, wherein the SC-FDMA symbols in the second set are
consecutive.
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1 
(PATENT) 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Patent Application of: 
Jin Sam KW AK et al. 

Application No.: 12/594,159 

Filed: September 30, 2009 

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK 
CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

Confirmation No.: 1261 

Art Unit: 2463 

Examiner: M. C. Marcelo 

LETTER CONFIRMING ENGLISH TRANSLATION AND STATEMENT HA VE BEEN 
FILED IN PRIOR FILED PROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

In response to the Office Action dated June 4, 2010, Applicants confirm that this non-

provisional Application No. 12/594,159 was filed in the English language. The prior-filed 

provisional Application Nos. 60/954,812 and 60/979,860 were filed in a language other than 

English. Thus, this is to confirm that an English-language translation of provisional Application 

Nos. 60/954,812 and 60/979,860 and statements that the translations are accurate, were filed in 

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on June 17, 2010, in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 

l.78(a)(5). 

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/MEMrtl 
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Application No. 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1
Reply to Office Action ofJune 4, 2010

If necessary, the Commissioner is hereby authorized in this, concurrent, and future

replies, to charge paymentor credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 02-2448 for any

additional fees required under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 or under 37 C.F.R.§ 1.17; particularly, extension

of time fees.

Dated: JUN 2 4 2010 Respectfully submitted,

 
Registration No.: 40,953
BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP
$110 Gatehouse Road

Suite 100 East

P.O. Box 747

Falls Church, Virginia 22040-0747
(703) 205-8000
Attomey for Applicant
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Applicationof:
Jin Sam KWAK etal.

Application No.: 12/594,159 Confirmation No.: 1261

Filed: September 30, 2009 Art Unit: 2463

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK Examiner: M. C. Marcelo
CONTROL SIGNALSIN WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Applicant(s) hereby submit(s) an Information Disclosure Statement for consideration by
the Examiner.

I. LIST OF PATENTS, PUBLICATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION

Thepatents, publications, or other information submitted for consideration by the Office
are listed on the PTO-SBO8.

IL. COPIES

x! a. Copies of foreign patent documents, non-patent literature and other
information.

[] b. REFERENCES PREVIOUSLY CITED OR SUBMITTED: Copies of any
information not provided can be foundin one or moreof the following applications which has

been relied uponfor an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C.§ 120:

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/MEM/rrtl
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Application No.: 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

Il. CONCISE EXPLANATION OF THE RELEVANCE

CJ a. NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE DOCUMENTS:Aconcise explanation of the

relevance of all non-English language patents, publications, or other information listed is as
follows:

x b. ENGLISH LANGUAGE SEARCH REPORT OR FOREIGN PATENT OFFICE

COMMUNICATION: Enclosed herewith is an English language European Search Report

issued in a co-pending application and dated June 9, 2010. The reference cited within the

EP Search Reportare listed on the attached PTO-SB/08 form. Also, the EP Search Report

indicates the degree of relevance.

[| c. OTHER:The following additional information is provided.

IV. STATEMENT UNDER37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)

The undersigned herebystatesthat:

CJ a. Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any
communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than 30

days prior to the filing of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English language

counterparts notlisted in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language

counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items first cited in

the communication from the foreign patent office; or

x] b, Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more

than three months priorto thefiling of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English

language counterparts notlisted in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such

English language counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-

English itemsfirst cited in the communication from the foreign patent office; or

2 EHC/MEM/srtl
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L] c. Noitem of information contained in the IDS wascited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart forcign application, and, to the knowledge of the person

signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, no item of IDS was known to any
individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the filing of the
IDS.

[] d. Someof the items of information in the IDS werecited in a communication from

a foreign patent office. Such items were first cited in a communication from a foreign patent

office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three monthspriorto the filing ofthis

IDS. This statement does not relate to English language counterparts not listed in a

communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language counterparts are provided

to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items first cited in the communication from

the foreign patent office. As to the remaining items of information, to the knowledge of the

person signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, such remaining items were not

known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c) more than three monthsprior to the
filing of this statement.

V. FEES

[| a. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed concurrently with the filing
of a new patent application or Request for Continued Examination. Nofee is required.

[] »b. This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed within three months of the
filing date of an application. No fee is required.

C] c. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed before the mailing date of a
first Action on the merits. No fee is required. Ifa first Office Action on the merits has issued,

please consider this IDS under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c) and see the statement under 37 C.F.R. §

1.97(e) above. If no statement has been made, charge our deposit account for the required fee.

3 EHC/MEM/rrtl
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x] d. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed before the mailing date 

of a Final Office Action or before the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance (see 37 C.F.R. §
1.97(c)(1)).

[_] Nostatement. Thefee as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is provided.
or

Xx See the above statement. No fee is required.

[] e. This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed after the mailing date of a
Final Office Action orafter the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance (see 37 C.F.R.§ 1.97(d)),

see the statement above. The fee as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is provided.

VI. PAYMENT OF FEES

C] The requiredfee is listed on the attached Fee Transmittal.

X<] _No fee is required.

4 EHC/MEM/rrtl
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If the Examiner has any questions concerning this IDS,please contact the undersigned. If

it is determined that this IDS has been filed under the wrongrule, the USPTO is requested to

consider this IDS under the proper rule and charge the appropriate fee to Deposit Account No.
02-2448.

Dated: 'JUN 2.4 2010

Attachment(s):
PTO/SB/08

Respectfully submitted,

 
 

Esther H. Chong
Registration No.: 40,953
BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP
8110 Gatehouse Road

Suite 100 East

P.O. Box 747

Falls Church, Virginia 22040-0747
(703) 205-8000
Attorney for Applicant

Three (3) Non-Patent Literature References
One(1) Foreign Reference

European Search Report dated June 9, 2010
Fee

Other:

KX

[|] Foreign Patent Office Communication
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United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O, Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www .uspto. gov

 
 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

12/594, 159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak §438-0162PUS1 1261

2292 7590 06/04/2010
BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH
PO BOX 747 MARCELO, MELVIN C

FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2463

NOTIVICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

06/04/2010 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date” to the
following e-mail address(es):
mailroom @ bskb.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

Office Action Summary 12/594,159 KWAKETAL.
for Applications =xami Art Unit

Under Accelerated Examination xaminer men
Melvin Marcelo 2463

 
 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheetwith the correspondence address--

Since this application has been granted special status under the accelerated examination program,

NO extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be permitted and a SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR

REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE:

ONE MONTHORTHIRTY(30) DAYS, WHICHEVERIS LONGER,
FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION- if this is a non-final action or a Quayle action.

(Examiner: For FINAL actions, please use PTOL-326.)

The objective of the accelerated examination program is to complete the examination of an application within twelve
months from the filing date of the application. Any reply must befiled electronically via EFS-Webso that the paperswill
be expeditiously processed and considered. If the reply is notfiled electronically via EFS-Web, the final disposition of the
application may occur later than twelve monthsfrom thefiling of the application.

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 30 September 2009.
2) Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

3)X] Claim(s) 15-28 is/are pending in the application.

3a) Of the above claim(s)__—_is/are withdrawn from consideration.

4)X] Claim(s) 15-28 is/are allowed.
5)\L] Claim(s)___ is/are rejected.
6)L] Claim(s)__is/are objected to.

7\L] Claim(s)____ are subjectto restriction and/orelection requirement.

Application Papers

8)L Thespecification is objected to by the Examiner.
9)X] The drawing(s)filed on 30 September 2009is/are: a)<] accepted or b)_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

10)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

11)K] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)XAll b)_] Some * c)] None of:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.0 Certified copiesof the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3. Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
e See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Xx] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Cc Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) CJ Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.__.
3) IX] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L_] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) Oo Other: : 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326AE (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100523
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Application/Control Number: 12/594, 159 

Art Unit: 2463 

DETAILED ACTION 

Priority 

1. Applicants claim priority to provisional applications 60/954,812 filed 8-8-2007 and 

Page 2 

60/979,860 filed 10-14-2007, both are in a foreign language. In order for an application to claim 

the benefit of one or more prior-filed provisional applications, applicants must meet the 

requirements of Section 1.78(4)(iv). 

(iv) If the prior- filed provisional application was filed :in a langua.ge other 
than _gggJ!§.h and both an ~gg~J1-1anguage translation of the prior-filed 
provisional application and a state111ent that the translation is acc1U'ate 
\Vere not previously filed in the prior-filed provisional application, 
applicant will be notified and given a period of trrne ,:vithin vvhich to file, in 
the prior- filed provisional application, the translation and the staten1ent If 
the notice is niailed in a pending nonprovisional application0 a timely reply 
to such a notice nmst :include the filing in the nonprovisional application of 
either a confin:nation that the translation and staternent 'vere filed in the 
provisional application, or an mnendn1ent or Supplernental Application 
Data Sheet \vithdravi-'n1g the benefit claim, or the nonprovisional 
application \vill be abandoned. TI1e translation and statement niay be filed 
in the provisional application~ even ifthe provisional application has 
becmne abandoned. 

Allowable Subject Matter 

2. Claims 15-28 are allowed. 

3. The following is a statement of reasons for the indication of allowable subject matter: 

Pajukoski et al. (US 2009/0109917A1) with a priority claim to provisional 61/001,207 filed 10-

30-2007 teaches the transmission of the ACK/NACK and SR in the preassigned SR PUCCH 

resource when the ACK/NACK and SR are to be transmitted (Figure 5). 
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Application/Control Number: 12/594,159 Page 3

Art Unit: 2463

Conclusion

 4, This application is in condition for allowance except for

  the following formal matters: Applicant’s priority claims to
 

 
non-English provisionals 60/954,812 and 60/979,860 are
 

  incomplete and need an English language translation and a
 

    statement that the translation is accurate.

Prosecution on the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte

Quayle, 25 USPQ 74, 453 0.G. 213 (CommrrPat. 1935).

Since this application has been granted special status under the accelerated

examination program, a shortened statutory period for reply to this action is set to expire ONE

(1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS, whicheveris longer, from the mailing date of this letter. NO

extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a)will be permitted.

The objective of the accelerated examination program is to complete the examination of

an application within twelve months from thefiling date of the application. Any reply must be

filed electronically via EFS-Websothat the paperswill be expeditiously processed and

considered. If the reply is notfiled electronically via EFS-Web,thefinal disposition of the

application may occur later than twelve monthsfrom the filing of the application.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Melvin Marcelo whose telephone numberis 571-272-3125. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri 8:30-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Derrick W. Ferris can be reached on 571-272-3123. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 12/594,159 Page 4

Art Unit: 2463

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the

automated information system,call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/Melvin Marcelo/

Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2463

May 23, 2010
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Se UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www,uspto,gov

BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH
PO BOX 747

FALLS CHURCHVA 22040-0747 DECISION ON REQUEST TO
PARTICIPATE IN PATENT

In re Application of: KWAK, JIN SAM etal. PROSECUTION HIGHWAY
Application No. 12594159 PROGRAM ANDPETITION TO
Filed: September 30, 2009 MAKESPECIAL UNDER37 CFR
For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK .
CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS 1.102¢d) MAI LED
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

APR 27 2010

DIRECTOR OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2400

Thisis a decision on the requestto participate in the Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH) program
and the petition under 37 CFR 1.102(d), filed March 9, 2010, to make the above-identified
application special.

The petition is GRANTED,

A grantable requestto participate in the PPH program andpetition to make special require:

(1) The U.S. application is
(a) a Paris Convention application which either

(i) validly claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a) and 37 CFR 1.55 to one or more
applicationsfiled in the KIPO, or
(11) validly claimspriority to a PCT application that contains no priority claims,

Or

(b) a national stage application under the PCT (an application which entered the
national stage in the U.S. from a PCTinternational application after compliance
with 35 U.S.C. 371), which PCTapplication
(1) validly claims priority to an application filed in the KIPO,or
(ii) validly claimspriority to a PCT application that contains no priority claims, or
(iil) contains nopriority claim,

Or

(c) a so-called bypass application filed under 35 U.S.C. 111 (a) which validly claims
benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120 to a PCT application, which PCT application

(i) validly claimspriority to an application filed in the KIPO,or
(ii) validly claims priority to a PCT application that contains nopriority claims, or
(iii) contains nopriority claim.
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Application SN 12594159
Decision on Petition

Where the KIPO application that contains the allowable/patentable claims is not the same application
for which priority is claimed in the U.S. application, applicant must identify the relationship between
the KIPO application that contains the allowable/patentable claims and the KIPOpriority application
claimedin the U.S. application;

(2) Applicant must submit a copyof:
a. The allowable/patentable claim(s) from the KR application(s);
b. An English translation of the allowable/patentable claim(s), if the claims were
published in a language other than English); and
c. A statementthat the English translation is accurate;

(3) Applicant must:
a. Ensure all the claims in the U.S. application mustsufficiently correspond or be
amendedto sufficiently correspond to the allowable/patentable claim(s) in the KIPO
application(s) and
b. Submit a claim correspondencetable in English;

_ (4) Examinationofthe U.S. application has not begun;

(5) Applicant must submit:
a. A copyofall the office action(s) (which are relevant to patentability), excluding
"Decision to Grant a Patent" from each of the KR application(s) containing the
allowable/patentable claim(s);
b. An English languagetranslation of the KIPO office action(s) (if the office action(s) are
not in the English language); and
c. A statement that the English translation is accurate;

(6) Applicant must submit:
a. An IDSlisting the documents cited by the KIPO examinerin the KIPOoffice
action (unless already filed in this application); and
b. Copies ofall the documents cited in the KIPO office action, except U.S. patents
or U.S. patent application publications (unless already filed in this application); and

(7) The required petition fee under 37 CFR 1.17(h).

The request to participate in the PPH program andpetition are found to comply withall the
above requirements. Accordingly, the above-identified application has been accorded "special"
status.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Hassan Kizou at 571-272-
3088

All other inquiries concerning the examination or status of the application is accessible in the
PAIRsystem at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc/index.html.
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Application SN 12594159
Decision on Petition

The application is being forwarded to the examinerfor action on the merits commensurate with
this decision.

 
Technology Center 2400,
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

In re Patent Application of:
Jin Sam KWAK etal.

Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Art Unit: 2617

Filed: September 30, 2009 Examiner: D. D. Bost

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK

CONTROLSIGNALSIN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

SECOND PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

MS Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The following preliminary amendments and remarks are respectfully submitted in

connection with the above-identified application.

This amendmentincludes:

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in thelisting of claims which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 ofthis paper.

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/MEM/ril
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

1-14. (Cancelled)

15. (New) A methodoftransmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system using at least one subframe comprising two slots, each slot including a plurality of

symbols, the wireless communication system configured to transmit a scheduling request (SR)

via a preassigned SR physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) resource and to transmit a

ACK/NACKvia a preassigned ACK/NACKphysical uplink control channel (PUCCH)resource,

the method comprising:

determining whether or not an ACK/NACKand a SRareto be transmitted in a subframe;

and

transmitting the ACK/NACKandthe SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCH

resource if the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be

transmitted in the subframe.

16. (New) The method of claim 15, wherein the SR is indicated by one of a positive and a

negative transmission, the positive transmission being a presence of a SR transmission and the

negative transmission being an absence of the SR transmission.

2 EHC/MEM/srtl
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

17. (New) The method of claim 16, wherein the step of determining comprises:

indicating that the ACK/NACKis to be transmitted in the subframe via the preassigned

SR PUCCH resource when the SR is to be indicated by the positive transmission and the

ACK/NACKis to be transmitted.

18. (New) The methodofclaim 16, further comprising:

transmitting the ACK/NACKin the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK PUCCH

resource if the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be

transmitted in the subframe when the SR is to be indicated by the negative transmission and the

ACK/NACKisto be transmitted.

19. (New) The method of claim 15, wherein the step of transmitting the ACK/NACKand

the SR in the subframe comprises:

determining a frequency domain sequence and an orthogonal sequence based on the

preassigned SR PUCCH resource;

spreading the ACK/NACK with the frequency domain sequence and the orthogonal

_ Sequenceto generate a mapped sequence; and

transmitting the mapped sequence in the subframe.

20. (New) The methodofclaim 15, further comprising:

transmitting the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCHresourceif the step

of determining indicates that the SR is to be transmitted only.

3 EHC/MEM/rl
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

21. (New) The methodofclaim 15, further comprising:

transmitting the ACK/NACKinthe subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK PUCCH

resourceifthe step of determiningindicates that the ACK/NACKisto be transmitted only.

22. (New) A mobile communication apparatus configured to transmit uplink control

signals in a wireless communication system using at least one subframe comprising two slots,

each slot including a plurality of symbols, the wireless communication system configured to

transmit a scheduling request (SR) via a preassigned SR physical uplink control channel

(PUCCH)resource and to transmit a ACK/NACK via a preassigned ACK/NACK physical

uplink control channel (PUCCH) resource, the mobile communication apparatus comprising:

a transmitter configured to

determine whether or not an ACK/NACKand a SRare to be transmitted in a

subframe, and

transmit the ACK/NACKand the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR

PUCCHresource if the transmitter determines that the ACK/NACKandthe SR are to be

transmitted in the subframe.

23. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 22, wherein the SR is indicated

by oneofa positive and a negative transmission, the positive transmission being a presence ofa

SR transmission and the negative transmission being an absence ofthe SR transmission.

4 EHC/MEM/rrt!
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

24. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 23, wherein the transmitter

determines that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be transmitted in the subframe via the

preassigned SR PUCCHresource whenthe SRis to be indicated by the positive transmission and

the ACK/NACKEis to be transmitted.

25. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 23, wherein the transmitter is

further configured to transmit the ACK/NACKin the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK

PUCCHresource if the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACKandthe SRare to be

transmitted in the subframe when the SR is to be indicated by the negative transmission and the

ACK/NACKisto be transmitted.

26. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 22, wherein when transmitting

the ACK/NACKandthe SR in the frame, the transmitter is configured to

determine a frequency domain sequence and an orthogonal sequence based on the

preassigned SR PUCCHresource;

spread the ACK/NACK with the frequency domain sequence and the orthogonal

sequence to generate a mapped sequence; and

transmit the mapped sequencein the subframe.

27. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 22, wherein the transmitter is

further configured to transmit the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCHresource if

the transmitter determinesthat the SR is to be transmitted only.

5 EHC/MEM/rll
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

28. (New) The mobile communication apparatus of claim 22, wherein the transmitter is

further configured to transmit the ACK/NACKin the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK

PUCCHresourceifthe transmitter determines that the ACK/NACKisto be transmitted only.

6 EHC/MEM/ril
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Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUSI

REMARKS

Claims 15-28 are pending in this application. Claims 1-14 have been cancelled, and

claims 15-28 have been added.

The claims have been amended to comply with the requirements of the KIPO Patent

Prosecution Highway (PPH) program. The required documentsare enclosed with the proper fee.

No new matter has been added.

CONCLUSION

Entry of the above amendments is earnestly solicited. An early and favorable first action

on the merits is earnestly solicited.

Should there be any outstanding matters that need to be resolved in the present

application, the Examiner is respectfully requested to contact Michael E. Monaco, Reg. No.

52,041, at the telephone numberof the undersigned below, to conduct an interview in an effort to

expedite prosecution in connection with the present application.

pated: MAR 0 9 2010 Respectfully submitted,

By
Esther H. Chong
Registration No.: 40,953
BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP
8110 Gatehouse Road

Suite 100 East

P.O. Box 747

Falls Church, Virginia 22040-0747
(703) 205-8000
Attorney for Applicant
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
Jin Sam KWAKetal.

Application No.: 12/594,159 Confirmation No.: 1261

Filed: September 30, 2009 Art Unit: 2617

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK Examiner: D. D. Bost

CONTROL SIGNALSIN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT.

MS Amendment

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Applicant(s) hereby submit(s) an Information Disclosure Statement for consideration by

the Examiner.

I, LIST OF PATENTS, PUBLICATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION

The patents, publications, or other information submitted for consideration by the Office

are listed on the PTO-SB08.

 

IL. COPIES

x] a. Copies of foreign patent documents, non-patent literature and other

information.

C] b. REFERENCES PREVIOUSLY CITED OR SUBMITTED: Copies of any

information not provided can be found in one or more of the following applications which has

been relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120:

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/MEM/rtl
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Application No.: 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

Tl. CONCISE EXPLANATION OF THE RELEVANCE

x a. NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE DOCUMENTS: A concise explanation of the

relevance of all non-English language patents, publications, or other information listed is as

follows: English language Abstracts are enclosed for all non-English references.

[]  b. ENGLISH LANGUAGE SEARCH REPORT OR FOREIGN PATENT OFFICE

COMMUNICATION: An English language version of the search report or Foreign Patent

Office communication that indicates the degree of relevance is attached.

Xx] c. OTHER:The following additional information is provided. Enclosed is a Korean

language Notice of Allowance with the English translation, which was issued in KR-2009-

7013115, and dated for February 5, 2010. The references cited in the Korean Notice of

Allowanceis listed on the attached PTO SB/08 Form.

Also enclosed is a Korean language Office Action with the English translation,

which wasissued in KR-2009-7013115, and dated for January 11, 2010.

IV. STATEMENT UNDER37 C.F.R.§1.97(e

The undersigned herebystates that:

L] a. Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than 30

days prior to the filing of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English language

counterparts not listed in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language

counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English itemsfirst cited in

the communication from the foreign patent office; or

[J b. Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three monthspriorto thefiling of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English language

2 EHC/MEM/rtl
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Application No.: 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

counterparts not listed in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such English

language counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items

first cited in the communication from the foreign patent office; or

C] c. No item of information contained in the IDS wascited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person

signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, no item of IDS was known to any

individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the

IDS.

C] d. Someof the items of information in the IDS were cited in a communication from

a foreign patent office. Such items were first cited in a communication from a foreign patent

office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three monthsprior to the filing ofthis

IDS. This statement does not relate to English language counterparts not listed in a

communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language counterparts are provided

to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English itemsfirst cited in the communication from

the foreign patent office. As to the remaining items of information, to the knowledge of the

person signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, such remaining items were not

known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the

filing of this statement.

V. FEES

C] a. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed concurrently with the filing

of a new patent application or Request for Continued Examination. Nofee is required.

L] b. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three months ofthe

filing date of an application. No fee is required.

3 EHC/MEM/rt!
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Application No.: 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

x] c. This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed before the mailing date

of a first Action on the merits. No fee is required. If a first Office Action on the merits has

issued, please consider this IDS under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c) and see the statement under 37

C.F.R. § 1.97(e) above. If no statement has been made, charge our deposit accountfor the

required fee.

 
[| d. This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed before the mailing date of a

Final Office Action or before the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance (see 37 C.F.R. §

1.97(c)(1)).

[-] Nostatement. The fee as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p)is provided.
or

C] See the above statement. No fee is required.

CJ e. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed after the mailing date of a

Final Office Action or after the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance (see 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(d)),

see the statement above. The fee as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is provided.

VI. PAYMENT OF FEES

CI The requiredfeeis listed on the attached Fee Transmittal.

i Nofee is required.

If the Examiner has any questions concerning this IDS, please contact the undersigned.If

it is determined that this IDS has been filed under the wrong rule, the USPTO is requested to

consider this IDS under the proper rule and charge the appropriate fee to Deposit Account No.

02-2448.

4 EHC/MEM/rtl
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Application No.: 12/594,159 Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

Dated: MAR 0 9 2010 Respectfully submitted,

 
 

 
 

Esther H. Chong
Registration No.: 40,953
BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP
8110 Gatehouse Road

Suite 100 East

P.O. Box 747

Falls Church, Virginia 22040-0747
(703) 205-8000
Attorney for Applicant

Attachment(s):
XxX PTO/SB/08
<] Foreign References — Two (2)

Non-Patent Literature Reference One(1)
[-] Foreign Patent Office Communication
[|] Foreign Search Report
[|] Fee

Other: Korean Language Notice of Allowance dated for February 5, 2010
Korean Languange Office Action dated for January 11, 2010

5 EHCINEMt
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Doc Code: PPH.PET.652 . PTO/SB/20KR (11-09)
Document Description: Petition to make special under Patent Pros Hwy Approved for use through 01/31/2012, OMB 0651-0058

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a Collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE PATENT PROSECUTION HIGHWAY(PPH)
PROGRAM BETWEEN THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE (KIPO) AND THE USPTO

Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261 Jin Sam KWAK

Filing Date: September30, 2009

Attorney Docket No.:| 5438-0162PUS1

Title of the|METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROLSIGNALS IN WIRELESS
Invention: COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

THIS REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE PPH PROGRAM ALONG WITH THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST BE SUBMITTED VIA
EFS-Wes.INFORMATION REGARDING EFS-WESIs AVAILABLE AT HTTP://WWW.USPTO.GOV/ESC/EFS_HELP.HTML.

APPLICANT HEREBY REQUESTS PARTICIPATION IN THE PATENT PROSECUTION HIGHWAY(PPH) PROGRAM AND
PETITIONS TO MAKETHE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED APPLICATION SPECIAL UNDER THE PPH PROGRAM.

The above-identified application (1) validly claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a) and 37 CFR 1.55 to one or more
corresponding KIPO application(s) or to a PCT application that does not contain anypriority claim, or (2) is a national stage
entry of a PCT application that does not contain any priority claim.

The KIPO/PCT application
KR-10-2009-7013115 (PCT/KR2008/004590)number(s) is/are:

Thefiling date of the KIPO/
PCTapplication(s) is/are: June 24, 2009 (August 7, 2008)

|. List of Required Documents:

A copyofall KIPO office actions which are relevant to patentability (excluding “Decision to Granta
Patent’*) in the above-identified KIPO application(s).

is attached.

[| is not attached because the KIPO application was allowedin a first office action.
*It is not necessary to submit a copy of the “Decision to Grant a Patent” and an English translation thereof.

A copyofall claims which were determined to be patentable by the KIPO in the above-identified KIPO
application(s).

[x] is attached. 

English translations of the documents in a. and b. above along with a statementthat the English
translations are accurate are attached(if the documents are notin the English language).

(1) An information disclosure statementlisting the documents cited in the KIPO office actions

is attached.

[|has already been filed in the above-identified U.S. application on
(2) Copies of all documents (except for U.S. patents or U.S. patent application publications)

 x| are attached.

| have already beenfiled in the above-identified U.S. application on 

 
[Page 1 of 2]

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP
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PTO/SB/20KR (11-09)
Approved for use through 01/31/2012. OMB 0651-0058

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information uniessit contains a valid OMB control number.

REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE PATENT PROSECUTION HIGHWAY(PPH)
PROGRAM BETWEEN THE KOREAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICE (KIPO) AND THE USPTO

(continued)

Application No.: 12/594,159-Conf. #1261

First Named Inventor: Jin Sam KWAK

Patentable Claims
Claims in US Application Explanation regarding the correspondencein KIPO Application

15-28 Substantially Identical

I. All the claims in the US application sufficiently correspond to the patentable/allowable claims in the
KIPO application.

IV. Payment of Fees:

The petition fee under 37 CFR 1.17(h) as required by 37 CFR 1.102(d) must be paid via EFS-Web (using credit card,
authorization to charge a deposit account, or electronic funds transfer).

PHomMARBOat uO Jy ALS Date MAR 0 9 2010
Esther H. Chong (\|— 40,953Print/Typed . Registration Number

 
   

[Page 2 of 2]
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STATEMENT FOR THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION( S)

I, Hongsuk Choi, hereby declare and state that I am knowledgeable of each of the
Korean and English languages. J herebycertify that the attached English translations are
complete and accurate translations of the allowable claims, 1* office action, and the

. notice of allowance attached with this Request for Participation in the Patent
Prosecution Highway Program.

_Febrvoy Ib dofo | . Hons sk Chay’ -
Date Signature

. Hongsuk Choi
"Typed Name
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Mailing No.:9-5-2009-046417445 Receiver: 10F., Songam Bldg., 642-10, Yeoksam-dong,
Mailing Date: November 11, 2009 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-080 Republic of Korea
Due Date: January 11, 2010 (S&IP Patent & Law Firm) Moon-Ock YANG

KIPO

Applicant

Agent

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

NOTICE OF SUBMISSION OF OPINION

Name: LG Electronics Inc. (Applicant Code: 120020128403)

Address: 20, Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 150-721

Republic of Korea
Name: YANG, Moon-Ock

Address: 10F., Songam Bldg., 642-10, Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul,

Republic ofKorea (S&IP Patent & Law Firm)

Name: KWAK, Jin Sam

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: PARK, Hong Won

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: HAN, Seung Hee

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: NOH, Min Seok

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: KWON, Yeong Hyeon

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: LEE, Hyun Woo

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyconggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: KIM, Dong Cheol

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
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Inventor: Name: CHUNG, Jae Hoon

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-1doing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Application No.: 10-2009-7013115

Title of the Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Since it was found after examination of this application that the application has the

following ground of rejections, the applicant is notified of this rejection pursuant to the

provision of Article 63 of Patent Law.If there is an opinion or it is necessary to perform an

amendment, please submit an Opinion (reply, explanation) [format of annexed paper No. 24

pursuant to Patent Law Enforcement Regulations] and/or an Amendment [format of annexed

paper No. 9 pursuant to Patent Law Enforcement Regulations] within the due date. [The time

limit can be extended for one month upon every request up to maximum 4 months. Time

Limit Extension can be collectively requested over 2 months within a range of four months if

necessary. Yet, in case of attempting to have Time Limit Extension exceeding an extension

applicable period (four months) due to occurrence of inevitable reason(s) (refer to the guide

below), a designated period extension application, to whicha letter of explanation including

the reason(s) is annexed, should be submitted.]

[Result of Examination]

Examined claims: claims 1-14

Provision related to reasons for rejections of this application

Related provision

The provision of Article 42, Paragraph 4-1 of Korean Patent Law

All claims in this application are rejected under the Article 42, Paragraph 4-1 of Korean

  
.|Rejected Part(s)

All Claims

[Detailed Action]

 
 

  

Patent Law.

- Following -
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1.1 Independent claims 1 and 8 recite “an ACK/NACKand a SRare to be transmitted in a

common subframe”. Since the common subframe does not appear in the description, clams 1

and 8 are not supported by the description.

1.2. Claims 2-7 and 9-14 which are dependent claims of claim 1 or 8 are also not supported

by the description.

November11, 2009

KIPO Information and Communications Examination Bureau

Communication Examination Division

Examiner: KANG, Hee Gok
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STATEMENT FOR THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION( S)

I, Hongsuk Choi, hereby declare and state that I am knowledgeable of each of the
Korean and English languages. I hereby certify that the attached English translations are
complete and accurate translations of the allowable claims, 1office action, and the
notice of allowance attached with this Request for Participation in the Patent
Prosecution Highway Program.

Feb nnay [o. »O/e | - Hesse Che.
Date Stenature

Hongsuk Choi

Typed Name
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(English translation)
Mailing No.:9-5-2010-005286503 Receiver: 10F., Songam Bldg., 642-10, Yeoksam-dong,
Mailing Date: February 5, 2010 Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-080 Republic of Korea

Applicant

Agent

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

Inventor:

(S&IP Patent & Law Firm) Moon-Ock YANG

KoreanIntellectual Property Office
Notice ofAllowance

Name: LG Electronics Inc. (Applicant Code: 120020128403)

Address: 20, Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 150-721

Republic of Korea

Name: YANG, Moon-Ock

Address: 10F., Songam Bldg., 642-10, Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul,

Republic ofKorea (S&IP Patent & Law Firm)

Name: KWAK,Jin Sam

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: PARK, Hong Won

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: HAN, Seung Hee

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-1doing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: NOH,Min Seok

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: KWON, Yeong Hyeon

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: LEE, Hyun Woo

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: KIM, Dong Cheol

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Name: CHUNG,Jae Hoon
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Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-1doing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Application No.: 10-2009-7013115

Title of the Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALSIN

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Claims: 14

This application is allowed to be registered in accordance with Article 66 of Patent
Law.(Further to Article 87 of the Korean Patent Law,the right of this Patent is generated by

the paymentof the Issue Fee.)

[Priorities to be claimed]

KRApplication No. 1020070127014 (Filing Date: December7, 2007)

US Application No. 60/954,812 (Filing Date: August 8, 2007)

US Application No. 60/979,860 (Filing Date: October 14, 2007)

[Specified Notice]

Thesearch to the prior arts for this invention has conducted up to February 4, 2010 and there

is no consideration whether or not any applications which have filed through the Convention

ofParis infringe on the paragraphs3 and4 ofArticle 29 of the Korean Patent Law orthe

paragraphs1 and 3 ofArticle 36 of the Korean Patent Law.

[Cited References]

1. LG Electronics, ‘Scheduling Request (SR) interaction with PUCCH’, 3GPP TSG

RAN WGI #51, R1-074739, November 5-9, 2007

2. KR1020080073616A

3. KR1020070074431 A

4. US20070171849 Al

January 20, 2010

KIPO Information and Communications Examination Bureau
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Communication Examination Division

Examiner: KANG, Hee Gok
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STATEMENT FOR THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION(S)
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notice of allowance attached with this Request for Participation in the Patent

Prosecution Highway Program.

— Febrway 16 Dole Hansen: Chon
Date Signature

________HongsukChoi

Typed Name
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TRANSLATION OF ALLOWABLE CLAIMS

1. A method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication system

using at least one subframe comprising two slots, each slot including a plurality of symbols, the

wireless communication system configured to transmit a scheduling request (SR) via a

preassigned SR physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) resource and to transmit a

ACK/NACKvia a preassigned ACK/NACKphysical uplink control channel (PUCCH) resource,

the method comprising:

determining whether or not an ACK/NACKandaSRare to be transmitted in a subframe;

and

transmitting the ACK/NACKand the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCH

resource if the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be

transmitted in the subframe.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the SR is indicated by one of a positive and a

negative transmission, the positive transmission being a presence of a SR transmission and the

negative transmission being an absence of the SR transmission.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of determining comprises:

indicating that the ACK/NACKis to be transmitted in the subframe via the preassigned

SR PUCCH resource when the SR is to be indicated by the positive transmission and the

ACK/NACKisto be transmitted.

4, The method of claim 2, further compnising:

transmitting the ACK/NACKin the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK PUCCH

resource if the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be

transmitted in the subframe when the SR is to be indicated by the negative transmission and the

ACK/NACKisto be transmitted.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of transmitting the ACK/NACKand the SR

in the subframe comprises:
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determining a frequency domain sequence and an orthogonal sequence based on the

preassigned SR PUCCHresource;

spreading the ACK/NACK with the frequency domain sequence and the orthogonal

sequence to generate a mapped sequence; and

transmitting the mapped sequencein the subframe.

6. The methodofclaim 1, further comprising:

transmitting the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCHresourceif the step

of determining indicates that the SR is to be transmitted only.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting the ACK/NACKin the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK PUCCH

resource if the step of determiningindicates that the ACK/NACKis to be transmitted only.

8. A mobile communication apparatus configured to transmit uplink control signals in a

wireless communication system using at least one subframe comprising two slots, each slot

including a plurality of symbols, the wireless communication system configured to transmit a

scheduling request (SR) via a preassigned SR physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)resource

and to transmit a ACK/NACKvia a preassigned ACK/NACKphysical uplink control channel

(PUCCH)resource, the mobile communication apparatus comprising:

a transmitter configured to

determine whether or not an ACK/NACKand a SRare to be transmitted in a

subframe, and

transmit the ACK/NACK and the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR

PUCCHresource if the transmitter determinesthat the ACK/NACKandthe SRare to be

transmitted in the subframe.

9. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 8, wherein the SR is indicated by one

of a positive and a negative transmission, the positive transmission being a presence of a SR

transmission and the negative transmission being an absence of the SR transmission.
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10. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 9, wherein the transmitter

determines that the ACK/NACK and the SR are to be transmitted in the subframe via the

preassigned SR PUCCHresource when the SRis to be indicated by the positive transmission and
the ACK/NACKis to be transmitted.

11. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 9, wherein the transmitter is further

configured to transmit the ACK/NACK in the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK

PUCCHresourceif the step of determining indicates that the ACK/NACKandthe SRareto be

transmitted in the subframe whenthe SRis to be indicated by the negative transmission and the

ACK/NACKisto be transmitted.

12. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 8, wherein when transmitting ‘the

ACK/NACKandthe SR in the frame, the transmitter is configured to

determine a frequency domain sequence and an orthogonal sequence based on the

preassigned SR PUCCH resource;

spread the ACK/NACK with the frequency domain sequence and the orthogonal

sequence to generate a mapped sequence; and

transmit the mapped sequencein the subframe.

13. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 8, wherein the transmitter is further

configured to transmit the SR in the subframe via the preassigned SR PUCCH resource if the

transmitter determines that the SR is to be transmitted only.

14. The mobile communication apparatus of claim 8, wherein the transmitter is further

configured to transmit the ACK/NACK in the subframe via the preassigned ACK/NACK

PUCCHresourceif the transmitter determines that the ACK/NACKis to be transmitted only.
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Inventor: Name: CHUNG,Jae Hoon

Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-ldoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Application No.: 10-2009-7013115

Title of the Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALSIN

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Since it was found after examination of this application that the application has the

following ground of rejections, the applicant is notified of this rejection pursuant to the

provision of Article 63 of Patent Law.If there is an opinion or it is necessary to perform an
amendment, please submit an Opinion(reply, explanation) [format of annexed paper No. 24
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[Result of Examination]

Examined claims: claims 1-14

Provision related to reasons for rejectionsof this application
 

 

 

No.|Rejected Part(s) Related provision |
1|All Claims The provision of Article 42, Paragraph 4-1 of Korean Patent Law |

[Detailed Action]

All claims in this application are rejected under the Article 42, Paragraph 4-1 of Korean

Patent Law.

- Following -
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1.1 Independent claims 1 and 8 recite “an ACK/NACKand a SRare to be transmitted in a

common subframe”. Since the common subframe does not appear in the description, clams 1

and 8 are not supported by the description.

1.2. Claims 2-7 and 9-14 which are dependent claims of claim 1 or 8 are also not supported

by the description.

November 11, 2009

KIPO Information and Communications Examination Bureau

Communication Examination Division .

Examiner: KANG, Hee Gok
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Address: LG R&D complex, 533 Hogye-Idoing, Dongan-gu, Anyang-shi,

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Application No.: 10-2009-7013115

Title of the Invention: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALSIN

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Claims: 14

This application is allowed to be registered in accordance with Article 66 of Patent
Law.(Further to Article 87 of the Korean Patent Law,the right of this Patent is generated by

the paymentof the Issue Fee.)

[Priorities to be claimed]

KR Application No. 1020070127014 (Filing Date: December 7, 2007)

USApplication No. 60/954,812 (Filing Date: August 8, 2007)

US Application No. 60/979,860 (Filing Date: October 14, 2007)

[Specified Notice]

Thesearch to the prior arts for this invention has conducted up to February 4, 2010 and there

is no consideration whetheror not any applications which have filed through the Convention
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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TIME-MULTIPLEXING PACKET DATA AND UPLINK CONTROL
INFORMATION IN SINGLE CARRIER FREQUENCYDIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS SYSTEM, CAPABLE OF
TRANSMITTING UPLINK INFORMATION THROUGH ONE FFT BLOCK

(57) Abstract:
 

PURPOSE: A method and an apparatus for time-

multiplexing packet data and uplink control

information in an SC-FDMA(Single Carrier Frequency

Division Multiple Access) system are provided to
improve an uplink channel estimation using an
additional pilot by providing the uplink control
information and frequency hopping of the pilot.
CONSTITUTION: A method for time-multiplexing

packet data and uplink control information in an SC-

FDMA system includes the steps of: determining CD
whether to transmit the uplink contro! information in

transmitting uplink data(1202); time-multiplexing and transmitting the uplink data andafirst pilot for ihe

uplink data through a predetermined frequency resource when not transmitting the uplink control
intormation(1 205): and time-multiplexing and transmitting the uplink data, the first pilot for the uplink data,

the uplink control information, and a second pilot for the uplink control information through the

predetermined frequency resource(1208) when transmitting the uplink control information.
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A SSN Al2dq ye 2A aoa vedo] Ase Fs B4lzs Aa FHp 2S OF(Orthogonal

Frequency Division MultipleJAccess: ©] 3} OFDM?) z} 3) YA, SS ols} Ss YA OZ Ayegpsoeae a=
Aj 2(Single Carrier - Frequency division Multiple Access: °]3+ SC-FDMA °]}% a

OFDM #412 ge}-Aelol(Multi-Carrier)S 4}249 Folay Ss ASAE PACS, 44s YASS A EGymbol)
Se Ya PBsD oS A+ 3S AWYS RE GPS AB Ael(sub-carrier)S, F 4FS] AB Meo} AS
(sub-carrier channel)SZ AAS ASSL BE] Wee] AA(Multi Carrier Modulation) 44} 2] UWSo)ch.

Elf S349] OFDM AAW SAl7] PRS ENF SA,

E 1S #234, OFDM 47)= FS571(101)% B27) (102) 2} A/S BS7)1(103)9} FS US Helo] BSInverse
Fast Fourier Transform: ©]3} IFFT2} 4) 32(104)3 8/42 813)71(105)9} 2-44] 42B (Cyclic Prefix: 0] 8} CP
Z} St) APS 71106)S Ssspol 44g el cp.

#SS7OVDE SSB, AY Ma's (Channel encoding)3°] 2} 4, 282] Be HY] "(Information bits) SS B42

2 wo} id Beads -adr} aeAoe Fss7(1lOMVzZ aw f=71(Convolutional encoder), HE #27]
(Turbo encoder) #3 LDPC(Low Density Parity Check) #7] $9) 4}230). B47)(102)% QPSK(Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying), 8PSK, 16QAM(16-ary oan Amplitude Modullation). B1QAM. 256QAM 5-2} HA(Modulation)= 48 ath, S31, = LAS VSs OU, FS3-7]1(101)9 A#H71(102) Apolo] ek(Repetition) # 4=&(Puncturing) °SS TAs Bol=EuA (Rate matching) $80] #72 Sold + USS ABMs Arsolrt.
4/34 8S7\(103)= B#71(102)9] 44S YASS Woh BSA oye BAA. FFT SS(104S 4/8 Sa WRI
(103)2]4 Alas YA4oR Wop IFFT AAS FBStc}, IFFT B3(104)2) S44 aolE] B/A Ss BR7I(105)el] $4}ay SSI Cy. op 4me21710106) A= B/S71105) 2] Se] Hole] SAASS(CPS FU art.“a

IFFT 23(10)2 FBS YRS] YH does alz Geo] SA qole]ze WB*Mac,, SAS}ORDM AAAI 2F GSA
Dole 7} 4S SAo]Ay Seay ys| 2B, IFFT BS 1004)4 ‘lal Zi FAO8 Ws(TransformAAs BF ada
# ud] 2at41 4 4l(Peak to Average Power Ratio: °]3} PAPRe} 4 a)7} AAS BBO) Qc

PAPR& SHS aol] ghojAl ae Sojok = 714 SLAA SF Srpolct, PAPRS| A4lA Ha, 8 AMZ A7- S

=A] =D, ojo] ue} BeoAl apeeye As ae 27s] FEZ, Sse] ale -A4ORPAPRES SOE HAS
2 Sta] elt}. we}4y OFDM7) eo] AS AS] MUA aaOFDM 4}4}o]4] FB sl Bae, Hrs aso]

t}# 414(Multiple Access)$ AAR = Uch. S, Ab7] GS ASL, Ha AS oA, dol elo} Wet ZBAAAy Fs
a, AA SS HMSA] Bw Az SAA) VBA] FSAeS TSza AV7] PAPRS AMA le Sart.

Boa Qty.fadE2Qe SIAM BYes AS YAO += oe] SC-FDMA AABS| SAE

S42] ol] A Sh(Fast
8-7) (207) 9} CP AY

aai
N2 AZ spa, SC-FDMA 2417] = #25}7](201) 2} HA7](202)9} B/BCowen Transform: ©] 3} FET2} 4 St) 82(204) 3}9 7)(205) 2} IFFT &

7\(208)S Boro] +g Bch.

HSE 7} (203) Sf

206)#} 3/4 a

a
=(= (

SSS(QOD292] GRU ESS YHOS Yo} ae HSSHS SMA}, BA7](202)E V7] $SS7](201)9 S
ol] a] QPSK, 8PSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM $2] BAS FBR. PSTSh7](201)9+ WAI] (202) Abo} al] zo]

Wy SO] MEPS] ACae

Ape eo S7](203%= WEZ7)(202)9]4 Gols YACes wo} Yq goes wee] Ec. FFL Ss(202 4/8
4 8 2-71(203)9] $4 doles aoe eolppr A4bs a Sec}, 19 7](205)= FFT BS(204) 9] 4 WagsIFFT 2=2 (20803 9) ol) op -B obIFFT SS(206)& 2b7) a3 7)(205)2] SS ao] ejol] Gay IFFT AS Fy ate,
IFFT $3(206)2] 24 dole 8/4 4 AS7](207)4] BB. CP 4Ag]23 71(208)¢= 4/2] 4] 137)(207)2] =
2 dole] CPS #Q ex}.

32 S Qe] SAS vV71(205)S Be Bald] ENG ES FYE, 1S FSO} YY7](205)9] SAS SHEtlo
i
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= 3S #29, We SS SS BA FHA aoe ASSCOOD] FFT SS(302)22 YS ar}. FFT SS
(302)°] 24-2 tA] IFFT £5(304)2] F422 Sol7pal Arh. oa, AY 7)(303)= FFT 3(302)9] 24 eholtE} 2}
IFFT 23(304)9] 22] dos Weal7= Fee ary.

38 7](303) FFT 23(302)8 Sa] HAs Far GSo] Wola Ss ASS BalSsh(Sub-carrier)y AS + YES,
Aas IFFT 23(304)9] YS 4) S(points)]8A) Zh.

a7 | nga) 7]= ao], PFT SS3(302)9] &24 422-6 IFFT $5(304)9] 24 Wale] Gaaqeoe Wyalzlal SyWw, Sue AS AbdA aASe BPusaypses Abasbal S}aj, 0) 2] St oy 4A] S LFDMA(Localized Frequency Division
Multiple Access)@} @t}.

t, FFT 23(302)2] #4 AES 249) SY USS 4) SAA] IFFT 23(304)9] YA AA] So PABA IASalBq os] SAS] PSS-S ALSStal S41, 0] Ee] SWS YAS IFDMA(Interleaved Frequency
Division Multiple Access) 2 DFDMA(Distributed Frequency Division Multiple Access)@} $t}( 9] apo] 4] = 0] S
DFDMAd#} 4)dc.)

7] & 29 © 32 SC-FDMA7 SS FHS SSA Haass Ss] BB, AA AsodAl paste Ye SS
oe] 7t4) BRO] ALBSa eh.

& 432 DFDMAS} LFDMAA] AVSSS PRESS}S2] 9 A)S Bal EA] a Eo] dp.

S49] (ao) A) e1 BES} Bo] DFDMAS AVS she H Ute) AS JESS FIFE YS AABAA SA
o Le ot

Sha SP}, & 42] (boll SA) vhs} Bo] LEDMAS ABS ES Geto] AS JSS UY Faz Yoloaay
22 Yx)s-A| Ve.

A}7) ol] A] 298 =] LPDMA2?: DEFDMA*: ZZ} 319-9} Bale Zech, LPDMAS 4a] Sab aS SoA Ago] ele oe]

BES ASS?) Wo], FHF ASS aa WS7} ea Fab ABSA AS (Frequencyselective channel) SQA

8eo]So] S299 Far qsSs VAPOS, Bape AAS] SS US | Yr}. HA, DPDMAE We a+ HS 3} Sis Th7S] BUSTSS ASTOSY AS HEE] Fz] 7A aM ose a7) 4] 7] Sol apeh,

| 72x) us} de] GRSabo] YAS F247) MAAS, SAY ASHE BB ASSO] YA a arte] FFT
2S2 59 = 47] LFDMA 2 DFDMAS U4 3}=5 IFFT 2SSol nig S]O} Or Sr},

49 ASE Qe ASS B74 olYo] SHS Ae + ae}. DalS SC-FDMA7 ASSES LTE Awa] By
AS) LOA, SYS weg aolejoh, 97] 2 soles] AS GAS HAH Aol MUPaACS ds 94

(Transport Format: °]é} TFe} 4 ee}.)S UeuceB), reat ces ajo} eta) oat PMARQUlybrid AutomaticRepeat request) $4 4a ACK/NACK, 7) 4) 572] 2A Bol] ABS calI(Channel Quality Indication), $2 2a
#9 £4 (scheduling request) 42 Sol ASS F VE, G7] USS BPE ao] GUS! 44 ALES AS Ss
& 7A A) ACH.

Sse wl alolejs Ses] AS Bae] aole|7} Sastry] 7] 24) 52BPeae ASS 7 PS seolA As
o} ahs aheh. Ae7] SSS BA aolefe] As BAe Toe TF Alo ABS Ss 7] SHE Bz olel7) AsseBPAY ASS aye, BHweal Seb Sk A aolepe Ase wl TF ao]dae ABYA SS + Wet. ACK/
NACKS @Y& dloley7} Ease BF 47] eyFe Foleo dad $HLe ASAE ROSA, SYS 3A qjojeys
ASF Bao} Uch. H, AYE BA aole| s+ ACK/NACKS SAY ASS PE WI, 4 sy ASH FE Qe

a CQ Foal Bolo] ASH EA, CQ AAS SYR BA aolejs] ASw Bao] You, clo] uz} qubst sy
Hoe] s+ COLE SA Ba ASe +E Ma, 244] Salk ye ASa FE Qe

See ule} 2°] SC-FDMA 4) A894 A= 42 74] Sito] GUS] SHYoe USH

FFT 23S “+2ao] oF She aloe BUS Wssp7) H shelALE, a 2
Ch. SG, SEPSe wl vo] e] gh eee 47, ACK/NACK = CQlU ASBF, SY yA qlopels} Zep Bu(ACK/NACK &2 CQD7} Ha ASHE BP SA Bey 2240 AS Tao] Qs B27} grt.
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ubeol 0] SaLah Sits 7]424} whl

#2 UGS, de] 4] SAS WE API AVSS 49] FT SSS ALGso] MSs HY Bl AS sae.

2 Bse, 32 alo]e] s+ ACK/NACK, CQ], $2 71 SYS Alo] QRS AASBSeE DE SE BAIS AS ect.

# BBL, ACK/NACK, CQ], SL 71 YHa]o] Bus] Aso] Tae s7-4e pags as ye @ gas as
aa] ght}.

2 299Ae Age, Guess} Fs BS YS Ba(SC-PDMA) FAFA AAPA GY} use ase}

= Po] Voy,

 

27] See alo] AS asst] St SP, 7] SPS aolels} y7] ANS aol ejel qe al S}VAS alzt 4S
Seto}, Qala Fup HAs Sa] Assis whys

A7] Suet alo] ARS AGS B+, 7] SHS aoe] S} P7] SS qpojejoy Ss Al Balas Abr] SPs a]
o] Bw 7] SYS ale] Qwo] Hse ae FIRS aA ySssay, gyal Fae Ass Sal ASS HAS Z
she AE SQoe seo}

aes) 7a

ls Pe EWS S54 SBS] Peas Arla] Ast SA} Ags gals Sear}, s7)4 4] BS SYS 2B
Ho] Yo] BAA S4 7s Be TAde fase Ado] Beso 24S SYssA ser dor geese 4

Sole 2 PAE AVS VS Rol}, TED FESYe SSS EVV7] SS DHsto] Zaz So seof

APSA S82}9] Se we al So] ae} Pea + Yc}eye 2 ge Bw Bay Ade] aa use qe
Up] a] or SF Ao] tc}

ESB 2] Fast 22) WSs Soe ES OS BS(SC-PDMA)® ABsFA SALAAM oA UeSes Aas
USATWA HYS QRS) AS] 7PFAES, ASAE QUSS SafeBo]e}. 2 Bala} SC-FDMA

PAA Bal ALAM] Bey AGA, PPR MA oolep Wel op eh, TR alo} Bw, ACK/NACK, CQL AASB 29 Aw
3} BS AM sy alo] Aus] ASS Ae GSS oy ae

oA Be ogo] wea st AAs faa oe sgsl7] Mato sald] ol $34] HES 7/72] 3GPP(3° Generation
a2 AgateLTEAAAS AVS aPartnership Project). 2S-7} 41Sel LTE(Long Tern Evolution) 14

$= Aso] SC-FDMAS SUSAe. = SAH LTE NAGS] Se AS Sz

al eh.

ars nel BZARZAGS 84s 24 Fa

& 59] $*HS501 AS UHee) eo zwaaosA] 1Omse] Ae]BS ech. +7] spo] Frje say
Al(S02 20792) Aas 2 Pased, sa).448Za] 9I(502)0.5ms9] Zl S halal Ach. shh] Aw

Za (502)2 672] ¥2= (Long Block, LB) (503,505,506,507,508,510)3} 2712) &#=(Short Block, SB)
(504,509)2 -AF=e] 4 SSS to= CP(511,512)7} HASA Act. 4b) SSS(503 Wz] 510)e Faas AQ}
@ Gass Suraul, £2=(504,509)2 Basle] @pajyt a-gedey.

= 62 AV) E59] ABZ (502)8 Al AAs} Sah SS AYA Ue} Ro]e}. a7]7}BSS Sal S601)

& UE, MESS A127 (602)8 Gedo. Fa} S602) BA7t WA aS A SA(604)S UES, 47S

(602)2) Bex she] A] BZa (603)S YEP Vr}. HAS ups} Bo], SESOR BYE2A(605, 60SSE
sp Bo] ASe|n] SHSOe8 BONE 29607, CO)CBE HAAS AMS GS Anse] Aeed,He
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eA] ALBIS BpS} Ze], $7]up} SS Sys} AMS of Sapo, 7] 4,79] zal SI] al ASHE APS aA alo]ql, I Supe sy] 2) glo}Ejo] 2beb TF alo] Ae, ews A Hole] S He ACK/NACK BB, Ae FHS GA+7]
AM CQ, AAFY 2A Aum MNS JEL SYS alo] BR Go] ASAT.

AY?) Base ae) Gole]=, 7) 4) F2] AASAuel As 477) AASSE, ASHE AG SAE 7459 SPelwhebay 4] 3y 4] a] Sch. 2b7] SbSF aya) ae9] E} oh Sl|] ASHE TF ale AB SA) SAspAl 7/4a0) Bye zal uy
2 ASalch. wel, ACK/NACK* 244 3] 2! dlolejo] wea] BASE QD]EE, SUE HE Aa Sl SYS qo]
BE] S FASE Alo] Ao] sl, 4b7] as Wl Glolels] AS FHo] ep] zASle GaAs SYS ACS AS
Sal ich, HA COE WHAle FI FOB ASHE US, A AIMS SG Aas Fag ya Ba 2) a) aS
ARS ALSSEA] BCH.

JAA NSE AVE BVSS ASH] MUA WAS = 7S Fate BBN. = TANS AS(70D GB
(705) Apo] 9) 4A BAK ol :

E7S BZA, 2) ASF TOVDS V7] BA705) 99] SAS Aso, SHE BA ao] ey(704), 7] SS aa a
o]E](704)9] BAS FASE SYS Ao] 42(703), 2A DQ7) Sts] Vos Aas Sse SIS 1AE(702)

Se GU70Ne ASA. ways 437) WE(705)2 arNAS TOD LZ, FYE WS Be] e|(707) 9 471 712)
(701)°] ASSSYS YZ! Glo] e](704)2] HARQ SAS 4] WS-7] HB ACK/NACK(706)S ASSh A} Wet, S24) SpBS Aol} 37) UB(705)2 We BBS UES cash Ze 7 SVAol aw SS ASa4y, = Bara
= UEAos Ss alo] @wBA], ACK/NACK ¥ CAS ASse BLS ABS. ofa 7] SYS 37 alo] Ej sf
Sal t7] SAPS yA) Glo] ejo] Ws TR alo] RR7} ASM BSolr}. Het d-7) 9] 4B2 ACK/NACK, CQL Fe +
ABY 23 Aust Ve 7/=} AVE Alo] Qade SAA ABa + art.

BACTLDAA 47) 7 S(701) & SE Alo} B70)S LYS Bl alo} e}(709)9} Bal ASAr}, Yr7loay ey

a alo} %puconshoF az) aren709) 2 AS EO] Yo] Bs] Nbaa SS Hrs] abo] S 7A}. B7]
ee alo] BJ H(708)e *923] Als AE(705)S B7] SVS Al] QH(708)S Ssh} 7) SSS am lo] E](709)S }S3} Sa, B7) Es AA ao] ej(709)2] HSS} YS AREA) S| see ACK/NACK'(706) °13-3+o4 7]leeaa ena, HAU(713) ALS 27] NACK7} ASS ATH OS 37) HA71 DS) S we az ao)etcr00)

AAS AT PANVSS ol ee,

Gb BAT LDA] AL7) 7) AIS(70& 47) BU(705)2] Sat ASS Hs za SB Gael FYE IUETIOS
ACh, Ay) ASE 2E710) Al Ab7](705)=, BA(7IS)AA Ab7] SBS VG E(710)7} AlAs A
4 BAS 7A] SSS ayy! GolE|(714)S TFalo] BBs} Ba] ASste,

4b 7] 147 ACK/NACK(706)°] 445] = BAI AMS ule] 44] Spojop see,ACK/NACK(706)% etek HH) alo) E]
(704)2] ASo] BAS AolBH,ets alo] BB(703)7} AHO sHhe YS zs MBS aoe BA ALIS A}shAY, FL EWMB volVel 707} ALGOSUPz-g1s} wyPH PAL zpAlS A}BeECH, 0]|B71 ACK/
NACKo} aySSHs FabGol] He VBS Azo wWepay wpa 4 glea], ACK/NACKS MUS PRESSE)S Bt}
FOBojo] PUSHES SF Ye Sop Taso] gets Ad IPS 77] HO" shols thal sh: aS US
42 QUCh. Sa, YUP 9dolel(707)WAR(7Oe] EYBLS ASeHS FPS 1AE(702)} al ad 4A
SAM PA AAS AIS, B7) SA05S 47] AIP TA=E(702)S o] Beto}, YHA Al ]o] B(707)S
4 So} ALS SO] of SEE Aspe A apes ohh,

A}7] 378(715) @ A(416)3} 4°] NACK(713)5+ SAPsk a) alo} el(714)2) 4
& AZYA S 742] SRS] Burst AS gto] co] Zo] x) A] Spo] 47) GAC705)e] S
gich,

SAG
Hh

Azo 2ae

AY] NACK(713)+ALS: 7/4) #(7ODS, FATINAA, HARQ F2hol Wepal 77] ENS az! Gjo]e](709) s+ AaAO? SQA Sees yA qoay(71NS AASS FIseg, 27] ALSHS STE As a aonna Alo] ak
(718)7} ES a)VAGTIQMA ASA. Ay] AAS FE SHS AA a o}EL(717)4 Hay BA(721)A] A] Ah
(705) ACK(720)S ASS}SPA, a7} MPS PZ] ao] EI(709, 717)Hat HARQ SAS SRA. 37] 34
(720)AS 2b7)BA705)= SSE a! ao] e] Bol ACK(720 8S ASSES, ASa AAS F24l seq ques
°] Bal acy.
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BE, F-80733) AS73414] 37] 7AlS(70D9) YH AO] BH(730)S SBE WA AA73BYS AYA IE(732)9 742] SAL BASSAS, ole] Hpe}Ay 39737) B F4(738)9} So] 47] BAC705)2 AYPoe Ack
NACK(736)% Sere HZ Hole(735)e SIALS Srl] ASC, 7] ACK/NACK(736)9] AS aSeye a4a Fole(73D) SS SYS alo] BB(730)o] Ue} AAS DW, SASF as) oo] El(735)9] AS AMS Ars

(732)9] Aste] SAS Hu], Fabs wR Blo) e}(735)al] ages Ae BHU AB Haq dia guage2asSRLS PRM Wry yep 7) BA(705)e] SRb se wal ale] E](735)2+ ACK/NACK(736)2 Alo] ASsAZ YALE, 27] F BBS(735, 736)S B42] FFT SS] FA Zspo] SHaowe dessa yas aaa z

A agony (7O7= CYL Sst AS FAsia abo "|oO
D

Aye ASA, oeeeala a}q A} Ao] FHsspojok Sr}, apepal B wy os] ubeal Ss Alajqjl=, A4o] 4]NACK2] asa} 44e a2) Bo] eS] ASol] BAe] ANST VAS YA USAES, ACKINACKSA ree 3 2
LE Ssso] ASStr},

= 82 B weg 9} v}eba] ge 4 rJo}o] we} ACK/NACK SS CQIS} Pewz elole} gS alzeaes Gsspsto] geal

A ala FRE 295 8Lt. Eg}SL SHES(QOVS YEA, ALAS AZ 4(802)S YE}ABOBAE Aa] FHS A GOA)S Yep, 4] 23(802)9] YHSpo] 44za 91(803)va Qe, SALGMS} wo), 85(805, 806) 232 HI R0] ASH], FVSE(QOIEE FURS aoa g
HZ Ao}E|S -B7] A ojo}es] BalS HAse TK alo] Bur} asada.
LesS|

AT, 808) Sse]
So A719 SVs

HS ell whebAy 7}

wy2

&
2] 221 (ACK/NACK 2} 91 0] 2}
447/43 Sds7use4eAEB. 47] ACK/NACKS 9] 4) Zi HUF] AE, 4 SS

. Het ACK/NACK2}al& Ab8 S) 42 3}lou, FS 7 ols} 42 2712 gaa $y
4oe Raa - VU.

ACK/NACK©& 2b7] Subek a]Gola) sp aj7zra oe FREE
ol

qd2+)e
oF17] = Soll] SES(805, 8062 FIAS PMseq), 37] FVYAL V7] $¥SS(807)E SA MSEVE
YR co} el es} zhge] dst apa 42-S 9] ai ARS Sc}. ACK/NACK7} wl HA ao] e| Sys US A] zo] ASSP, 27]
PeAS Be g7] WA goles 4 aol APSSEE 47] ACK/NACKS| 42a] Het a FAS : .
CK/NACKa, Al‘ #4 G8] HLS 7](non-coherent) $42 ol Sse] ASM, AY SVS FUSE Bol esto}

ae Bee] Bors) Al ech.

ey
oo

64
me

web] ESS) whe] et AA) ojo ays 27] aha Dole S HS All BIR ol s|aj, AM Bay uaa aby)
OE] Sf AlZEA OS USSEO Sl ACK/NACKS AG a2 FURS S74Oe AZ}, SB Oye 47] WI 
=] Sb A] ZF C}-SShe] = ACK/NACKY] Ae FBS Seto] F7t4Aal Al 2 BUS AdSstyj, W7) Al 2 FURY = 72S
oO) Se ae pao] ALSo) 7hSseS Fal SYS ALU SF Ue ole] s 7]S2 ACK/NACK ©] 8] 9] tS Sse
Al ZH ASE SASASS FUSE SEM,

EQe Begs eae SAlaoy che} ACK/NACKS 4 Sho] 7A OS ASN a2 ARS SPR ALZe] gj 9
PRE BYPDY. SOA ABSS FITSOQDS HEU, WSOeS AAS(90S YEU T Vey. Fas

#(901)2] Yas Mal Fab S904) HEH, A121(902) 9} Ak StS] 4] BZ alU(903he UEP aL 3h chSA a ube} Bo], FSSEG05, WHLE al HBA] ASS, $SSH(907)BE ANS whl cole] s} Aby] aA
qolels] SAS 7s TF Ao BeASH.

ACK/NACK® 437] Se a3) clo] e] oA) Z4 Os PREBS] ae(ACK/NACK A}lo] 2} BS, 908) S Fate}
aed. 47] ACK/NACKA BUR AS FAs 2 PQS 7] ACK/NACK 7}-21908)9] whZ VaAZ

W909) Sal AS] ACK/NACK9| We JSS NSU. 87] ACK/NACKF A]2 FIRS ASOLS elspa}, Aw
Zalge)le SSS9 APE 57, $2 2 os7] SF ey.

S}7] = 102 E BBS ws) et AA] aol wpe} Bl ufo] E] St ACK/NACKS AlZE 4SSpsh7] HA SASS) Ta
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,dto] WA) doles asada Fe Ap, Ar] peo] ASST wR Flo] e](1002)= 47) WA ajo] ey

GAS ASE TF alo] 4(1001) 9} a:yaa g@ Pass $2£(1006,10078 Aa & USH7](1008) . 4 so] c-S3} ec}. Ab?) $S-71(1008)9] BAe AZ OFHR7I101INZ YAAq. 47] WA adele
(1002)3 At, S 47] TF alo] 4H(1001)S 44 All 3a st10083)& A) Zt tE3}7](1010)e] HZ Yah.

AL7] Ao] EMPSE al zl q]olE|S Also] HARQ SAS Fs ACKINACKS 4alo] 2193} ACK/NACK(1004)7} 214u;=q], 7] ACKK/NACK(1004)2 AY 25S 2S(10044 22 BSS So] BSSHS AA FS alz oss](1010)¢] G4 s)a1, 447] ACK/NACK(1004)-¢ 9% al2 yeaa aA aI AL Zt UE3}7](1010)4] YA ct.
47) AAASIONE Ne] BIAS ABAAI] FACS Sol = Ol veh, 7] 47}4) Yes Mabel Az
Ad deaFHao}, Ag BROODS 471 Gaal Aus Bad Addl haste ASS 714] BET225) IFFT B82 ABHVO, Fe IY SSO SASS STAS Haare BeCoDae.

(7)A) st) 9) FRS | LLOA aA] Ste}.ea Al Ww
447] SA7 AStte FE USql wRoe 4} i“ ci fotplaf ao eet + y

LOLA 47] Beto] ASS S ANZA s| Ass TAs, 37]
1 a

(1 a ; ALALSE ule] Alay a| = Aly

coreel Pa wet AIAE ACHES S7}(1102)o} SayAy ALAE AUSSeleFT =

q|

LW

4 7)Al AlSSat?] (1102)
7] A Wt AcES St71(1102)94 S52,|awea 59.(1103), WA WOES He all FQ

ale a2 B91 21(1107)9] Beh.
AY?| APS #A/BARZICLLOS) OAS 47) a1 BA B(1104)S eo] Ssoq aa! qole] aA dd ale $ag -Rsa
AY] ya #Q QS oso} 47) Bal ele] BS QRB1103S AS Boech. 7] aS #9/wB7|(1105)2] |
AS ASS}7\(1110)Ast}, PSE TF Ae] BRR ESB BA Solelze AGssact. 47] PSsTE
alo] Qe Bl d7] PSSae qeoleys Ae BSS71(1111, 1112S 44 -Ssspo] Swpse wh aolei(1114) s+ a
7. AA MAIS He TF Ae] GRA Beet.

St aed #93/B7]LO8)MAl es 47] A2 2 (1107) 9)bo] ACK/NACK 2}2o] et AS FBS FY Stat

7 Apa $A BMS 0]spo} B7] ACK/NACK BA BH(1106)2] AY RIS TYR. B7] a #9 71(1108)2I
S82 ad S2387](1115)S S34 SSS 3]ACK/NACKOI1IIOZA Salat.

E12 2 BRq uae Brlele] Me Sario] SIS yea SES. sloAPs wy opoleye B71 &
Ye v]Z] vjolzjo] Ye TF ae] Pus EPI Roe ABs Aelch,

E128 3298, #2 2912094 ADE AA olay AF FPS Basea, 37] WA qoleje| aS AF

= Sto] ASWA HHS AD MHA 7A Ho SASS SS SA UAA se FAA] Bee?AS
aacy. 27) g202)e14 WA aeley7} ASHAle BANA, 902094 Bee AL AGS, =afl Boel zbC= 92] QO47) NA aolHS waste] ASspa, wyA(1205)e4] 27] WA Hole S ae ald
BLAS 47] Al AAYAo) ol BSpe A) Zh AWE 92} GOS, QO) MBs AS etry,

AaAs ALS ofS 3A(1206)A] BES ACK/NACKS] 414 4¥S Base, ACK/NACKS] AS of}
= a Glole}o Hat ARQ FAS Seto] 2a acy. 7) 39(1206)9]4] ACK/NACK7} ASS AOR B
ele, Ab7] EES FPACL 207 NA 47) Al AZ A a Abo] St a2 AES, | ACK/NACK 2}92) 908)e “F

ACK/NACKS WJ apo} ASastD,(1208)44 Ab] ACK/NACKS 94 a2 BUM S1S 47] a2 A zeg So} ae
t= ALZE APACE 99] 9O9)O} HP -Bsto] alse}. AR7] we(1206)4] ACK/NACKS 434] SS AOBwB Bess

AY7|2 AVZEAA MAS Oo AME ASS] We

Sb Ab7] BA(1202)4] w]Z) djolel7} ASS] 2] Se Ale Basa, a7] AS BHg(1204)e 4] ACK/NACKS] 41

$ 4¥S Bods, UY ACK/NACK7} ASR = ALS BASS, HA120914 37] TBS V7] ACK/NACKS
7 ALABAMA ASST AA1210)4 = 7) ACK/NACKS AMS Al2YRS A7] a2 AAAS] VI Gape]
ASS}, o] AP 87] ALAS SIAES ANE ARE SEMA BEA.
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= 132 B bys] vss Jaleo] aS Hallo] S4hS EPA SHE. SA SYS A AoE B71 S
Bye BZ alo] Elo] Get TF alo] ARS BPope Ale BBs Kole.

= 13S HRA, 341302)7127S GYSEE FA Aoles] Al 4H

qe a7) 7A] e°] 47) bso] Al AASeS oatAA dole] zs Fel
HA(1302)]44 Wa) eelej7} -4le Ale Bes eeaz 3(1308)91 4 FalBA]AlZASCE 92] 905, 906)A a1 Ua ] ]
asd, = 99) 907)dae Ad ae Fest. 340Aaa] ass WF gole] Ba YRS Ses-T, 4i alll Weae°spa ae aa $a gus yaa
a2) dole] Ba AUS ay Babe} aA does abc}

Ab7| WA Gols ASS o)S BA iZ054 47] ABS Ola AS A Moll HWBa A oj ela dweene wheka] ACK/NACK?7} #41 3]+=2] Sub étch, 4b7) ACK/NACK?7} FAl Sl ALS BASS, 27] 714
& HA(LZ06)A ele] Ba z|= Ara= 99] 909A ale BUAS Seopa, F
NACK 2}21(3 412 A}ZES AS, |= 92] Gos] Da ale FAQS asc}. F}-A(1307)9
29) AS 2] Ab) a2 AEA Ao} a] dhACK/NACK #4 ARS #eGD, 3
#4) AS 7-4) 2 47] ACK/NACK 24 BES al BS] ACK/NACKS ‘Satu,

BL AL7) SLAL(1302)A Bloly S FASSe Ale BAAS, 3AC308aA V7) 714) 2 ACK/NACKS|
#41 YRS Bese}, 7) ACK/NACK7} 444 ALS BA, 47] 714AABG1309)44] 013] Balas Al
HAMA a2 TYAS ASST, 27] a2 FURS o]-BSpo} ACK/NACKAS A2 AAISBol He As HAS
HAC}, AAAIZLOIA 47) 74 SS 7] HA AB Zale Ass] V7] AZ AAS Sol Bots ACK/NACK Hea
Aus FSSa, 7) A2 URS ol spo] SS A #4 QMS 7-4) D7] ACK/NACK 2S BRS AS we
eo] ACK/NACKS 315te},

oSSYtnifa°o,tf!teQ©

fy ox, = & bo ft

SeEw
{0

=

aOy yyOF je ~ o%=x2Tt
2 Q& 2, e*,

loof* oly x=
aySeeafaeit Ne

5rOn~~ fe
By oh ut 461 xo

ofloSLSt4om3Soh a

Hae- CQIA &ee
Saree Ao} uo} Ao& aun

= rit ala] 2. wet COS Hse] #7}4 22 ASE AQ BUR S SPS ABZ Ayes]a FESS ADEA UODS UE, ABSOz A)(1402)S VEU TD Ach. Hahacuonea rebalel,| 7$(1402)9] ods Supe) A,Ba9} (1403) tepuae
1405, 1406)2% Al HUH] ASSvl, SSSS(M07BE FYgel Fole]o}

taal TEao} 387} Asa,

icfe,
oft £,

a
x .ot

Dm,

mosi
et

cg& 22yorit
i

=ale Ag »©ff ~Iprhe 42,Hyitho&3%tyLlfn iqA pa a 2

roe =,
cHSt0 So,+ me

offoo dh ele> =)le4~ln¢ He

Aupet az) qpojep Sp Alga oe -Ree eB

CQlo] BAR AS SAS ASAa2 BARS B71 cQl 4a
CQIS| a BS atch, 47] CQIS} a2 abel Sle} AE
& 2 ols} BF Bc. Ab] CQal 2 BUAS Aa Sas de Fay aPog HUsy sol eesAl FEA, CQa2 Haas] ASS SSt PISA(S)S ol Bata Bry. o] 4b) a2 aE el BIS ART]
ws} a Abe} A(Channel quality) 7JAZ4A Cate FPS TPS + BA HS BA AS (Ditransmission) 4] 2 Gata] Bch. a7] Bal AS PAS HS Faye cho) 4 Ej] a2 q g

2] AM(CQ azole} A, 1400S Say Asch. F7]
(1408)2] Hb els AP Zt AAU1409)S Se

2B att, AUB EAPO} 7hte SES MSE SM, S

12‘‘2is
 

a7] E15 B BBS] vpsas Aalajo] wpe} A apole| Ss} CQIS AG USSHs7] HA SAMNGRDS PAE AA
Stal QUch.
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a
= 15S He3 Lo] ASS By! qo) e](1502)(1502) 2] ave

a
(1508) B43 S}o}

T.

wi
a, dso] WA MY S HSstAl Fe BF, Y7) a = 37] WA aoe

8 TASH TF A A B(150D3} Ba] 44 ale FSS} S4(1506,1507)S A q % USS7|37]cea) ser. 37) HS 3}71(1508)2] SAS AAT SSISLS YAM, 47] BA alo] ef
(1502), 4 271 TE Alo] BA1SODS et al sel 2(1503)2 Az GSaIISIOM ws Ysach,

Ab7| BeboAl Pubs 2A SAL + CQle] ASo] BRCQi1504)7} ASHER, B7] CQM1504)2 AY BSS

B#(1509)] 4 es BSS} So] BESS 7A BAZ GO SH7101510)] YARD, 47) cQi504)S AS a2 ey
2(1505) SA] 47) A Zt SS71(1510)o] YA ict

AZ) AVEOSSAISIOS Ye] PAE HBV HAAS SO = 14)oe}, 27] 47/24] PAS dag 4)

VAN OSHS SYS, A A SSU51 DS F7] GSS ARS Aalal za] Bsa Sane Ad7| zeme BSASLDNA 7] CQI1504)9 a2 YA 1505)S SYS PRSSe Posy TH)ago] FEaq, +
7) CQU1504)9} 12 59] 8(1505)2 CQl BB A}A1513)o} 2 8}4} A) zo] ae} La) BalaBess] wjas

A719 BE Fe SVE COAA 2 FUL SUA BSS eM,871 12 He 1(1505)9] HF BYOe YG
He 74SAl PPE ae Su Aaa PAS F A. Y RA V7] Faq SBS obeys) <H4A 1>aHAPs} Ss

LHeA] ZE2] BF ol] fe} o] $0} 41 cp

SC_i = F(frame_num, sub_frame_num, symbol_num, Seed)

of vo} A) SC_iF= CQI2} a2 apa Bo) me l== Bubeul Qo] AA, Framenum =a HS, sub_frame_num&
Zaue] ABLae AS, Symbol_num2? AHZAYA Us|] 42 BS, Seed= VB BaAy= 7E WS VEAT,
SE R(t: A)ARMOA AQ alA) = AA a> 0] Ch,

Sha AT 41OH ys
ofy#2)a“47| & 154, FFT BS3p PFT BSS VersB OU, zl Wy BS1511s] S82 SAE

(1512) 1c}.

AT SAZ7 ASSFA AS st FA ge SSS HSH PAICIAS FAS E 164 AAl see}.

& 169) FAFUCOMAA 37] G Ho] ASS MPABM AWS ASS TASS, 87] TAL ASE Be] Baz]AB

xq PACS So} = 14)wpe} al zt SHS S71(1602)el] S|Jaq] Alzt SSS, 7)AZ AG SHp7]
(1602)$417] 9] FFT BS3} 29 eyBS BIFFT BS] déche Feae Fao ALT] ALZE ALPES ST](1602)9] #8Se% WA ale] BS Q2(1603), WA aolS 4s all Beal a(1604), CQI AA BA(1606), 27]
COLE 3% A252 1(1607)9) Bh tt.

33] 7] AME SchSS711 602)1 7] CQU1606) 9+ A2 HAA AO7A Ht SIS SYS TPsCQ S

J AYAAGLDMAL 7] AE SUS711602) aol etch. | 7] ALE AUS EP7ICLOZ TS HAS AL Polly 7]

CQ SB aq711617)4 ae} Ma ale PuSsS Ba Az) Passo] Ad Ab7] CQL WBS Bw(1606)5 a2 BUR
(1607) ASett.

247) AP HA)Ab7|(1605)4]4 7) AML hYSL1604)S o] Bape] v2 alole] a}glo] Pa ye eae

47) PY $A QNS o| Papo} Y7) A Gole] Be Bu(i909S AY BPede. Y7] Ay easaa7]

AS AcsS71(1610)o] se,RSS-S1 TE ao] Aa a2 PSssl FA qdole=z Acdsaac. v7] Beale TELTR
Alo] AB 8 4Ab7) Bose WA dole = AY 4SS7/(1611, 1612S 44 Szspo Sas WA FolHU614)4 4
7) JA ARIS AS TE alo] ABBA SM aq.

AJW-7}7] (1608)A= 47] AZ 321607)S 9] S3°] CQI ASlo] St ae

1S oj] Ss} o4 4b7] CQI HSA 8 H(1606)2] Aa BAS TMs, 247] aS +
453}71(1615)S Sato] 4S} vo} CQUIGIOEN HAT

E172 BBV SIS Ao] GE Sai] SAS yea SSEo]cp.slay Awe MR gol a7) a
33 sz] dloleja] et TF alo] YRS Bese Woe ays vole
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EB 17S SRAM, BLS FQ1702AIA SIS2 aoleas AS qPS Baseal, a7] WA soles) AS AT
= dete] ASD WA Foy sS 7D YEA B7ABs| AASY SS SA GAA HSS FAA] YEAS F
ay eebelch. Ab7) 334(1702)e].4] Wal Moley7} ASH = AOS BASHA, HQA703 AIA TALS AL AMSS, =

#) 2) “leet ACS E+7]

(= 149] 1407)] 37] H2 Boley Ss AVspo] ASS, 3-A(1705)4 37] AA Ales AS Al
AL ATES SO} 1B sHe Al Zt AAAS 142] 1405, 1406)o] eHBVsto] ASF ate.

YZ] aL FURS ASH oS AQISSte cols] AF AFS PtsEa, CQAS APE GAO

Ble] BAe COL F714 merAss A acy. 37] #81706) 1-4 CQ} ASHE RO BAA, B7) se aye(L707) HAY AE] al} A) Zed Sa} APO] St a2 ALFA A, S CQI AACE 142) 1408)447] CAS ABest Assy,

7| CQIS 94 al2 poresI AQ ALZEE Sa aladape Ala ABCE 142} 1409)e] wH-Vseo]|SSec}. 2-9 (1708)
a2 AFF] CQL AMS 22 THURS] Sy> SHS Sal, Gal ASAQMA BY] CQIF A2 FURS HES PUSGaS Aga. 37) 330706)CUS age SS A oe BISA 87] Ae ARBRE UNE ARSE AS
zy| A]t=

}

EL ox.
Ae re

(1702)AN AZ clole|7t ASA He BOR Basa, Y7] TLS garoa Cad as oh}
Hh BA CQAsse Bok wes, Spac7oset S71 ake A ale471 a2 asta a

| COS a a2YRS BW) a2 AlVYSo] el gatel ASA. what) =z B7] CQ} AZ Halve =
So] ASU. o] BF A7) ALATISAE Wa gus AesVeo.

foro®rhN NJSNof}lacoe oh
oktaan4h

= 182 B wel ubez] se Dale] pS FAl7] 9] SAS YEA SHEN. H7oAl PIs MA Goes 7]
Wh Lathe
+8 sy] Zl colelo}] Gat TE ajo] ABS Stee Woe Bas Aolct.

a TACL8O2) 4A) 7) 4,+2 Gees 1BE, 37] as | 47) eto al AaSaes Sal al dole zie dae =
s(1802)q 4] HZ] dloley7} Sale Aow Baye, 47] 74 Fe BQ803z14 7A ABs 4A
al Ale ALFA ACE 142] 1405, 1406)44 all Beas Saaz, 47) a1 FURS |
1 A] ZEMA, |] 142] 1407)Hs AY FAS HQ saep, 31804)4] 47) 714

I 1

HA oe ilo
we iN ot re Ooao

A¥7) AL ALZES Sol ASS WA aoe Wa ARS Festa, ge] 4
4 47] BZ dole] a Bes ae wpa] W2 qelase fear.

AL?) S22 Go]me TSS o]F BAL8O5) AA 47) 7) 4 SS ve] Ves CQ] #7) thet Bal As Al Beir] CQSAREE Bester}. 47‘ CQI7} FASE ALS HGRA A, 37] a BHA(1B1 ZA] CQIA Al2 AYU Bol stLS a8 yee # spo] 7] CQa2 FUAS BY a E51 9] Vals AASTD, HA(1806) A] 47] 4SAS) ub zAM9) vl] PHASE ATES A(E 142] 1409)A] Al2 42ae BEG EA] A2 FWA 0] BSpo4
CQL AAAS AZ ALZEB SA, | 142) 1408)Het AS FAS FBS.

247] FACOG) 47) TASS AQ HYRS ol Sapo} PIS AY YAS Beep] Yu, 97] Iya Ad Bs a
2S AUS AASV See. 4 COAG) ae BHA et B71 AE Cals] #2) all SCehability) Ss wel
2 > QA Meal, B71 CQ Fa AVPSS Selo] a HY VHS AHI > Yoo, ole LA ye aaedal

3 Ab7) BA802)014 BA] Hola S False) Se Ale BASS, 391808)7] 74HS CQIA FA
HS Bosch 27) CAVE SAE ALS Basa, 7] 71z)FS Bg(1813)4 CQa2 FAR et Fah
SY aQs Fast 27) CQIF A2 MURS ols Fas AUS SAaa, 4AU80NAIA 47] SBS TIA
Qo} ve] Aalaz|= apzegyaoal a2 Faas Satz, Ab] Al2 BURS ol Sao CQL AAS A2AtSAal Gl

say a2 +aae. BC81044 Ay7| 7|2| 22 aby] Al ABZale Alszgy 47] a2 ata Sol] esse
CQl PH QRS SST, 47] A2 FURS ol Sao] SS a 49 AUS 7412 V7) COBH BRS A US
4 CAs 25a.
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SAYPY Be]

ci tM aula
Be

op Ob
ir

H]S7] BRE Ase al aleofa sat B Hs A2 ASS BPE AHABSS Fal a=) al
Sh “18 QHSe, 37] Asses) REL GSS(CDM)S Ye 4

algoR ASHE IIS EVIE Ae Soe Fe ea 
of ot ke itt FO( oh ve re fioal1Ye] lei, 47] all Alolaee, e727] WR YASS Ae ie Awe

1S To a

AFY 3

al 1 Bell ejay, at7] all Aolge, y]¥7]4oe@ pee] Aso] we} Ps Aaa olay(sns
Suse AS SAE she Sa yy.

aa 4

a] 1 Yoh Qhowy, 27] a2 AAS ASAeoe BAsis Begs AO]MRCACK/NMACOS SxbsHe AS S
Aos she SA upg.

APY 5

al 4 ol] 910)47, 47) all2 aol awe,

duo] RACHS Ss] ASH =VYYS aso ved SPs A] AHoeye y| BUde ase yea‘oh(ot ah ok, a Ie & a ua byIs9 &
ct

28 FAlBees a4] jo] cs ACK/NACKS 24h tLe} Alalal¥= NCCCH(Non-coherent
signalling Control Chame!)= FASE AS BACH BE FA Hy.

Wyo] Sie AEa Bory Sale

EB Yae ty HS 1SQs(Frequency Divistion Multiple Access: ©]3} FDMA2} 4l31) 7] uke] areal

Alaa] Ws AOSA, Bs) AekaQay alo] AWS ossslo Sereuy WP Arlo] Be Aolrp.

=ea2 SSA VNAMIAE BA aolasajoy ato _ ural(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access; °]3} OFDM°]2} @) wba], SO ofg} nls ysloe aulSu} #ah= BS OS BH(Single Carrier - Frequency division hultinte Access: °}8} SC-FDMA o}2} @)o]
ayaa aesia ge.

oz an Fue RE Os

ac

3GPP(3rd Generation Partnership Project) UMTS(Universal Mobile Telecommunication Services)= 7)WoO#

Sl EUTRACEvolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access) H#9} BRQaA BW Arey aojAy= zz} OFDM HB Sc-

FDA 71@°] 4-B5]z. 9lt}. SC-FDMATS OFDMA} MAl7}Z)B OS BS Aez}Sze] AWAS Ete SAAS

as Feo] Ae wey} ASH 7S VISBA SA ASO] PAPR(Pealk to Average Power Ratio)©] of wrt
= Bae} ght. met, 47] SC-FOMAS 1SS4l [Ho] FSS BF OFDM Ziel Bato] WE PAPRE os}
of a Awelz] Fy ss 7S + V
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<14>

<15>

<l6>

<17>

<18>

<19>

<20>

<21>

<22>

<23>
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= 12 Yel) Scr S4l7]o] FA 2B SE FAS EAS DOB, DS Feo] Wel(Fast Fourier

Transform, o]3} ‘FFT’ 2} @c})(103)3} & ue Helo] As(Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, °]3} ‘IFFT’ e}
Se}) (105) OBS PARP EAA.

= 1SSlo} OFLDMS+ SC-FDMAS] 2b] MS Sal7) FR SHA Bw, OFDM SAA OS wEap AFoloj] SS} IFFT(105)e] labo], SC-FDMA 44) 7lo]4q%= FFT(103)71 47] I“eras Ato] #7}4oe Lal gep.
M lo] BA AYS(100)e] Belay sfrys] enPaste] 4h7] Beet 427] MS] PFI(103)2 WaAadeh. 47]B22 ©]8} LB(Long Block)o]e}at @s}e},772] LBS] SA} 0.5 ms SR(102)8 FRR.

Ay7| FETC LOZ)SAS ASE Ate 1a2zS 72) IFFT(100)9] WASH el7ts1(104) Selo] WA

2 Aa S ofpeHer W5(106)2 WHASo] ASsc}. 47] IFFT(105)9] ASA a7] NS +7] FFT(103)9] WS

8-7] Mol B}spo] 2 ZkS +2104. SC-FDMA ve ASZ7- OFDM ALSBl Spo] SS PAPRS WAS Of 7]9} Zo] FFT(103) @ IFFT(105)3 AA Aes Alert Belesb(single carrier) SYS 7}2)7|) Azolth.
= 2% EUTRA SC-FDMA AABMAA, Bapp BD ALZE SSo]As] zeal BE YS EAS Holt. = 2S PAS,

AlZ 4 YS4(201) 10 Mize], >d7] AZH HS#(201) Uo] # 50 7HS] RU(Resource Unit )(202)7} eal
atc}. 2} RU(202)%= 12 AS] MSsS(203)H o|FolA Yor 14 AS} LBS(204)S MA + Va, WB

Woye] Heo] AMse By7, Bee. 47] 14 FAS] LBS (204)°]) BAP sys] 1 ms Bee (sub-
frame) (205)2ater}.

29] ate] a PAube EUTRA BAG aol4 Alo} AS BR golel AY ASS Ae zl SYS = del

E 38 aAzea, sekYys Gfolejo] dja HARQ(Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest) aS We

ACK(Acknowledge)/NACK(Negative ACK), SFY cole] 2AWASYS Mat ay ~e] Beel CQ(Channel

Quality Indication) BE Ys} BL ajo] BARRUIZ RvVESOZ} Zo] 42H Uae] GS of 74) 5 Rus
A} A#elcp. djs] AS, ajo]e], RACH(Random Access Channel) 2 7}E} Alo] AW Ss) Ani ASA dael
#302)4 ASch. RUFLS] A Mal SR(Z0)NA ASS Alo] AR GS Ske Bap Et

(frequency hopping)ol] 2]a] RU#50(311)3 spo] ws ASSO}, Fup cho] ple] o| FS YS F Bech. uh
ab7}2|2. RUNSOS] Ava} S309)AlBs-o] ASS|= Ajo] AM OS SRNFAS este] sy
RL¥1L(310)S Bspo] wee ASslcp.

SUS] RU ules 2] ajo} a} aS] CUM(Code Domain Multiplexing)"}o] AG. = ae Alo} Aw Ss) CDM
THE Bs] Ele Role,

E48 @za8, 4B GE Gasol Al SIR ACKCHALS ACKCHAQ*: 2} LBebc} Sl St Zadoff-Chu( ols} ZCz}7

AR) ADMAE co] so] HS ACK/NACK ASSL ASSpu Qc. ACKCHHle] ASSZC AAAIAVS

& ul LB UEC} sy, so. oo. Swe] SAL ZIE| 3, ACKCHH2E] ASSZC AMA414)] ABBE sa, 83, --,

six, $1, Seo] SAH ASsce, 4S, ACKCHH2e] ABE ZC AMA ACKCHHIS] ZC AJAAS|] 2 ABD Fe

AZE(eyclic shift)Z Bolth.( AWelta) = 2481) ZC AAs] Bae] sao] y7]9} Heo] AB GE ee
ABE ge O(Zero)(408), A(Delta)(410)@ 74 20 AGASS YS AMIS Aer. 47] ca AE

a(408, 410)2] #o]S HAASAss Ad AS zee 2 Pom Begoe, 4 ae 2 Awe 74]
a > gry.

ACKCHA12} ACKCHE22] P'S ZC 4) MASZt LBabe} ASslazz} Sb= ACK/NACK 4239! dF boo] ZZ} Hal

AIC}. ZC ALMAASS] ATA] Sse], ACKCHHIS! ACKCHH27]) SYS RU ule] SUR SE elolwojay Asso}

jolie 4Ab7) F aldSe] ACK/NACK ABSA bt be AS Weigle] 42, Beewl_ +e wet.meAle Al?

oj}, Seo] Sze] Bale LBU40S, 406)1A% Ab7] ACK/NACK ASS] Be A AY Fae Aa

RS(Reference Signal)7} AS<c}. 47] RS ACKCHHLML ACKCHAZ2] AolzA Ss} ubab7}z41B ad ZC Aaa
sto] COM SO) ASech. BB, | 404) dst b.7t 4244 Ae] LBS] B44 BSs]a ged, a olfe a

AA] AAD We GHEE SHS AAS} ACK/NACK ASS W2AFoe ASS + UES 7] HAMM.

CQl ABE Beet Mee 4LBlt sys] WA AS ASS, AZ GE CQ ABS! NE OS ce A
EE GS WIE IC APASS 4RShO] Cn! = Meh, Aske spo}Aqe=ACK/NACK AE HB CQL AS Sz

=JA45 dele] ASS 7171 Fe] 2A(Scheduling Request: °]é+ SRo]e} 41e) aa}
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RACH 0] ZahStc}. OFDM Y SC-FDMAS} Zbo] Alat U}22 (orthogonal multiple access)7) uta ALA Bol]

Alte ABD & YE able] eo] Basfo} genus, Alay Ages Aste Ue BS zbelo] Abes]e alo]
E] Aso] ABS z}elo] SHS}Z] Bs} q] Pee AA ASS AM AAS AAD BE Aol FResier},

AEA Balrad

BoA Abs Ale FE4Ce ASE F le PEGA Ale Sed YE B

Baggs sri] Qe PBIS ASE Alay] AM AG ASS GID + We Seal yy P
S42

m Foz ata] uo] ASS + We al*eBH Bge AolaS RS AY ME GE Ars LBS] SIR

4 2 } 2 gh ulm wl aa]S aleeech,

B wage aps RS AVS ASM Se 3 9 AMS Ge Alay, Se] ¥)
z qow Sze} ao} +8 ASS Byes

Sal AaaBika aloalgel #4] Weel VA,uw He we vt

ATARES Bel APswz} st aoan YWBS, 87] AvasS BSHS GSs(CMS AA Aw
AAASSSS(LB) SHH Behe 8s,

47] dat Ngdaes gaz Adan Ass, dee] GY £3 HSE YOe EH AZER lZadoff

Chu) AAs Baa, GPS Bays ae HS Sel AFoR ASG 3BS BBs}

7|q A?) AVA SS WS7] AAS AGSall Alas F7] BAS ARobre a2 AlaACS ZF
ht AS BAoe Br

js B Bas] BAYS ARG ESAs Qa] Qld] AVS, SF 2 BPS AYso] gelal Baal FA!
7s SS Ao Wa paaed Ayo] BH Bye] s4g BAasA oe > you wd Be 2 Bale

AVS Yee. UD SEH FUSS B BPI) Ass wyse] Bole] BUSHM olAS,

Leo] JS we wel Gol] we] wes | ge, aWBB a Ae B Bar Ade] 2a des Ede
Weaaok BS Aolcy.

Bugs] $23 a4 EMEA AAgoa PeQga Alojay aso] ASSzal] GS AAsHs + VY

go] Sea uy @ AalsS aSae Aolc}. aebs= 7]E2 HS] ACK/NACK B SRF Me sh} F

#]o] ALLS BPSK(Binary Phase Shift Keying), QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying), OOK(On-
off keying) $3} ZS sys] BA ALUMS of] Ps Asse Y9lo] Fed] 484 F UO. TAD, MK
alas} Qo] wate] Lae whole Aseaol aol Ua WIS Pe SP HSA Vea +H sled.

eefo, = fu N
a 32, 2 as 1ae 1

d
a ao eu ofp fotl

Sk ASz Bo] WB7 Ale oe WY Bspo] we}Ay SSaes(dedicately) 2SBP, M7] ae] HBAS BWR WealaeAVe}
Agaa, B Beaoae Aoaw@s Ass7] Ae Bale zal djol, +
AlSR= ABQ a ACK/NACK AVS BY wl7]/ Aloe Wee) Sho] ae} By he SR Aa SS 2

53}o] ane Ww us

+ 322

HUoff
ft

tu aS 2,
>

=op folitaecfok= wy
of4}

xe Feex *eS = 2 rt 2Ne
alo] SAlSS Sao 2 Bgaetsie Aa Alay AS 71l|SS Als] Vie}.

<<a}l ALA] >>

= 4 _
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<47>

BHSA 10-2008-0073616

ES # wg) all BAlojo] ws ACK/NACK AS

Fo] A
BSR ASS] OSs WHS Sale Aojy], 2 Bye) yy

CK/NACK % SR aldo] S8ts]2l Sov gal 4b] 8ASSES 4=Z4 ale les Svar.

0.5 ms 1 SH Sek ses} RU Wel cet el alojaleB(500~-504)o] See FAS ENS

Bolt}. 4S, 7] WA(coherent modulation)S A-Gs= F AS] ACKCH#1, #2(500,501)9+ H)S7] AA(non-
coherent modulation) #42 4B] 1 BECbit) AUARS ASA A] AS] Ala Ssel NCCCHNon-

coherent signalling Control Channel)#1, #2, #3(502,503,504)-3 EA]SH93C+. ACKCH#1(500) 2} ACKCH#2(502)

<= 42 24a] 2 6a] LBS(lS} RS LBSZ 491)(511,512; 513,514)4, AS AS MAR ASS ASS

SL UO) 2] LBS (ls; Ae! LBSOle} BB)YA ACK/NACK BBS(515)S ASSP], NCCCHS(502, 503,504)2
1,3,4,5,784 LBSWA Aoaaws agec,

ACKCH#1(500)*} ACKCH#2(501)= 2} LBA] ASS = ZC APASAS FUH ea AZE FH A(S1lS 4Ss Qe, zw, RS ASD Ase Ws ohigistpole 7]  alYS(500, 501) Zo] AS Bela
ee F7BE (51009) SO5T Vo. ES SYA 47] AS] SF GEAR GSW 2oe

EATROU, EH Ze] EAM Hts} Zo] ajo AVso] ABZ GAZ OSs Ba SF Zo] Bap Esto]

Ae +E Jom uss} $A) ASS = Azl LBSS] Ao AS FA) Qtech

At7] * als(500, 5014 ASS = ACK/NACK YBSC) bs} bo] AD BSS sso} ACKCH#1(500) 3}

ACKCH¥2(501)2] zC ABAS DSael ASS], Zo] Ny AS GS Was mo] AD AAs {S5,,.}) (ne 4

aa aesgaa BAq n=l, ,N)6516)2) ABA ASS] LBUAMS Fac. 47] Aw AAAS 7a of eeleta] [pz 22 Helo AMa7} BSB SF Verh.
22h}
Popa i

Len

Co _ 2m _S au= eXP(iSF } n=1,..,N

47) Feo) ABA AB a ae: me] AAZAB go] AS AMPS Wear], | 5] EAS PAIN=50]c}, Ab7] 4lat A)BAEA, 27) Fee] 4]A el ZC(Zadoff-Chu), GCL(Generalized Chirp-Like) ~]Ga Ssh PH, Bo] 59 ae Age AVS 7SShcH.
= 59] soli che] 13} 29) Ae} 55] AAas}| AASe] ZZ ACKCHHIT ACHCHH22] Alo] aw LBYS| AS

So e2-4oe aac. PAA Ce, LBOS2O)A = ACKCHHIZ] ACKCHHZ SSAOe SRB 20 AAAS

2} Algol) ACHCH#12) ACK/NACK 42 bs} LDA Feo] aJgqAsl A Aah QB So] Basch. ofabrpeje

LBG2baays Az] 2C ALMA] Zt ABol] ACHCHH29] ACK/NACK 4222 b.S} QA Feo] Alar] A wap ay

S10] Haatcy.

SH, S SK ules 27H2] RS LBS(511-514)°] SABES, RS LBSS11-514)T AAo] 25) Ae Ge aa

29) 24](Walsh) Al2% °] ACKCHAL(SO0)2} ACKCH#2(501)¢] AQelch. Ab7] 9} Zhe] ACKCH#1(500) 3}

ACKCH#2(501)8 ZC A} a9} SA) AAAAS(517)S Sa] GSAsAS Gq Fe W9Pe] bs be AssH

SHS & 109] 7S FAl7) 4a|S ol Ssh Hol7y ayer.

AL7] 7]Gst us} go] Bole a A= Y510)9} zc ADAS AORCHEL (S00) ACKCH#2(501) ol] 4-28! ah,
Aa AAA {S,.nt2) Bolt 5°)7] Heo] al Ae] Aw AAAS] GF ABS + Arp. weal, ws Asa

+ Qe LBS2 S28 lola F WBZ] Peo], SI 2 NALS wae LBS] ARt He

ACKCH#1(500)2} ACHCK#2(501) o]2]o] 47-89] RS ASS YYW SE gic.

wehay, 47] ACK/NACK AWS (500, 501) ASH FS al AS) Aw »4)Ar {S,.} (m=3,4,5)S BS7] BA

se #7419) aAlojaless] Aso] 4}Betc}. 2, | 544] NCCCHH1-#3(502 503, 504)2= RS LB& A}

2 2) LB SS Oo] Rsfo] BS Alo]AMSS Asse}. yee, NCCCHHI(SO2Q)E AS Aawal

sa TAl 742] LBSoA] Besse] ASsEql, AA 39] aw AAS {S,,} (n=1,--,5)9] a A

WSo] Ar7] 4 Ae] LBSe] BA ABS] Be Balalcp. v}sb7-z}B NCCCHH2(503) 9} NCCCH#3(504) = 57H]
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<48>

<49>

<50>

<3l>

<52>

<53>

<54>

<S5>

SIS G 10-2008-0073616

LBSOAL aS AS AS bs bss AZ} BE ASST, oz) F AQ] Aa A> {5,5} (55,39) AHS]

LBS ASB Hayzlef. 87] NCCCHBUARS7} ASHA] GOES, OK AS ve7] HA YAS ASS

4 1 HBS) Bz AMo) 427, ASsich, BS BA] 47] NCCCHSHAE SRY} CQ SS ABH1 BE

Haz Ago] Bae ASA + ad. aad, 7) 7]/Se Bs} So] ACKCHS3} NCCES GSggoHey SFY

a ea FES HI 0 AAAS ASAE, Gi Ae] AVAPSS FS Asal ASABE Ao] West
t}

aa, = 59} Zo], Al we] LBS FAS NCCCHS Sse] BSSSRAste], ee AZE H A(510)9}Ee Ue 48 4ZE US AQaa, SH ls] 7742] LB] Aol 79] Ast AAAS ARs}o] NCCCHS Fspa
RS ASE AE 7esecp. 7] SR AWS E Soe Gel ACK/NACK ASH_ easia 87, SR AY ZH
Ya GSH Ror, Ags Aw A)Azs] Poy} 7oMzB, S 772] SR ABS] SSH que Eel]

Sl zl

24 GE EASES RE TRS} Go ALT ole}ase 7

Al 2aD, ASS Y7] RS ASA PeajA) Ga x Aas 2asy a7 que al

Qo. FY IY Ao] BRS 7A] Hol Mel 47] MIC AVE Gsow Ges gy

Al ) Ba u

SR GI + A

BHES Bee s}Rt. VolP(Yoice over Internet Protocol) Ease] Aes} Bo] srs] ages 47Agqo

2 geo] A @es AGqye GIS 1 we CQL ABUS ABsol des] a Aso] Sz] ae 4+el

WW 7la)fo) ap AS che] ye alow aA, NCCCHT 27] 1 MEBs] CQ] ABS Be A] ASIES do}
47) CQ] Bue] ASe] BAe zpelo] GS AAs + och.

UE elo] BA], ACK/NACK @iL7t NCCCHE Sst ASS — Bet. |, NACK SS ACK Foh a 4se] YAWE; SS SHYGole] AnlA’ 4?pole, We WESS MCK SS ACK AS] OFS Qa Vs
©] NCCCHE 6-0} OOKE ACK/NACK 21SS AGYLEA ACK/NACK ASS] Ase ALSS is oaa dae G2]

 

© de added, PISA) RACH Het Seo 7]4]H0] a7] Peo] a7] RACIB AF Tr

Arye WAZS Bue BSP, 27] BAlzjol Ms ACK/NACK Bus] ASS Bays NCCCHI7I Ss] ASS
F Uch. +s] GPS] EAC] RACKS Sal SUS =AMS Tus Ase BF 7AlHe) a7) drs] as

B esS] }L}-2] BA aBol A AP] 3EaE we FES 4q a] Aon TAME WAS ASawz BS ag, a7) =

BIS ako] ue} gaze Sa Neccn7} OOKS oO] 23 ARV] Al Alo] AS ACK/NACK AHROB BAS

47] aAlz|S fale 4h7] Sa adaeeto) 47] Bsa NCCES Be ee ASS aAsac, ol 47) Zags
= ASM UA] SESS 27] MAZE False] RaAU 47] avl 7 de GEE Wet Roleh= ASAle

4 7 |

spaoF ASE ASMA) VAL A, Hep AGS B71 HY GBEKEL ACKS FAD + Gh

 Jt Qo] Gyo] CRS woe ASse aoigvs| ASS sah NCHS

Ho] SUS Ro] GSyosy Yess ag a a Goa Je Qe wis yas. adv, dogy

3 AS Eo Hse ae} Yo] BIA ele] aos PesAe Wleaas gq adel as

4 a = Od4oz AIS GHso] JET WAS Yale

git}. 603 ee See Ave) BA WHS, BSs NCCCH a}

= 6#25H, 600 dalla Gee7A SeRHPe $9) AS Al ABA (high layer signaling) S& L1/L2
ATEBYS Fao] B7] 2SIE AVARS ASST GY ARSS NCCCHS ol HSM AQV(RU, SE, LC NAH

Bea4q=5 2S) QBS F424) Bed. Ae] GBPS 601 GAA 47] A Ae Ss 7AHe]A] AY

2 ook S Met BAPE Se AST S7Uz18 Bela, v7] vee2198 seokeha 602 &
AAA 4t7) alo] ARS veh1 yew oe ee YW er KS aAsejoest PMBGE wet3 ye dol asajok S aholejy7} YAS Sort WD, CNS Asaok BH o] teen oa] SAaa a

Qe wy am Aaa

BH] Awe) else] AY 4s] ube aoz

19} LB ASI Wes, 604 Palais Psa ZC alas] A wo) a] wa ga B

FAVS BUNS SA So] GIA SR dolQoyAy Vga RUS Abgsio] Asad.

fel a1 2% ftea ree o& oe of Ly xy a2ie 12 off 9wt xas BRS} Sto}, M 7HS] RS LBSS N AAS] AA LBSS osso] Ajolajess aaa =7 alee] RUS o]8e4 |F7) BA(coherent modulation) P4oe ASAE

-~6§-
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<56>

<57>

<58>

<59>

<60>

<6l>

<62>

<63>

SASS 10-2008-0073616

1S, wits ag oh reACK/NACK ASST BS7] WA WA oe ASHE alofall as YS = 7) SAlstac. a7)
NMS] BaAlS 741c},

E 72) (ale BHAA, M MS] RS LBS(700)e Hate] Zo] Me] AD AAAS LB UMS ASst(702) SM

Me} Aa RS aAVS(704)0] BIA. vay zsz N ae] Aloe LBS(701l)e ste] Zo] Ne ay al anSLB Ne 883-4(703) SN AS) As aolan aAes(705)e] Baad. = 59] FAAS Me20] aojt}, Ak7] M Ae] ala RS WSS of} a, N Al ao] 4]. ae 3M Wt S7] AZS agate ane
6) BA ARSE] UO] Zz] (HM) 7S] Alea ABYSS HN S7] BS ATR AolS(NCCH) S(707) 24 Ab
zich,

filo

Y7| 7S BRS 47) Aoja\ss(704~-707)9] SAS ZC AAS FIM CH ALE Re WE Be

Set Rojolet. LB Ula, FAM ZC Aare] AE ae ee FEE ES Sse] F714AVASS& ASSCorthogonal ization)= SNe. 2 3}44, = 79} (o)ol SABs Ho], ste] RUS} LB ually
ASse 2 AasAGL A AB 4S 2 4ZE eeeoo eet AL, 1S S Ke] eBFAZE HSS E 5] BANG oot = ACKCH BENCCCHS] ABest, (L-K) 72] 2 ARE TSol “es~ HE(multi-bit) CQI A716) SS + We. Bee Kis] 4 ca ase gol dsbo] M ao] B7paz ale}

x]omALS S(706)0] BASE BR Ad] KxM AAS] ACK/NACK ASR B7PAA Ala Ss(714)o} S42] RU “la A
ele.

npab7-2|S Kae] 4 eat AEE Hol Wet (NA" A] HZ] BH AoA SS(707)o] Gskoy 2] dq] KX (N-M)E I
Mo) BS7] BR AelaSSc715)o) shes] RU voy BAS. Ab7] KK(N-M) WS] B)S7]) BR aloes

(715) 7|z) Ko] Zt eto] BalA(explicit)2 SA Alimlicie2 ASASe Bea, 4 UTS

opME7, Bays Wopcp 4b7] Syesl AAS Sa] 1 WE Aaws Ye cheba ZY Glo] ASA +
git}. QQ asta] Ne7, Me2, K=l2°01d 4# 60 Ae] SR aSso] She] RU dle] 4B ae= Wc. 7] 60 Ae] SRACSS 4 Eda Fea-a 4 Ue SNF Glole7} Ba ujol wahspo} 7] 2|4 g
QS wrec 7] Sas SR as) zIRU, SB, 2 NAa Bee AZE USEol Rafe] Sk 4
oA ASD heh.

2

BS 74

E82 HU“e upe}2ls} AlAjajo] a= ACK/NACK a2 SR Ae USS] & US YS EAS Rolch. a
uleJJBt SE ufo] B@ A) RS LB(BlO) We] Balsa2] GQ Ae] LBSAge) ASHE BT

2 yajaac.

= 8s Brad, % SK ufo] sts] RS LBS) ee] SAsBe 72C HAH Fol Se ABE el A(81L)e] Heo] aye] S7] BA Ajopael sexenricaooyel &= wate. ABRs ASE + BWLBSS S
6 HEE, 4 NCH HH ABA US IAAS 7A= Ao} 69}2J AU? (S..& LBA Ass
AVS] NCCCHYE(801-805)°) Yale}, oft MeLo}at N=6el BHol sysech. Teste}, B@ RU] SF ulalAy lz

Aol 7c AAS] Hs £3 ALE7essprha SB a, Ach 12 Me] ACK/NACK AWSZ Alc] 60 ASI
NCCCHE& +g Sic}.

tr giz BL Yo) ueetAs Aajojo] dae da Fa Aa]Q] PAS Els Aol.
te

EOS MASA, ACK/NACK ABS ASSBP ACK/NACK AB WAIW71(QOO)MAL ACK/NACK ABol YIsyAy,

AL?] ACK/NACK ae ab7](902)o]4] a SR je} LB A+met wets] S ACK/NACK 4al Alz2- B4l71(90
3)o] Bato] LB AMS BY Am a, Aros] Z AMo] Hazy. OH ACK/NACK ABS Mal ASaors2y al
©] 7}(910)o], 2] a} 94 olateh, Ab7] ACK/NACK 2] 20]] cat RS ALS RS AB B77] COMA QI, 47]
RS AS RS Ba AAS HAI7I1(904) 0] sae ip YAR As AD aAla@so] 4 ABs aa Fol
MUX(Multiplexer)(905)eH ]8h 47) ACK/NACK ARM AAA Fad7](903)9] BAS TOM(Time Domain

Multiplexing) 2a.

F

SR aol days eat, SR AS BAZIOIDAA BUYS SR PBS WS71(912)A4 BEST Aa Al

aA #871913)Bao] BEAR as as ass] a on Baa SZ MUX(905)B GA sect, Ab] SR
ad 2 ACK/NACK AMSS Bz Aaa @ seas Glole] AS Ho] ae} AAs = 2loj7] Meo, AI

aso] & deo), Pay= EoYS ASaoe a al Aste) Sache 27, ae aeASS MUX(905)S AA AAS SYach. Aol7](910)2) aoe] so} mux(go5)4], 4Ss} B ASE ZC Ala ZI7](906)4] 27]sto] tes 4a aque no ZC AAAS Haziar, LB SY71(907)]4 LB tt
-7T-
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<64>

<65>

<66>

<67>

<68>

<69>

<70>

<71>

<72>

<73>

<74>

SASS 10-2008-00736 16

Ae QA =, SCFM ASS Maps] FFT(OO)S AAl S SAS RU BPsIFFT(909) WH OR nya

th. IFFT(909)% FFT(908) 2-FE] 2] WAS IFFT RSMsto] Hy wsPspo] Alo] Ase}.

= 102 2 Byol vegas AAge 725 Fazio FRE SNM Rl. AWE + LERPH

SR Aa Bl ACK/NACK AY ASS BSep7] Mt Falls] PAS reject.

= lS Ao, Al7]= FFT(1000) @ IFFTCOOLIS Say, FA ASA As Bes] Aoay7} Zea

RU] ASS Sec, 47] Fee Alsoa; 4y7] Gee] aojgqus anes Aso, ZC AAS Ae]
(1002)% 47] BS] Alolay so] 4a 70 Alaas a7] Fal ASS veeJA 7 LBS] ASS SBescy. aBe] “Ao Au AH27] Aol es As 2 reas AYSo] Paz Rol

 ao} 711010) 2] Alojel] Sato], 4b7) 332 DEMUX(De-mul tiplexer)(1003)8 Bato as aoa B
ANSSH Bel. 7B, SR AS) AY ave] SSe LB ASS) SR AY ASE SR Aw AAAS AB 101

O14] SR Ao] SYS Aa APr2 ABSw Aso] Hajziq. ola) 47] SR aes SUS =a AZE

a 20 AHAS A8se] GS aeare ASe US ACACSS AZSZS Ay] An Ages Ana
(orthogonality) 9]a AAR, SR AH BQB71(1OL)= B271(1010)2] SAO) Agee] Was Galasge 4? B37] dto) sk Wag ase Roe Reetep. SR al ol] a 22 WE7] AS BAe] aggQe 87) SK Wee Ab7] deo) Be Ao wys7) Foe ASS 7] Hol], RAM SS7l(LOlL = a7] wa
a) Batol she] 7] Gets] sR AS HES Basha) rch.

ACK/NACK 2222] B-Pol]t= DEMUX(1003)S 32} St ACK/NACK AM ALSaSyAR7](1004)o] Asta] ay ware

& ACK/NACK ah: Atak Al Bz: A8t7](1005) ol] 4] ACK/NACK ape] BS Aw alaz-o} AwWSsa Azo] Hal

Aomy UE ae A1S7t A7I=|P], ACK/NACK AW Be71(1007)= B7) Ae71(1005)2] SAoRPel

ACK/NACK APH -S Ge StT. ACK/NACK AAS] BP-olls= BPSK Ye QPSKS} BL H7) HAABH?) wee] ae

HA7](1004)7} BS otch,

eI aa BA7}(100d) 2} AY BA SAS Ga Bea ay aye AY AB AQ |KO)S¥eY Aeadct.
RS Ala APBA ~BPRt7](1006) 3s RS ABS) Al Efe] wel}Ay ajo] 7](1010) 2) #jolel] 2] S}e4 DEMUX( 1003) ei] 4

Bea RS Aso As Gta Ae VAAL YASS AS APLSUES AY ASS ase, Ae 4

A¥797|(1008 32 RZ] 3h#71(1006) 2 24S W844 Ae FAS FYPLEYW Ae YAA SES elyAE QS Wee] ABY] (1004)E asses.

ke“dkox.
<<a]2 ALA] a]>>

aun cfd oN ou Je,AS Ee} Zo] SRS NCCCHO BulAq) aa,1

AALS SHS Yo] Bet Zlo]eh.

it Oo & ii

ttl oft ol ct a£ x » ah & 2 wa

2ito
a oy ot, a \o tu o”%2%LN,tio

reit fo ea ox ol ki[any
1")

& colyol AY Ba ae ar] qos] gow al x

eaa vl latal GY Behe 71 ewe} sxah} aleksto}, ebeto} SRS 7

ASS se ae.

a

hy ASEae Ba PS SF StS SRS Yok(reserve)a4,
CI

*

=

fo= »
ws aleGN

Ta
orwhBs, rir ok=

ofobot EI *
to =

ir2flony ax3 2 pus,i © 2» ee)alo S0re ae n

a.My OQa> = ne, fifo ob age & oxa
is) ft

mica Betynfo Hi=4 4a afn
SRO] ASS + BE AAS W719} Do} NCCCHS} CQL ABS) F WAS SR, $7/ALE zAAE CQ] AS Ab

Wo] AS SR ASS9S NCCCHS BPsz] Sa sR AS Al 27) CQL AWS co] SSPE

Azl zteho] BAU be Sas colSsic GPS CMS AF BYES KR ASS

TE tt. 8, CS 7(Seldom) Buliz Be] CQ ASS SK AS] GS AH 47] GPS

aso] Ass] Pos) FIER AIGA Hole] AAS] BS S +F Wet. Be}, of es

We SR ASS MS S42] NCCCHS 47] Sto A ARLE PASE Ao) vbealspcp.4oShfo Je wya :
sf

of

73} Bo), 4 See) CQ Wa AS Sho} sepa 4b) 7} vee SRE US ABE Be] Uda Fle4] o] B32 et NCCCHS] ne, 3S, 22 zaiI
of xz & nB mFof»
 

2 FE Yom, 2 ws a= 238 we 3 NoceH7} gee Ft. Aase 4 GS BAe Al
23 S44 Ql Ae AS F7] RF az, AD SRS CQ AS SS NCH F YA ABS ASAaIS
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<75>

<76>

<77>

<78>

<l>

<2>

<3>

<4>

<5>

<6>

<7>

<8>

<o>

<10>

 

BIS ct 10-2008-00736 16

2a Se + AH.

SA, Gt avo] sR ASOZ NCCCHS CQ ABS BE SSE RE salt}. SF, a Geto] A] F ay
SBE R ASO AGA F AES ST VS Shae, Y7l Gee ASF soleyMao] Ws} Al 71
a)49] AASYo) Basal a oF 7H UA EHSi= NCCCH SE CQ AA SF sto SR BRS
ASaan, WAFS BSA SR Qual Hel 47] deeola JeQa sole] As 2ASY Bes BU T A

G. Se, a7] F We SF AS sy} 37) GEES] ACK/NACK ae AS Eolys+ Bale Boos, e
gag dts as SYS ASaly7] Asbo} -J71 ACK/NACK AYA HE epolgo] Ass neccil Se

CQl Ho SR ABS ASS + Wt

ay 2 B3o] Aye BGs Fad AA] Bel APogou, B Bessel BeolA Boltz] Se
a= Woy qe] 72) Beso] WSS Seo], aeyse Y Py Pye AGA Arai] Fes] Bo
WH, Set Bagte] Bayes ode o) SHURTe] Bas Het Aso Fal Pelee Ect.

2 a delta) etsao Wages sock aa tal Levies eve aaa a

3 dias sk AW ABE REALS GeaJAA 4d wg EES BAA. al wet alo}
FASS elo ABE + glevale SUS 7A PA AAD Be Bgo] 7gs Heb.

 
= 2s AWASCHDMA ALAA Fake RAD B4oe| 2a ES 7A ae EA |S.

= 32 Fhe AeAo}ay aol PY yi cole} vel AY dy qs ajse ew.

B4e AES BE LE Feast 4S SG EM,

m5 # wbge] al AAoo] cS ACK/NACK AY BWSR AVS HSSENE EM.

B62 2 Ug Al Ale] oS ds Sis] s4 Bats ENS EV.

E7S % ByS] A Arlee He Aas 4a VRS GF ES.

% 8& B Begs] wpetalst AAjajel] uS ACK/NACK AY BW SR AS chests] HE de EVs SU.

EB Begs] eae are He de ea gale] TAS ENG EU
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aH ce bee

BIKSG 10-2008-0073615

 

 

  
 

 

  
 

slot (0.5 ms)
(102)

kK mene ;
block (101) |

— 1 eet|[Mappingto °M IFFT Toi | ~— japping to ! \| LB | LB) L8 e s we ; e f ‘ (size M) ; | contiguous IFFT )! (size N) anene#7)#8|#5|: LE I/|03) "1 inputs 108 (105) Poe}

: M symbols(100)

ALHI2

k 10 MHz J
(201)

Resource Unit

k—4 (202) 

 
sub-frame

(1 ms)
(205)

j2 subcarriers

LB interval
(204)
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EU3

_. 10 MHz (300)

k RUF 1 * AueAuta (302) x RU#50 ,

slot

sub— Data/RACH/contro! channels EEE EEE

frame (3 VWYY/Ge ey
| 2 yy)

52 Bld

\ slot {
bi by by bi by by

ACKCHA1 Zo | ZC Ze (205) | zc | ze Zc   
 

0 shift rd ~.
(408) 67 atay NS i

      

  
 

        

} :
winl an: Bale
ALR POTm Ol ai

bz bo bg be be b2

@ & @ @ ® &

1 i 1 RS ! i t
ACKCH#H2 ZC ZG | {ZG (408) 12¢ 74e) jZE |

_f | 4 | I i |

: A shift , ~.
—_ (410) 27 (414) NS

jnlaja lala,

Pt} LL

= 11 =
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EWS

b stot (0.5 ms! /
Si Wau Sie S13 Sy Woe 8, 5
& & ® & &

acKcHHt |b, gg) : | ;500} «| (820) Gyy Bf tb 20, poee ELLE CA : |

SSAshift of ZCk-——4
‘ (510) LB

a Wi S22 S25 Sea Wie Sos
& @ & & &)

ackcH#2|{b, ;(501) inGY ib, ib, 1, Ui 1D.. t : y. f JN,tennnnd

3a, Sas Sa4 Sas
© 3 % &: oa } 7

neccH#t|3 : ;(502) |i | Bo by
Sa, 8, 2 Sys Sa4 Sas
& & & ~ §

noccH#2|| | |
(503) be 1 5 15, De

Ss.: So5
& 2

NCCCH#3 ; Loi
(04) | id,

Note
~ bi (515): a modulation symbot

~ S,,,n (516): a-th symbol of a sequence “S” of the index “m”
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 30-Sep-2009

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS

Title of Invention: COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Jin Sam Kwak 

Filer: Esther Hyeri Chong/Rolonda Lee

Attorney Docket Number: 5438-0162PUS1

Filed as Large Entity

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

Sub-Totalin

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition fee 37.CFR 11 0) (Group My Net

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

7175235

Confirmation Number: 

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS

Title of Invention: COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Jin Sam Kwak

Customer Number: 02292

rePsther ner Chona/Retonds ee
Filer Authorized By: Esther Hyeri Chong 

Attorney Docket Number: 5438-0162PUS1

Filing Date: 30-SEP-2009

Time Stamp: 18:55:11

 
 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $130

Deposit Account 022448

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)
 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Document DocumentDescription File Name File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.) 

1780659

PPH.pdf yes 51281620<04159e95 1f5d5 93d 3b58a6c3bfa2
31bb7 

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description 

DocumentDescription Start

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
 

Petition to make special under Patent Prosecution Hwy
 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter

Miscellaneous Incaming Letter

Miscellaneous Incaming Letter

Preliminary Amendment

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

Transmittal Letter

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter

NPL Documents

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter
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| NPL Documents
Warnings: 

Information: 

397657

NPL Documents PPHNPL pdf 76ae34973b4d2b280c3354a4b 1 caa2dc8aG}
C8458 

Warnings: 

Information:

1260720

Foreign Reference PPHREF1.pdf
2f78bf8a83757b165<ac3ec169759041 7f3f|

53f3 

Warnings:

Information:

818379

Foreign Reference PPHREF2.pdf 8452d99cf8293 a2265f6bd327cbbd3074|
20394

i e
Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf e2fced841 hdde0e2923 100b81 2e4641c354
23784

4 ..
Information

Total Files Size (in bytes) 4288115

 
 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidenceof receipt similar toa
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownon this
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submissionto enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/17 (10-07)
Approved for use through 06/30/2010, OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no person are required to respond to a collection of information uniessit displays a valid OMB control number.

| Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27

METHOD OF PAYMENT(checkall that apply)

Check[_|creaic Card[_|Money Order||None [|Other(please identify):
x |Deposit Account Deposit Account Number. 02-2448 Deposit Account Name:__Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP

   

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

Effective on 12/08/2004.
Fees pursuantto the Consalidated Appropriations Act, 2005 (H.R. 4818).

FEE TRANSMITTAL
For FY 2008 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

  
 

 

 

 
 For the above-identified deposit account, the Director is hereby authorized to: (check all that apply)

[x|Charge fee(s) indicated below [| Charge fee(s) indicated below, except for thefiling fee
[x] Charge any additional fee(s) or underpayments of [x] Credit any overpaymentsfee(s) under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17

FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES

   
 
 

  
   
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 

FILING FEES SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEES
Smail Entity Smail Entity Small Entity

Application Type Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) Fee ($) Fees Paid ($)
Utility 310 155 510 255 210 105
Design 210 105 100 50 130 65
Plant 210 105 310 155 160 80

Reissue 310 155 510 255 620 310
Provisional 210 105 0 0 0 

 2. EXCESS CLAIM FEES Small Entity
Fee Description Fee($)Fee($) 

 Each claim over 20 (including Reissues) 50 25
Each independent claim over 3 (including Reissues) 210 105
Multiple dependent claims 370 185

 
  

  
  

Total Claims Extra Claims Fee ($) Fee Paid ($) Multiple Dependent Claims
14 -20= x = Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)  
 

  HP = highest numberoftotal claims paid for,if greater than 20.

Indep. Claims Extra Claims Fee ($) Fee Paid ($)
2 -35 x =

HP = highest numberof independent claims paid for,if greater than 3.
3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets of paper (excluding electronically filed sequence or computer
listings under 37 CFR 1.52(e)), the application size fee due is $260 ($130 for small entity) for each additional 50
sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

  

  
 

 

 
   
  

  
  
  
 

Total Sheets Extra Sheets Numberof each additional 50 or fraction thereofFee($) Fee Paid ($)
- 100 = 150 = {round up to a whole number) x =

4. OTHER FEE(S) Fees Paid ($)
Non-English Specification, $130 fee (no small entity discount)
Other(e.g., late filing surcharge): 1464 Petitions to the Director not specifically ... $130.00   

  
 

 
SUBMITTED BY

PSUBMITTEDBY

EsterH chong|idm WROD TOT
 

   
 

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/MEMitt
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PTO/SB/17p (01-08)
Approved for use through 01/31/2008. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
quired to respondto a collection of infarmation unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no person are re

PETITION FEE

Under 37 CFR 1.17(f), (g) & (h)
TRANSMITTAL

(Fees are subject to annual revision)

  
 
 

  

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  

  Send completed form to: Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

 
 

Enclosedis a petition filed under 37 CFR 1.102(d) that requires a processing fee (37 CFR 1.17(f),
(g), or (h)). Payment of$ 130.00_is enclosed.
This form should be included with the above-mentioned petition and faxed or mailed to the Office using the appropriate Mail Stop
(e.g., Mail Stop Petition), if applicable. For transmittal ofprocessing fees under 37 CFR 1.17(i), see form PTO/SB/17i.

Paymentof Fees(small entity amounts are NOTavailable for the petition fees).

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the following fees to Deposit Account No. 02-2448
petition fee under 37 CFR 1.17(f), (g) or (h) any deficiency of fees and credit of any overpayments

Enclose a duplicative copy of this form for fee processing.
Checkin the amountof $ is enclosed.

[| Paymentby credit card (Form PTO-2038 or equivalent enclosed). Do not provide credit card information on this form.
Petition Fees under 37 CFR 1.17(f}: Fee $400 Fee Code 1462
Forpetitionsfiled under.
§ 1.36(a) — for revocation of a powerof attomey by fewerthan all applicants
§ 1.53(e) — to accordafiling date.
§ 1.57(a) — to accordafiling date.
§ 1.182 — for decision on a question not specifically provided for.
§ 1.183 ~ to suspendtherules.
§ 1.378(e) — for reconsideration of decision on petition refusing to accept delayed payment of maintenance feein an expired patent.
§ 1.741(b) — to accorda filing date to an application under § 1.740 for extension of a patent term.

Petition Fees under 37 CFR 1.17(g): Fee $200 Fee Code 1463
Forpetitionsfiled under:
§ 1.12 —for access to an assignmentrecord,
§ 1.14 — for access to an application.
§ 1.47 - forfiling by other thanalt the inventors or a person not the inventor.
§ 1.59 — for expungementofinformation.
§ 1.103{a) — to suspend action in an application.
§ 1.136(b) — for review of a request for extension of time whenthe provisions of section 1.136(a) are not available.
§ 1.295 ~ for review of refusal to publish a statutory invention registration.
§ 1.296 — to withdraw a request for publication of a statutory invention registration fited on orafter the date the notice of intent to publish issued.
§ 1.377 — for review of decision refusing to accept and record paymentof a maintenancefeefiled prior to expiration of a patent.
§ 1,.550(c) — for patent owner requests for extensionof time in ex parte reexamination proceedings.
§ 1.956 — for patent owner requests for extension of time in inter partes reexamination proceedings.
§ 5.12 — for expedited handling of a foreignfiling ticense.
§ 5.15 — for changing the scopeofa license.
§ 5.25 — for retroactive license.

Petition Fees under 37 CFR 1.17(h): Fee $130 Fee Code 1464
Forpetitions filed under.
§ 1.19(g) — to request documents in a form other than that provided in this part.
§ 1.84 — for accepting color drawings or photographs.
§ 1.91 — for entry of a modelor exhibit.
§ 1.102(d) ~ to make an application special.
§ 1.138(c) — to expressly abandon an application to avoid publication.
§ 1.313 — to withdraw an application from issue.
§ 1.314 — to defer issuance of a patent.

O_o / MAR 0 9 2010
Date

 

  Signature

Esther H. Chong we 40,953Typed or printed name Registration No., if applicable 

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD|‘0lcaton or Docket Number [Fling Dato
Substitute for Form PTO-875 12/594,159 09/30/2009|[1 To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALLENTITY []=oR SMALL ENTITY
ROGER FLED eo aro] ree

L] Basic FEE N/A NIA NIA N/A37 CFR 1.18(a), (b), or (c

L] SEARCH FEE
37 CER 1.16(k), (i). or (m N/A N/A N/A N/A

CT] EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(0), (p), or (q)) N/A NiA

TOTAL CLAIMS / _T,
(37 CFR 1.16(i)) minus 20 =
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS ; -
(37 CFR 1.16(h minus 3 =

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

oO sheets of paper, the application size fee duePoOreten SIZE FEE is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each
( -16(s)) additional 50 sheets orfraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

Cl MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

FeNnnin p ae ropmionn roprronnAMENDMENT PAID FOR

mare petapm]20
i

[_] application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

E
Zz
uu
=
Qa
Z
Lu
=
<x

CT] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE($) ADDITIONAL ADDITIONALAFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE($)

Kb AMENDMENT PAID FOR
fi vin
= Independent ‘ siea | a
Gi C] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

*ya ala ul

x Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* lf the entry in column1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3.
** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”.
» If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For” (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

Legal Instrument Examiner:
/TINA J. BARDEN/

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select aption 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTSPC. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virgnia 22313-1450Wwww.uspto.gov
 

  APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO/TTILE

12/594,159 09/30/2009 Jin Sam Kwak 5438-0162PUS 1
CONFIRMATION NO.1261

2292 PUBLICATION NOTICE
BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRCH

PO BOX 747 MTAAAA00000004028320
FALLS GHURCH, VA 22040-0747

Title: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Publication No.US-2010-0046460-A1
Publication Date:02/25/2010

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 GFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reachedbytelephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450orvia the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to accessthis status information is currently htto://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTSPC. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virgnia 22313-1450Wwww.uspto.gov
APPLICATION FILINGor GRP AR’

NUMBER 371 (¢) DATE UNI FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO [TOT CLAIMS§IND CLAIMS

 
 

12/594,159 09/30/2009 2617 980 5438-0162PUS | CONFIRMATION NO.126"
2292 FILING RECEIPT
BIRCH STEWART KOLASCH & BIRGH

PO BOX 747 IAEA
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22040-0747 90000005682 1989

Date Mailed: 11/20/2009

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Pleaseverify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy ofthis Filing Receipt with the
changesnotedthereon.If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Jin Sam Kwak, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Hong WonPark, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Seung Hee Han, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Min Seok Noh, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Yeong Hyeon Kwon, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Hyun WooLee, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Dong Cheol Kim, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
Jae Hoon Chung, Anyang-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

AssignmentFor Published Patent Application
LG Electronics, Inc., Seoul, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 2292

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a 371 of PCT/KR08/04590 08/07/2008
which claims benefit of 60/954,812 08/08/2007
and claims benefit of 60/979,860 10/14/2007

Foreign Applications
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 10-2007-0127014 12/07/2007

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 11/17/2009

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedforfiling abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 12/594,159

Projected Publication Date: 02/25/2010
page 1 of 3
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Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
Title

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM

Preliminary Class

370

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies thefiling
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent” and doesnoteliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents” (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Governmentwebsite, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on howto protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

page 2 of 3
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184,if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 GFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
itis revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.
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Description

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS

LT]

[2]

[4]

[5]

IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Technical Field

The present invention relates to wireless communications, and more particularly, to a

methodoftransmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication system.

Background Art

In order to maximize efficiency of a limited radio resource in a wideband wireless

communication system, methods for more effectively transmitting data in time,spatial,
and frequency domains have been provided,

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)uses a plurality of orthogonal!

subcarriers, Further, the OFDM uses an orthogonality between inverse fast Fourier

transform (IFFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT). A transmitter transmits data by

performing IFFT. A receiverrestores original data by performing FFT on a received

signal, The transmitter uses IFFT to combinethe plurality of subcarriers, and the

receiver uses FFT to split the plurality of subcarriers. According to the OFDM,

complexity of the receiver can be reduced in a frequency selective fading environment

of a broadband channel, and spectral efficiency can be increased whenselective

scheduling is performed in a frequency domain by using a channel characteristic which

is different from one subcarrierto another, Orthogonal frequency division multiple

access (OFDMA)is an OFDM-based multiple access scheme. According to the

OFDMA,efficiency of radio resources can be increased byallocating different

subcarriers to multiple users,

To maximize efficiency in the spatial domain, the OFDM/OFDMA-based system

uses a multiple-antenna technique whichis used as a suitable technique for high-speed

multimedia data transmission by generating a plurality of time/frequency domainsin

the spatial domain. The OFDM/OFDMA-based system also uses a channel coding

schemeforeffective use of resources in the time domain, a scheduling scheme which

uses a channel selective characteristic of a plurality of users, a hybrid automatic repeat
request (HARQ)schemesuitable for packet data transmission, etc.

In order to implementvarious transmission or reception methods to achieve high-

speed packet transmission, transmission of a control signal onthe time,spatial, and

frequency domains is an essential and indispensable factor. A channel for transmitting

the control signal is referred to as a control channel. An uplink control signal may be

various such as an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement (NACK)

signal as a response for downlink data transmission, a channel quality indicator (COLD)
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

indicating downlink channel quality, a precoding matrix index (PMID), a rank indicator

(RI),etc.

One exampleof the uplink control signal is a scheduling request. The scheduling

request is used when a user equipment (UE) requests a base station (BS) to allocate an

uplink radio resource, The scheduling request is a sort of preliminary information

exchange for data exchange.In orderfor the UE to transmit uplink data to the BS,

radio resource allocation is first requested by using the scheduling request. When the

BSallocates the uplink radio resource in response to the scheduling request, the UE

transmits the uplink data by using the allocated radio resource.

Compatibility with another control channelfortransmitting anothercontrol signal

has to be taken into consideration when the scheduling request needs to be transmitted

on an uplink control channel. UE capacity capable of transmitting the scheduling

request has to be also taken into consideration. A case where the scheduling request is

transmitted simultaneously with othercontrol signals has to be also taken into con-

sideration. For example, the scheduling request and ACK/NACKsignals maybe si-

multaneously transmitted by one UE.

Accordingly, there is a need for a control channel having an effective structure for si-

multaneously transmitting a scheduling request and othercontrolsignals.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

The present invention provides a methodof transmitting a plurality of multiplexed

uplink control signals.

The present invention also provides a method of transmitting a scheduling request for

requesting uplink radio resource allocation together with other control signals through

one uplink control channel.

Technical Solution

Tn an aspect, a method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless com-

munication system is provided. The method includes preparing a scheduling request

resource fortransmitting a scheduling request on an uplink contro! channel in one

subframe, a subframe comprising twoslots, a slot comprising a plurality of single

carrier-frequency division multiple access (SC-T-DMA)symbols, the scheduling

request being used to request a radio resource for uplink transmission, wherein a

positive transmission of the scheduling requestis carried by presenceofits

transmission on the uplink contre! channel and a negative transmission of the

scheduling request is carried by absenceof its transmission onthe uplink control

channel, preparing an ACK/NACKresource fortransmitting an ACK/NACKsignal for

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data on the uplink control
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[12]

[13]

[14]

3

channel in one subframe, and when both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling

request are transmitted in same subframe,transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the

uplink control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource forthe

positive transmission of the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACK

signal on the uplink contro] channel which is configured by the ACK/NACKresource

for the negative transmission of the scheduling request,

The uplink control channel may be configured by dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA

symbols in the slot into a first set of SC-FDMA symbols and a second set of SC-

FDMAsymbols, spreading a control signal with cach offirst frequency domain

sequences, the first frequency domain sequences being generated by cyclic shifts of a

base sequence, wherein the control signal corresponds to the scheduling request or the

ACK/NACKsignal, mapping the spread control signals to each SC-FDMA symbol in

the first set, mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA

symbol in the secondset, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by

cyclic shifts of the base sequence, spreading the mapped control signals in thefirst set

with a first orthogonal sequence,the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to

the number of SC-FDMA symbolsin thefirst set, and spreading the mapped second

frequency domain sequencesin the second set with a second orthogonal sequence,the

second orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the number of SC-FDMA

symbols in the second set.

In another aspect, a method oftransmitting uplink control signals in a wireless com-

munication system is provided, ‘The method includespreparing a scheduling request

resource for simultaneously transmitting a scheduling request and an ACK/NACK

signal on an uplink control channel in a subframe, the subframe comprising twoslots, a

slot comprising a plurality of SC-FDMA symbols, the scheduling request being used to

request a radio resource for uplink transmission, and transmitting the ACK/NACK

signal and the scheduling request on the uplink control channel whichis configured by

the scheduling request resource when both the ACK/NACKsignaland the scheduling
request are transmitted in the subframe.

In still another aspect, a method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless

communication system is provided. Both an ACK/NACKsignal and a scheduling

request may be transmitted in same subframe. ‘The method includes preparing a ACK/

NACKresource for transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal for HARQof downlink data

on an uplink contro] channel, preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting

a scheduling request and the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel in one

subframe, the one subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-
FDMAsymbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource for

uplink transmission, wherein a positive transmissionof the scheduling requestis
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carried by presenceofits transmission on the uplink control channel and a negative

transmission of the scheduling request is carried by absence ofits transmission on the

uplink control channel, and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink contro]

channel configured by the scheduling request resource forthe positive transmission of

the scheduling requestand transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control

channel configured by the ACK/NACKresource for negative transmission of the

scheduling request.

Advantageous Effects

A scheduling request and an acknowledgment (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)signal can be simultaneously transmitted in the same subframe without in-

terference with other control channels, Even whenthe scheduling request is simul-

taneously transmitted with othercontrol signals, there is no performance deterioration

in detection of the control signals. The scheduling request can be transmitted while

minimizing decrease in capability of the contre! channels.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system,

VIG,2 is a block diagram showing a transmitter according to an embodiment ofthe

present invention.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary subframe,

FIG. 5 showsa structure of an acknowledgement (ACIX)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)channel.

FIG. 6 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG, 7 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention,

FIG. 8 shows an exampleof a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodiment ofthe present invention.

FIG, 9 shows an exampleoftransmission of a scheduling request.

FIG, 10 shows an exampleof a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG, 11 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention.

FIG. 12 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentof the present invention.

FIG, 13 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request.

FIG, 14 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel
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according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 15 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request.

FIG, 16 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request of slot-based

hopping.

FIG. 17 shows an example ofa slot structure for transmitting a scheduling request.
Modefor the Invention

FG, | shows a wireless communication system, The wireless communication system

can be widely deployed to provide a variety of communicationservices, such as

voices, packet data, etc.

Referring to FIG. 1, the wireless communication system includesat least one user

equipment (UE) 10 andabasestation (BS) 20, The UE 10 maybe fixed or mobile, and

may be referred to as another terminology, such as a mobile station (MS), a user

terminal (UT), a subscriber station (SS), a wireless device, etc. The BS 20 is generally

a fixed station that communicates with the UE 10 and maybe referred to as another

terminology, such as a node-B,a base transceiver system (BTS), an access point, etc.

There are one or more cells within the coverage of the BS 20.

Hereinafter, a downlink is defined as a communication link from the BS 20 to the UE

10, and an uplink is defined as a communication link from the UE 10 to the BS 20, In

the downlink,a transmitter may be a part of the BS 20, and a receiver maybeapart of

the UE 10. In the uplink, the transmitter may be a part of the UE 10, andthe receiver

may be a part of the BS 20.

PIG,2 is a block diagram showing a transmitter according to an embodimentofthe

present invention,

Referring to FIG, 2, a transmitter 100 includes a transmit (Tx) processor 110, a

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) unit 120 that performs DFT, and an inversefast

Fourier transform (IFFT) unit 130 that performs IFFT, The DFT unit 120 performs

DFT on data processed by the Tx processor 110 and outputs a frequency domain

symbol. The data input to the DFTunit 120 may be a control signal and/oruserdata.

The IFFT unit 130 performs IFFT onthe received frequency domain symbol and

outputs a Tx signal. The Tx signal is a time domain signal and is transmitted through a

Tx antenna 190, A time domain symbol output from the IFFT unit 130 is referred to as

an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol, Since IFFT is

performed after DFT spreading, the time domain symbol output from the IFFT unit

130 is also referred to as a single carrier-frequency division multiple access

(SC-FDMA)symbol, SC-FDMAis a scheme in which spreading is achieved by

performing DFT at a previous stage of the IFFT unit 130 and is advantageous overthe

OFDMin terms of decreasing a peak-to-average powerratio (PAPR).
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Although the SC-FDMA schemeis described herein, multiple access schemes used

in the present inventionare notlimited thereto. For example, various multiple access

schemes may be used such as code division multiple access (CDMA), time division

multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA),single-carrier

FDMA (SC-FDMA), orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA),etc.

Different multiple access schemes may be used for uplink and downlink in the

wireless communication system. For example, the SC-FDMA schememaybe used for

uplink, and the OFDMA scheme may be used for downlink.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

Referring to FIG. 3, the radio frame includes 10 subframes. One subframe can

include two slots. One slot can include a plurality of OFDM symbols in a time domain

and at least one subcarrierin a frequency domain. The slot is a unit of radio resource

allocation in the time domain. For example, one slot can include 7 or 6 OFDM

symbols.

The radio frame structure is shown for exemplary purposes only, and thus the
numberof subframes included in the radio frame or the numberofslots included in the

subframe or the number of OFDM symbols includedin theslot is not limited thereto.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary subframe. The subframe may be an uplink subframe

using SC-FDMA.

Referring to FIG. 4, the uplink subframe can be divided into twoparts, that is, a

control region and a data region. Since the control region and the data region use

different frequency bands, frequency division multiplexing (FDM) have been
achieved.

The control region is used to transmit only a control signal and is generally assigned

to a control channel. The data region is usedto transmit data and is generally assigned

to a data channel. An uplink control channel assigned to the control region is referred

to as a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH). An uplink data channel assigned to

the data region is referred to as a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH). Thecontrol

channel transmits the control signal. The data channel transmits the user data. The

control signal includesa plurality of signals other than the user data. Thatis, the

control signal includes an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)signal, a channel quality indicator (CQD, a precoding matrix index (PMI), a

rank indicator (RI), a scheduling request,etc.

Only the control signal is carried on the control region. The user data and the control

signal can be carried togetheron the data region. That is, when a UEtransmits only the
control signal, the control region can be assigned to transmit the control signal. In

addition, when the UE transmits both the data and the controlsignal, the data region

can be assigned to transmit the data and the control signal. In an exceptional case, even
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if only the control signal is transmitted, the control signal may be transmitted in a large

amountorthe control signal may be notsuitable to be transmitted throughthe control

region. In this case, a radio resource can be assigned to the data region to transmit the

control signal.

To maintain a single carrier property, the UE cannot simultaneously transmit the

PUSCHand the PUCCH.This also means that one UE cannot simultaneously transmit
two different PUCCHsin the same subframe.

Twoslots within a subframeis frequency hopped, Thatis, a first slot of the twoslots

is assigned toafirst frequency band, and a secondslot thereof is assigned to a second

frequency band. By using different subcarriers in the two slots, a frequency diversity
gain can be obtained.

Forclarity, itis assumed hereinafter that one slot consists of 7 OFDM symbols, and

thus one subframe including two slots consists of 14 OFDM symbolsin total. The

number of OFDM symbols included in one subframe or the number of OFDM symbols

includedin oneslot is for exemplary purposes only, and technical features of the

present inventionare not limited thereto.

FIG, 5 showsa structure of an ACK/NACKchannel. The ACK/NACKchannelis a

control channel through which an ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted to perform hybrid

automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data. The ACK/NACKsignal is a

transmission and/or reception confirm signal for the downlink data.

Referring to FIG. 5, among 7 OFDM symbols included in oneslot, a reference signal

(RS) is carried on three consecutive OFDM symbols in the middle portion of the slot

and the ACK/NACKsignalis carried on the remaining four OFDM symbols. The RS

is carried on three contiguous OFDM symbols located in the middle portion ofthe slot.

The location and the numberof symbols used in the RS may vary depending on a

control channel. Changes in the location and the numberthe symbols mayresult in

changes in those symbols used in the ACK/NACKsignal.

Whenthe control signal is transmitted within an assigned band, frequency domain

spreading and time domain spreading are simultaneously used to increase the number

of multiplexable UEs and the numberof control channels, A frequency domain

sequence is used as a base sequenceto spread the ACK/NACKsignal on a frequency

domain. A Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence is one of constant amplitude zero auto-

correlation (CAZAC) sequences and can be used as the frequency domain sequence.

A k-th element of a ZC sequence having an index of M can be expressed as shown:

MathFigure 1
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. -|- 1c= exp { AMEE )N , When NV is odd number
2

I™Mkk)= {-Jec(k)= exp N
where N denotes a length of the ZC sequence, An index M is a natural numberequal

, WhenN is even number

to or less than N. M andNarerelatively prime to each other.

Control channels canbe identified by using base sequences having different cyclic

shift values. The numberof available cyclic shifts may vary according to channel delay
spread,

After being subjected to frequency domain spreading, the ACK/NACKsignalis

subjected to IFFT processing and is then spread againin a time domain by using a time

domain sequence. The ACK/NACKsignal is spread using four orthogonal sequences

WW,» W,> and Ww, for four OFDM symbols. The RS is also spread using an orthogonal
sequence having a length of 3. This is called orthogonal covering.

To configure the ACK/NACKchannel, the plurality of SC-FDMA symbolsin the

slot are divided into a first set of SC-FDMA symbols (a SC-FDMA symbolsetforthe

ACK/NACKsignal) and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols (a SC-FDMA symbolset

for a RS). The ACK/NACKsignal is spread with eachoffirst frequency domain

sequences which is generated by cyclic shifts of a base sequence, and mapped to each

SC-FDMA symbolin the first set. Also, each of second frequency domain sequences

which is generated by cyclic shifts of the base sequence is mapped to each SC-FDMA

symbolin the second set. The mapped ACK/NACKsignalis spread with a first

orthogonal sequence whichhasthe length equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols

in the first set. Finally, the ACK/NACKchannel is configured by spreading the

mapped second frequency domain sequences in the second set with a second

orthogonal sequence which has the length equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols
in the sccond sct.

Now, a methodofgenerating a scheduling request channel for transmitting a

scheduling request (SR) will be described,

The SR is used when a UE request a BS to allocate an uplink radia resource, The SR

is a sort of preliminary information exchange for data exchange. In orderfor the UE to

transmit uplink data to the BS, a radio resource needs to be allocated using the SR.

Whenthe UE transmits the SR, the BS allocates the radio resource for uplink data

transmission and informs the UEofthe radio resource allocation. The BS has to only
recognize a presence/absence of the SR. Therefore, a positive transmission of the SR
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can be achieved with the presence of transmission of the SR, and a negative

transmission of the SR can be achieved with the absence of transmission of the SR.

A control channel such as an ACK/NACKchannel needsto be considered along with

transmission of the SR. If the ACK/NACKchannel and the scheduling request channel

are separately configured, the UE cannottransmit two channels in order to maintain the

single carrier property. Therefore, there is a problem in that the UE cannot simul-

taneously transmit the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. This is because transmissionis

made by selecting one of the scheduling request channel and the ACK/NACKchannel

in order to maintain the single carrier property. However,it is difficult to clearly

distinguishpriorities for selecting the SR and othercontrol signals. For example, the

ACK/NACKsignal has a direct effect on a downlink throughput. In this case,

transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal may be delayed due to the SR, which may

cause deterioration in resource efficiency.

In addition, even if an additional control channel for simultaneously transmitting the

5R and the ACK/NACKsignal is defined, limited control channel resources may be
wasted as a result. This is because resources for a new control channel needs to be

reserved in addition to the scheduling request channel and the ACK/NACKchannel.

Therefore, there is a need for a method whereby the VE can simultaneously transmit

the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal in an effective manner.

Hereinafter, a configuration of an effective scheduling request channel for

transmitting a SR in an ACK/NACKchannelconfigured using time-frequency domain

spreading will be described, To simultaneously transmit the SR and other control

signals, the channel has to be configuredto satisfy the following requirements.

(1) Compatibility with the ACK/NACKchannel(orother control channels) is

possible.

(2) The same channelstructure is used even when only the SR is transmitted.

(3) Capability of the existing ACK/NACKchannel is maintained whenonly the

ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted,

(4) Channel capability is maximized when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal is si-

multaneously transmitted,

(5) The same channel configuration is achieved irrespective of whether the ACK/

NACKsignal and the SR are simultaneously transmitted.

(6) Configuration of the ACK/NACKchannel and configuration of the scheduling

request channel are flexible in an assigned time-frequency resource.

(7) Flexibility of sequence allocation is increased when a dedicated scheduling

request channel is configured through scquenceallocation.

(8) Transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal and the SR is possible when a minimum

frequency resource supportable in a narrow band is allocated.
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(9) Performance deterioration does not occur when the ACK/NACKsignalis

detected after detecting the SR.

(10) The same scheduling request detection schemeis used irrespective of a

presence/absence of the ACK/NACKsignal.

(11) Transmission of othercontrol signals (e.g., the ACK/NACKsignal,etc.) is

possible along with transmission of the SR, Inthis case, transmission of the existing

control signal is not limited.

To configure the scheduling request channel by considering the above requirements,

configuration using sequenceallocation is proposed. In addition, a scheduling request

channel using coherent detection or non-coherent detection is proposed. In addition, a

scheduling request channel using frequency hopping is proposed.

Although the ACK/NACKsignal will be described hereinafter, the scheduling

request channel can also be used for other control signals.

Whenusing the ACK/NACKchannel, in a frequency domain, spreading is

performed using a frequency domain sequence. In a time domain, spreading is

performed using an orthogonal sequence having a length of 4 for the ACK/NACK

signal or an orthogonal sequence having a length of 3 fora reference signal. If one

resource block consists of 12 subcarriers, for one resource block, a ZC sequence

having a length of 12 can be used in the frequency domain. Supportable UE capacity is

determined by the length (i.e., 3) of the reference signal for coherent detection and the

number of maximum cyclic shifts. Thus, if four cyclic shifts are possible, control

channel capability is 6x3=18.

To transmit the SR, the scheduling request channel can be configured by reserving a

two-dimensional spreading sequence in the ACK/NACKchannel.In case of

configuring the dedicated scheduling request channel, the SR can be detected using

non-coherent detection respective of whether the ACK/NACKsignalis detected. In

case of simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal, the BS knows

that the SR and the ACK/NACKsignalare simultaneously transmitted. Thus, there is

no need to detect the SR with respect to all ACK/NACKchannels. The BSdetecis the

SR only when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted,

A sequence assignment method for configuring the scheduling request channelis as
follows.

(1) In a frequency domain sequence assigned to the ACK/NACKchannel, one or

more orthogonal sequences can be assigned to transmit the SR. For example, one

cyclic shift in a base sequence can be assigned to transmit the SR.

(2) One or more time domain sequences assigned to the ACK/NACKchannel can be

assigned to transmit the SR.

(3) In a time-frequency two-dimensional spreading sequence to be assigned to the
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ACK/NACK,one or more orthogonal sequences are assigned to transmit the SR.

Regarding a control channel structure using sequence hopping, the aforementioned

three sequence assignment method can be extended to a spreading hopping pattern

defined with respect to one or more symbols.

According to whetherthe reference signal is used to detect the SR, there are a

scheduling request channel conforming to coherent detection and a scheduling request

channel conforming to non-coherent detection. The scheduling request channel can be

applied to any control channels using spreading sequences. The following descriptions

will be explained by considering the ACK/NACKchannel.

FIG. 6 shows an exampleof a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

Referring to FIG,6, at least one of frequency domain sequences assigned to an ACK/

NACKchannel is reserved with a scheduling request resource for transmission of a

SR. A ZC sequence may be used as a base sequence for frequency domain sequences.

One cyclic shift may be reserved with the scheduling request resource for transmission

of the SR. Information on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined

between a BS and a UE or maybe reported by the BS to the UE.

For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACKchannelstructure, the scheduling

request channel is configured by allowing the SR to use a time domain sequencc

having a length of 4 and by allowing a reference signal (RS) for the SR to use a time

domain sequence having a length of 3. The reference signal for the SR will be simply
referred to as "SR-RS",

A dedicated SR-RS maybe used in the scheduling request channel. In this case, even

if a length of a time domain sequence usedto transmit the SRis greater than a length

of a time domain sequence used to transmit the SR-RS, the numberof supportable

scheduling request channels is determined bythe length ofthe time domain sequence
used for the SR-RS.

A time-frequency domain sequence used for the ACK/NACK channel may be

utilized to configure the scheduling request channel. In this case, channel capability

differs depending on assignment of a frequency domain sequence.It is assumed that

six orthogonal sequences can be generated for one base sequence through cyclic shifts

in the ACK/NACKchannel.If at least one cyclic shift is assigned with a scheduling

request resource, the numberof supportable scheduling request channels is (a length of

a time domain sequence used in SR-RS)x(the numberof reserved cyclic shifts).

Therefore, when one cyclic shift is assigned to transmit the SR, three scheduling

request channels can be generated. In this case, the number ACK/NACKchannels

decreases by 3.

Table 1 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/
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NACKchannels according to the numberof reserved frequency domain sequences.
Table 1

[Table 1]

iTable ]

 
 
 
 

 The number of ACK/

NACKchannels

The numberof reserved The numberof SR. channels

 
frequency domain sequence |with SR-RS 

 

 

    
The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel through reserved frequency domain

spreading and time domain spreading. Uponreceiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using coherent detection or non-coherent detection. Since

orthogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal, the BS can

detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherentdetection,

FIG. 7 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodimentof the present invention.

Referring to FIG, 7, at least one of time domain sequences assigned to an ACK/

NACKchannel is reserved with a scheduling request resource for transmission of a

SR. For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACKchannel structure, a time domain

sequence having a length of4 is reserved for the SR, and a time domain sequence

having a length of 3 is reserved for a SR-RS. Information on the scheduling request

resource may be predetermined between a BS and a UEormaybereported by the BS
to the VE.

The numberof supportable scheduling request channels is determined by the number

of assigned time domain sequences and the numberof frequency domain sequences, A

time-frequency domain sequence used for the ACK/NACK channel may beutilized to

configure the scheduling request channel. In this case, it is assumed that six orthogonal

sequences can be generated for one base sequence throughcyclic shifts. If one time

domain sequenceis assigned with a scheduling request resource, the numberof

supportable scheduling request channels is (the number of available cyclic shifts)x(the

numberof reserved time domain sequences). Therefore, when one time domain

sequenceis assigned to the scheduling request resource,six (i.e., 6x1=6) scheduling
request channels can be generated. In this case, the number of ACK/NACKchannels
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decreases by 6.

Table 2 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof reserved time domain sequences, Since

the time domain sequence having a length of 3 is assigned for the SR-RS, the

maximum numberof time domain sequences assignable for transmission of the SR is
3.

Table 2

[Table 2]

[Table ] 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The numberof reserved time |The numberof SR channels The number of ACK/

NACKchannelsdomain sequence 

   

 

The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel through frequency domain spreading

and reserved time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using coherent detection or non-coherentdetection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection.

FIG. 8 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention.

Referring to FIG, 8, a time domain sequence and a frequency domain sequence, each

of which has a different length, are reserved for a SR and a SR-RSwith a scheduling

request resource, The scheduling request channel uses two-dimensional spreading in a

time-frequency domain, Information on the scheduling request resource may be pre-

determined between a BS and a UE or maybereported by the BS to the UE.

The numberof supportable scheduling request channel is one-to-one mapped to an

assigned time-frequency domain sequence. A time-frequency domain sequence used

for the ACK/NACKchannel maybeutilized to configure the scheduling request

channel, In this case, it is assumed that six orthogonal sequences can be generated for

one base sequence through cyclic shifts. The SR uses a time domain sequence having a

length of 4. The SR-RS uses a time domain sequence having a length of 3. Thus, the

maximum numberof available scheduling request channels is 6x3=18, The scheduling
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request channel can be generated by assigning one time domain sequenceto the SR.

Table 3 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof assigned time-frequency domain
sequences.

Table 3

[Table 3]

[Table }  

The numberof reserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

time-frequency domain with SR-RS NACKchannels

sequence 
The VEtransmits a scheduling request channel by using two-dimensional spreading.

Uponreceiving the scheduling request channel, the BS can detect the SR by using
coherent detection or non-coherent detection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherentdetection.

FIG. 9 shows an example oftransmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG. 9, a path (1) denotes transmission of the SR. A path (2) denotes

transmission of the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. A path (3) denotes transmission of

the ACK/NACKsignal.

In the path (1), if only the SRis transmitted on a scheduling request channel, the SR

is transmitted on the scheduling request channel assigned with a scheduling request

resource, The scheduling request resource can be regarded as a resource for the SR.

Whenconsidering the path (2), the scheduling request resource can be regarded as a

resource for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. In-

formation on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined between a BS and

a UE or maybe reported by the BS to the UE,

SR-related data can be transmitted together with the SR. For example, when coherent

detection is used and the SRis defined with 1 bit, if 2-bit transmission is achieved

through quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation, the additional 1 bit can be

assigned to the SR-related data, When the SR is detected using non-coherentdetection,
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QPSK-modulated 2-bits can be assigned to the SR-related data.

In the path (2), the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted.

The ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted on a scheduling request channel which is

configured for a scheduling request resource allocated to transmit the SR. The BS can

detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/NACK

signal by using coherent detection. That is, according to a presence/absence of

transmission of the scheduling request channel, the BS can know whetherthe SRis

transmitted, Further, the BS can receive the ACK/NACKsignal by detecting in-

formation on the scheduling request channel, However, in this case, if the ACK/NACK

signal is 1 bit and the QPSK modulation is used, coherent detection can also be used

forthe SR.

In the path (3), when only the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted, the ACK/NACK

signal is transmitted on an ACK/NACKchannel which is configured by an ACK/

NACKresource for the ACK/NACKsignal.

The scheduling request channcl using coherent detection can beutilized for

additional information transmission by simultaneous transmission with a SR-RS. On

the contrary, the scheduling request channel using non-coherent detection can increase

channel capability since a reference signal is not required.

The SR is a signal transmitted whenit is required by the UE. Transmissionof the

ACK/NACKsignal is predetermined according to transmission of downlink data.

Therefore, one UE may simultaneously transmit the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal in

the same subframe, In this case, a problem arises in that the scheduling request channel

for the SR and the ACK/NACKchannel for the ACK/NACKsignal cannot be simul-

taneously transmitted in the same subframe in order to maintain the single carrier

property.

In a case where the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal have to be simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the UE spreads and transmits modulation symbols

for the ACK/NACKsignal through the scheduling request channel assigned with the

scheduling request resource for transmission of the SR. The scheduling request channel

and the ACK/NACKchannel have the samestructure cxcept for time-frequency

sequences assigned thereto. Therefore, when the UE transmits the ACK/NACKsignal

by using the scheduling request resource, the BS can knowthe positive transmission of

the SR with the presence of the scheduling request channel. Further, the BS can obtain

the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection through the scheduling request

channel for transmitting timing at which the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted.

Accordingly, existing resources can be utilized without having to reserve additional

resources for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal.

Therefore, resource efficiency can be enhanced.
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[119] FIG. 10 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

[120] Referring to FIG, 10, at least one of frequency domain sequences (or frequency

domain spreading codes) assigned to an ACK/NACKchannel is reserved with a

scheduling request resource for a SR. A ZC sequence may be used for the frequency

domain sequence, Onecyclic shift may be reserved to be used for the SR.

[121] For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACK channelstructure, the scheduling

request channelis configured by allowing the SR to use a time domain sequence

having a length of 4, Unlike coherent detection, the numberof supportable scheduling

request channels is determined by a length of a time domain sequence used for the SR.

Since a time domain sequence having a length of 4 is used fora cyclic shift of one ZC

sequence, four scheduling request channels can be generated. If it is assumed that

coherent demodulation is used, the number of ACK/NACKchannels decreases

differently depending on the numberof orthogonal spreading sequences for a reference

signal and the numberof orthogonal spreading sequences for the ACK/NACKsignal.

[122] Evenif a frequency or time domain sequenceis not reserved to generate a scheduling

request channel, the numberof time domain sequences for the ACK/NACKsignalis

basically different from the numberof time domain sequences for the reference signal.

Therefore, time domain sequences not used by the ACK/NACK signal can be used as

scheduling request resources. Six scheduling request channels can be generated by

using six cyclic shifts,

[123] Table 4 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof reserved frequency domain sequences.

[124] Table 4

[Table 4]

[Table ]

The numberof reserved The numberof SR channels |The number of ACK/

requency domain sequence |without SR-RS NACKchannels

6

6

8

12

 

  

   
 

[125] The UE transmits a scheduling request channel through reserved frequency domain
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spreading and time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,
the BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection.

[126] Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted,the
BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/

NACKsignal by using coherent detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation

using the reference signal for the ACK/NACKsignal.

[127] FIG, 11 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention.

[128] Referring to FIG. 11, at least one of time domain sequences assigned to the ACK/

NACKchannelis reserved with a scheduling request resource for a SR. For com-

patibility with the existing ACK/NACK channelstructure, a time domain sequence

having a length of4 is used for the SR,

[129] If one time domain sequenceis assigned with the scheduling request resource, the

numberof scheduling request channels to be generated is the same as the numberof

available cyclic shifts of one base sequence. For example,if six cyclic shifts are

possible for one base sequence, six scheduling request channels can be generated. In

this case, since a redundant time domain sequence can be used amongthe time domain

sequences, the number of ACK/NACKchannels does not decrease. If two or more

time domain sequences are assigned to the scheduling request channel, the numberof

ACK/NACKchannels decreases by 6.

[130] Table 5 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof reserved time domain sequences,
[131] Table 5

[Table 5]

[Table ]

The numberof reserved time |The numberof SR channels {The number of ACK/

domain sequence i NACKchannels

0

I

  

 

 

   
[132] The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel through frequency domain spreading

and reserved time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection.

[133] Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, the
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BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/

NACKsignal by using coherent detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation

using a reference signal for the ACK/NACKsignal.

FIG, 12 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentof the present invention.

Referring to FIG, 12, a time-frequency domain sequenceis reserved with a

scheduling request resource.

The numberof supportable scheduling request channel is one-to-one mapped to an

assigned time-frequency domain sequence. A time-frequency domain sequence used

for the ACK/NACKchannel maybeutilized to configure the scheduling request

channel. In this case,it is assumed that six orthogonal sequences can be generated for

one base sequence through cyclic shifts, If six cyclic shifts and one time domain

sequence are assigned with the scheduling request resource, six scheduling request

channels can be obtained. In this case, if one of orthogonal sequences for the SR and

having a length of4 is utilized, a total number(i.c., 18) of the existing ACK/NACK

channels can be maintained without change.

Table 6 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof assigned time-frequency domain

sequences.

Table 6

[Table 6]

[Table ] 

The numberof reserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

time-frequency domain without SR-RS NACKchannels

sequence 

 

   
The UE transmits a scheduling request channel by using two-dimensional spreading.

Upon receiving the scheduling request channel, the BS can detect the SR by using
coherent detection or non-coherentdetection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-
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coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent

detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation using a reference signal forthe

ACK/NACKsignal.

FIG. 13 shows an example of transmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG. 13, a path (1) denotes transmission of the SR. A path (2) denotes

simultaneous transmission of the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. A path (3) denotes

transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal.

In the path (1), the SR is transmitted on a scheduling request channel. Unlike

coherent detection,it is difficult to transmit additional SR-related information together

with the SR. However, the scheduling request channel can be configured without

decreasing capability of the existing ACK/NACKchannel.

In the path (2), the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal can be simultaneously

transmitted. Regarding a reference signal (RS), a RS assigned to the ACK/NACK

channel is used, The ACK/NACKsignal (e.g., a QPSK symbol) is transmitted on a

scheduling request channel assigned to a scheduling request resourceallocated for the

SR. A BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the A

CK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection. In this case, if the ACK/NACKsignal

is 1 bit and the QPSK modulationis used, coherent detection can also be used forthe

SR,

In path (3), when only the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted, the ACK/NACKsignal
is transmitted on an ACK/NACKchannel.

By allowing the uplink control channel for transmitting only one control signal (e.g.,

the ACK/NACKsignal or the SR) to have the samestructure as an uplink control

channel for simultaneously transmitting the ACK/NACKsignaland the SR,additional

channel configurations are not necessary, and resources can beeffectively used.

FIG. 14 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel

according to an embodimentofthe present invention. The scheduling request channel

has a structure in which resources of a reference signal are not allocated,

Referring to FIG. 14, in oneslot, a time domain sequence having a length of7 is split

to use two time domain sequences having a length of 3 and 4, respectively. The time

domain sequence having a length of 3 is used in a portion correspondingto a reference

signal of the existing ACK/NACK channel. The time domain sequence having a length

of 4 is used in a portion corresponding to an ACK/NACKsignal of the existing ACK/
NACKchannel,

In a case where a time domain sequence having a length of 7 is arbitrarily configured

whena SRis transmitted,it is difficult for the scheduling request channelto exist

within a time-frequency resource which is the sameas that of the existing ACK/NACK

channel. Further, a frequency domain sequencehas to be dedicatedly assigned forthe
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SR, which is burdensome. For example, if a ZC sequence is used asthe frequency

domain sequence, a dedicated scheduling request channelhas to be configured using a

specific cyclic shift.

Accordingly, when the time domain sequence having a length of 7 is split and used,

the SR can be modulated with on-off keying. For a detection scheme, both coherent

detection and non-coherent detection can be supported.

FIG. 15 shows an example of transmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG, 15, in a path (1), the SR is transmitted on a scheduling request

channel configured with a scheduling request resource. Both coherent detection and

non-coherent detection can be supported in the transmission of the SR. If only the SR

is transmitted, the SR is transmitted on the scheduling request channel assigned with

the scheduling request resource, The scheduling request resource can be regarded as a

resource for the SR. When considering a path (2), the scheduling request resource can

be regarded as a resource for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACK

signal. Information on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined between

a BS and a UE or may be reported by the BS to the UE.

In the path (2), when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignalare simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted on a

scheduling request channel configured with the scheduling request resource. In this

case, Since a sequenceforthe SR and having a length of 3 is assigned, a reference

signal for coherent detection of the ACK/NACKsignal can be used for the sequence

assigned to the SR without change. Eventually, the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted

by being carried on the scheduling request resource allocated to the SR.

In a path (3), if only the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted, the ACK/NACKsignal is
transmitted on the ACK/NACKchannel.

In a case where the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal haveto be simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the UE spreads and transmits modulation symbols

for the ACK/NACKsignal through an uplink control channel configured with the

scheduling request resource for transmission of the SR. The scheduling request channel
and the ACK/NACKchannelare allocated with different resources but have the same

uplink control channel structure. Therefore, when the UE transmits the ACK/NACK

signal by using the scheduling request resource, the BS can knowthe positive

transmission of the SR with the presence of the scheduling request channel, Further,

the BS can obtain the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection with the

scheduling request resource for transmitting timing at which the ACK/NACKsignalis

transmitted. If only the ACK/NACKsignal needs to be transmitted, the UE transmits

the ACK/NACKsignal through the uplink control channel configured with the ACK/

NACKresource for the ACK/NACKsignal.
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Accordingly, existing resources can be utilized without having to reserve additional

resources for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal.

Therefore, resource efficiency can be enhanced.

Meanwhile, in a case where a dedicated scheduling request channelis transmitted

using a dedicated scheduling request resource without consideration of coexistence

with the ACK/NACKchannel, capability of the scheduling request channel is

problematic. For example, if non-coherent detection is used in one resource block (RB)

and one subframe, a maximum of 42 scheduling request channels can be generated

through two-dimensional spreading. Therefore, if it is assumed that the existing ACK/

NACKchannel and the scheduling request channel do not coexist, to transmit the SR

through the ACK/NACKchannel, there is a need for a method capable of transmitting

additional 1-bit information through the existing ACK/NACK channel.

Anadditional 1-bit SR can be transmitted through QPSK modulation when the ACK/

NACKsignal is | bit. The SR can be transmitted by changing a phase or sequence of

the ACK/NACKsignal carried onapairof slots.

FIG. 16 shows an example of transmission of a SR of slot-based hopping.

Referring to FIG, 16, whenthere is no data transmission, an uplink control channel is

transmitted using a control region defined at both endsofa slot. In this case, a

frequency diversity gain is provided through slot-unit hopping. In case of the existing

ACK/NACKchannel, the same ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted in a slot unit. Thus,

the SR can be transmitted by changing a phase or sequence of the ACK/NACKsignal
carried on twoslots.

In a condition that transmission of the SR is requested, a transmitter may transmit the

SR by multiplying a predetermined phase variation or orthogonal sequence or by

carrying a specific modulation signal at a portion where the ACK/NACKsignalis

carried in every slot (.e., a specific one slot or more slots). The transmitter may
transmit the SR by using a differential modulation scheme. A receiver can detect the

SK after the ACK/NACKsignal is demodulated in a slot unit. Either coherent detection

or non-coherent detection can be used to detect the SR.

FIG. 17 shows an exampleof a slot structure for transmitting a SR. To carry the SR

together with an ACK/NACKsignal, the ACK/NACKsignal undergoesphaseshift,

orthogonal spreading sequence and/ordifferential modulation,

The present invention can be implemented with hardware, software or combination

thereof. In hardware implementation, the present invention can be implemented with

one of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor

(DSP), a programmable logic device (PLD),a field programmable gate array (FPGA),

a processor, a controller, a microprocessor, other electronic units, and combination

thereof, which are designed to perform the aforementioned functions In software im-
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plementation, the present invention can be implemented with a module for performing

the aforementioned functions, Software is storable in a memory unit and executed by
the processor. Various means widely knownto those skilled in the art can be uscd as

the memory unit or the processor.

While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference

to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will bc understood by those skilled in the art that

various changesin form and details may be madetherein without departing from the

spirit and scopeof the invention as defined by the appended claims. The exemplary

embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of

limitation. Therefore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed de-

scription of the invention but by the appended claims, andall differences within the

scope will be construed as being includedin the present invention.
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Claims

A method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, the method comprising:

preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting a scheduling request on

an uplink control channel in one subframe, a subframe comprising twoslots, a

slot comprising a plurality of single carrier-frequency division multiple access

(SC-FDMA)symbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio

resource for uplink transmission, wherein a positive transmission of the

scheduling request is carried by presence of its transmission on the uplink control

channel and a negative transmission of the scheduling requestis carried by

absenceofits transmission on the uplink control channel;

preparing an ACK/NACKresource fortransmitting an ACK/NACKsignal for

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data on the uplink control
channel in one subframe; and

when both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request are transmitted in

same subframe, transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control

channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource for the positive

transmission of the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal

on the uplink control channel which is configured by the ACK/NACKresource

for the negative transmission of the scheduling request.

The method of claim 1, wherein information on the scheduling request resource
is transmitted from a base station.

The method of claim 1, wherein the scheduling request is transmitted on the

uplink control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource

when only the scheduling requestis transmitted in the same subframe and no

ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted,

The method of claim 1, wherein the uplink control channel is configured by

dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbolsin theslot into a first set of SC-

FDMAsymbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols;

spreading a control signal with each offirst frequency domain sequences, the

first frequency domain sequences being generated by cyclic shifts of a base

sequence, whereinthe control signal correspondsto the scheduling requestor the

ACK/NACKsignal;

mapping the spread control signals to each SC-FDMA symbolin thefirst set;

mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA symbol

in the second set, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by
cyclic shifts of the base sequence;
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spreading the mappedcontrolsignalsin the first set with a first orthogonal

sequence,the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the numberof

SC-FDMAsymbols in the first set; and

spreading the mapped second frequency domain sequencesin the second set with

a second orthogonal sequence,the second orthogonal sequence havinga length
equal to the numberof SC-FDMA symbols in the secondset,

The methodof claim 4, wherein the scheduling request resource and the ACK/

NACKresource use different cyclic shifts of the base sequence.

The methodof claim 4, wherein the scheduling request resource and the ACK/

NACKresource use the different orthogonal sequences.

The method of claim 4, wherein the first orthogonal sequence and the second

orthogonal sequence are time domain sequences whose elements correspond to
SC-FDMAsymbols.

The method of claim 4, wherein each of the length ofthefirst frequency domain

sequence and the length of the second frequency domain sequence equals to the

numberof subcarriers in one SC-FDMA symbolon the uplink control channel.

The method of claim 4, wherein the number of SC-FDMA symbolsin thefirst

set is larger than that of SC-FDMA symbolsin the secondset.

The methodof claim 9, wherein the SC-FDMA symbolsin the secondset are
consecutive.

The method of claim |, wherein the two slots in the subframe uses different

subcarriers.

A method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, the method comprising:

preparing a scheduling request resource for simultaneously transmitting a

scheduling request and an ACK/NACKsignal on anuplink control channel in a

subframe,the subframe comprising twoslots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-
FDMAsymbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource
for uplink transmission; and

transmitting the ACK/NACKsignalandthe scheduling request on the uplink

control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource when

both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request are transmitted in the
subframe.

The method of claim 12, wherein information on the scheduling request resource
is transmitted [rom a basestation.

A methodof transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, wherein both an ACK/NACKsignaland a scheduling request are

transmitted in same subframe, the method comprising:
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preparing a ACK/NACKresource for transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal for

HARQof downlink data on an uplink control channel;

preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting a scheduling request and

the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel in one subframe, the one

subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-FDMA

symbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource for uplink

transmission, wherein a positive transmission of the scheduling requestis carried

by presenceof its transmission on the uplink control channel and a negative

transmission of the scheduling requestis carried by absence of its wansmission

on the uplink control channel; and

transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel configured by

the scheduling request resource forthe positive transmission of the scheduling

request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel

configured by the ACK/NACKresource for negative transmission of the

scheduling request,
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METHOD OF TRANSMITTING FEEDBACK INFORMATION

IN A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

[DESCRIPTION]

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a wireless communication system, more

particularly, to a method of transmitting feedback information in a wireless

communication system.

BACKGROUND ART

Recently, an adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) scheme and an auto

repeat request (ARQ) or a hybrid auto repeat request (HARQ) scheme are generally

used in a mobile communication system in order to enhance a throughput so that an

efficient communication can be performed.

In the AMC scheme, a modulation and a channel coding manner in a

transmitting side are changed in accordance with a channel status when the transmitting

side transmits data to a receiving side. The transmitting side can find the channel

status by itself, but in general the receiving side measures the channel status and

informs the transmitting side of the result so that the transmitting side obtains channel

status information. The channel status information can be called channel quality

information.

In the ARQ or HARQ scheme, the receiving side informs the transmitting side

whether data received from the transmitting side has an error or not and the transmitting

side retransmits data when the received data has an error. Namely, when receiving

data from the transmitting side without an error, the receiving side transmits an ACK to

the transmitting side and when receiving data from the transmitting side with an error,
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the receiving side transmits a NACK to the transmitting side so that the transmitting

side retransmits the data.

In the AMC scheme or the ARQ or HARQ scheme, it is necessary for the

receiving side to transmit feedback information such as channel quality information and

ACK/NACKto the transmitting side. In this case, the receiving side needs radio

resources for transmitting the feedback information to the transmitting side, Since the

radio resources for transmitting the feedback information such as channel quality

information or ACK/NACK,etc are statically allocated to the receiving side in the code

division multiple access (CDMA) communication system, the radio resources once

allocated to the receiving side cannot be used for other purposes although it is

unnecessary for the feedback information to be transmitted, so that total radio resources

are wasted.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method of transmitting

feedback information in a wireless communication system that substantially obviates

one or moreofthe problems dueto limitations and disadvantages of the related art.

Additional features and advantages of the invention will be set forth in the

description which follows, and in part will be apparent from the description, or may be

learned by practice of the invention. The objectives and other advantages of the

invention will be realized and attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the

written description and claims hereof as well as the appended drawings.

To achieve these and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose of

the present invention, as embodied and broadly described, the present invention is

embodied in a method of transmitting feedback information at a user equipment (UB) in

a wireless communication system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the
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method comprising receiving control information including signaling information

necessary for receiving downlink data from the network and radio resource allocation

information necessary for transmitting feedback information associated with the

downlink data, receiving the downlink data transmitted from the network using the

signaling information, and transmitting the feedback information for the downlink data

to the network through uplink radio resource indicated by the radio resource allocation

information.

In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, a method of

transmitting feedback information at a user equipment (UE) in a_wireless

communication system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the method

comprising receiving information associated with a time-frequency region for

transmitting feedback information related with downlink data, the time-frequency

region being dynamically allocated by the network, receiving the downlink data from

the network, and transmitting the feedback information for the downlink data to the

network on the time-frequency region.

In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, a method of

supporting feedback information transmission at a network in a wireless communication

system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the method comprising

transmitting control information to at least one UE, the control information including

signaling information necessary for receiving downlink data and radio resource

allocation information necessary for transmitting feedback information associated with

the downlink data, transmitting the downlink data to the at least one UE in accordance

- with the signaling information, and receiving the feedback information for the downlink

data from the at least one UE through uplink radio resource indicated by the radio

resource allocation information.

In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, a method of
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supporting feedback information transmission at a network in a wireless communication

system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the method comprising

transmitting information a associated with a time-frequency region for transmitting

feedback information related with downlink data to a UE, the time-frequency region

being dynamically allocated by the network, transmitting the downlink data to the UE,

and receiving the feedback information for the downlink data from the UE on the

time-frequency region.

The feedback information may include at least one of channel quality

information and ACK/NACK. Preferably, the wireless communication system is an

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) or orthogonal frequency division

multiple access (OFDMA) system and the radio resource allocation information is

information associated with a time-frequency region for transmitting the feedback

information.

The feedback information can be transmitted through a control information

transmission region. Alternatively, the feedback information can be transmitted with

traffic data through a data transmission region. The signaling information may include

an identifier of the UE or a service transmitted to the UE and downlink transport format

and rate information (TFRI) and information associated with a time-frequency region

through which the downlink datais transmitted.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further

understanding of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

specification,illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the description

serve to explain the principles of the invention.

In the drawings:
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FIG, | is a block diagram of a network structure of E-UMTS (evolved universal

mobile telecommunications system);

FIG. 2 is an architectural diagram of a radio interface protocol between UE

(user equipment) and UTRAN (UMTSterrestrial radio access network) based on the

3GPPradio access network standard;

PIG. 3A and 3B are diagramsillustrating preferred embodimentsof the present

invention; and

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are diagrams illustrating another preferred embodiments

of the present invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the

present invention, examples ofwhich areillustrated in the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a network structure of an B-UMTS

(Evolved-Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) to which technical features of

the present invention are applied. An E-UMTSis a system evolving from the

conventional UMTSandits basic standardization is currently handled by the 3GPP 3"

Generation Partnership Project), The E-UMTS canalso be called an LTE (Long Term

Evolution) system.

Referring to FIG. 1, an E-UMTS network includes a user equipment

(hereinafter abbreviated “UE’), a base station (hereinafter named ‘eNode B’ or ‘eNB’)

and an access gateway (hereinafter abbreviated ‘aGW’) connected to an external

network by being located at an end of the E-UMTS network. The aGW may be

classified into a part for handling usertraffic and a part for handling control traffic. A

first aGW for processing new user traffic may communicate with a second AG for

processing control traffic via a new interface. A eNode-B may includeatleast one cell.
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A first interface for transmitting user traffic or a second interface for transmitting

control traffic may be located between several eNode-Bs. The CN may include the

aGW and a plurality of nodes for registering users of User Equipments (UEs). If

required, another interlace for discriminating between the F-UTRANand the CN may

also be used for the LTE network. The aGW manages mobility of a UE by unit of a

tracking area (TA). ATA comprises a plurality of cells. ‘When a UE movesinto a TA

from another TA, the UE informs the aGW ofthe change of the TAs. The eNode B

includes at least onecell.

Layers of a radio interface protocol between a UE and a network can be

classified into a first layer L1, a second layer L2 and a third layer L3 based on three

lower layers of OSI (open system interconnection) reference model widely known in

communication systems. A physical layer belongingto the first layer L1 provides an

information transfer service using a physical channel. A radio resource control

(hereinafter abbreviated “RRC’) located at the third layer plays a role in controlling

tadio resources between the UE and the network. Forthis, the RRC layer enables

RRC messages to be exchanged between the UE and the network. The RRC layer can

be distributively located at network nodes including an eNode B, an AG andthelike or

at either the Node B or the AG independently.

FIG, 2 is an architectural diagram of a radio interface protocol between a user

equipment (UH) and a UMTSterrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) based on the

3GPP radio access network standard. Referring to FIG. 2, a radio interface protocol

vertically includes a physical layer, a data link layer, and a network layer and

horizontally includes a user plane for data information transfer and a control plane for

signaling transfer. The protocol layers in FIG. 2 can beclassified into a first layer (L1),

a second layer (L2), and a third layer (L3) based on three lower layers of the open

system interconnection (OSI) standard model widely known in the communications
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systems.

First, the physical layer as the first layer provides information transfer service

to an upper layer using physical channels. The physical layer (PHY) is connected to a

medium access control (hereinafter abbreviated ‘MAC’) layer above the physical layer

via transport channels. Data are transferred between the medium access control layer

and the physical layer via the transport channels. Moreover, data is transferred

between different physical layers, and more particularly, between one physical layer of

a transmitting side and the other physical layer of a receiving side via the physical

channels. A downlink physical channel of the E-UMTSis modulated according to an

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme and time and frequency

are used as radio resources.

The medium access control (hereinafter abbreviated ‘MAC’) layer of the

second layer provides a service to a radio link control (hereinafter abbreviated RLC)

layer above the MAClayer via logical channels. The RLC layer of the second layer

supports reliable data transfer. In order to effectively transmit IP packets (e.g., IPv4 or

IPv6) within a radio-communication period having a narrow bandwidth, a PDCP layer

of the second layer (L2) performs header compression to reduce the size of a

relatively-large IP packet header containing unnecessary control information.

A radio resource control (hereinafter abbreviated “RRC’) layer located on a

lowest part of the third layer is defined in the control plane only and is associated with

configuration, reconfiguration and release of radio bearers (hereinafter abbreviated

*RBs’) to be in charge of controlling the logical, transport and physical channels. In

this case, the RB means a service provided by the second layer for the data transfer

between the UE and the UTRAN.

As a downlink transport channel carrying data to UEs from the network, there

is a broadcast channel (BCH) carrying system information and a downlink shared
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channel (SCH) carrying usertraffic or control messages. The traffic or control

messages of a downlink multicast or broadcast service can be transmitted via the

downlink SCH or a additional downlink multicast channel (MCH). Meanwhile, as an

uplink transport channel carrying data to the network from UEs, there is a random

access channel (RACH) carrying an initial control message and an uplink shared

channel (UL-SCH) carrying usertraffic or control message.

As a logical channellocated on an upperpart of the transport channels, there is

a broadcast channel (BCCH), a paging control channel (PCCH), a commoncontrol

channel (CCCH), a multicast control channel (MCCH) or a multicast traffic channel

(MTCH),etc.

FIG.3A is a flow diagramillustrating an embodimentof the present invention

and FIG. 3B is a diagram for describing the embodiment on time-frequency plane.

In the E-UMTSsystem, an OFDM is used on the downlink and a single carrier

frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) on the uplink. The OFDM scheme

using multiple carriers allocates resources by unit of multiple subcarriers including a

group of carriers and utilizes an orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA)as an access scheme. |

A physical layer of an OFDM or OFDMA schemedividesactive carriers into a

plurality of groups and transmits each group to a different receiving side. Radio

resource allocated to each UE which is defined as a time-frequency region on a

two-dimensional sphere comprises continuous subcarriers on a frequency axis and

symbols on a time axis. A time-frequency region in the OFDMor OFDMA schemeis

a rectangular form. sectioned by time and frequency coordinates. One or more

time-frequency region can be allocated to an uplink for a UE and an eNB can transmit

one or more time-frequency region toa UE. In order to define a time-frequency region

on the two-dimensional sphere, the number of OFDM symbols and subcarriers starting
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froma point having an offset from a reference point should be given.

The E-UMTSuses 10 msradio frame comprising 20 sub-frames. Namely, a

sub-frame is 0.5 ms length. A resource block comprises one sub-frame and twelve

subcarriers, each of which is 15 kHz. One sub-frame comprises a plurality of OFDM

syinbols and a patt of the plurality of OFDM symbols can be used for L1/2 control

information. In FIG. 3B, a sub-frame comprises a 11/2 control information

transmission region (the hatching part) and a data transmissionregion (the non-hatching

part).

Referring to FIGs. 3A and 3B, an eNB of a network transmits downlink L1/2

control information to a UE] via the ‘A’ region of FIG. 3B [S31]. The downlink L1/2

control information includes signaling information with which the UE1 receives

downlink data from the network and uplink radio resource allocation information with

which the UE1 transmits feedback information for the downlink information to the

network. More particularly, the downlink L1/2 information may include information

as follows,

1) A UEidentity or service identity: An identity of a service for which the

downlink L1/2 control information will be used or a UE which will use the downlink

L1/2 control information is included in the downlink L1/2 control information. In case

of the UEidentity, a cell level identity such as a C-RNTIallocated and managed bya

cell or a tracking area (TA)level identity allocated and managed by unit of a TA can be

included.

2) HARQ and ARQ information: HARQ and ARQ information corresponding

to the UE identity or the service identity is included in the downlink 11/2 control

information.

3) Downlink TFRI information and downlink scheduling information for data

transmission: Downlink transport format and rate information (TFRD including
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modulation and coding information,transport block sizes and transport blockset sizes,

and information associated with time (sub-frame or symbol) and frequency (sub-carrier)

through which the downlinkdata is transmitted is included in the downlink L1/2 control

information. The TFRI and the information of time and frequency (time-frequency

region informationlike the “R’ region in FIG. 3B) correspondsto the UB identity or the

service identity.

4) Uplink radio resource allocation information for feedback information:

Uplink radio resource information for transmitting feedback information corresponding

to the UE identity or the service identity is included in the downlink L1/2 control

information. The uplink radio resource information is associated with information on

time (sub-frame or symbol) and frequency (sub-carrier) allocated for the feedback

information such as ACK/NACKinformation and/or channel quality information during

a scheduling duration. The uplink radio resource allocation information may include a

period and a condition for reporting the channel quality information, and the number of

repetition when the feedback information is repeatedly transmitted.

The eNB periodically transmits scheduling information to UE1 at every

scheduling period for transmitting the downlink data. The scheduling information can

be transmitted at a point i.e. at a specific sub-carrier and symbol during a transmission

time interval (TTT) (e.g. a sub-frame of 0.5 ms). Accordingly, the ¢NB may perform

scheduling of data transmission for a plurality of UEs at every TTI or sub-frame.

Preferably, scheduling information for a UE can be transmitted with a longer period

includinga plurality of TTIs or sub-frames considering capability of the UE or the eNB.

For this, the eNB sets up a length and a starting point of the period and transmits

information on the length and the starting point to the UE. The starting point of the

period can be represented as an offset from a reference point.

The eNB mayconsider discontinuous reception (DRX) operation of the UE1
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for determining the scheduling period. Namely, the scheduling period canbeset up to

be equal to the DRX cycle or multiple times of the DRX cycle so that the DRX

operation of the UE1 can become efficient. The scheduling information includes

uplink scheduling information for uplink data transmission and downlink scheduling

information for downlink data transmission.

The eNB transmits downlink data to the UE1 in accordance with the downlink

TFRI information and the scheduling information for downlink data transmission

included in the downlink L1/2 control information [S32]. In other words, the eNB

transmits the downlink data having data formats indicated by the downlink TFRI

information to the UE1 through the ‘B’ region of the FIG. 3B.

The UE]tries periodically to receive the downlink 1.1/2 control information. at

every scheduling period set up by the eNB [S31]. The UEI receives the downlink

L1/2 information periodically and determines whether the UE or service identity

included in the downlink L1/2 control information is identical to a UE identity or

service identity stored in the UE1.

When the UE identity or the service identity included in the downlink L1/2

control information is identical to that of the UE1, the UE1 receives the downlink data

using the TFRI information and the HARQ/ARQ information, etc included in the

downlink L1/2 control information [§321.

The UE1 decodes the received downlink data and determines whether the

decoded data has an error [S33]. For example, error detection code like cyclic

redundancy check (CRC) code can be used for detecting the error of the received

downlink data. The UE1 may measure channel quality between the UE! and the eNB.

For example, a bit error rate (BER), a frame error rate (FER) or reception powerofthe

received downlink data or reference signals can be used for measuring the channel

quality.
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The UE1 transmits an ACK or a NACK as feedback information to the

received downlink data to the eNB [S34]. The UE1 mayalso transmit channel quality

information periodically or non-periodically as the feedback information to the eNB.

The channel quality information can be transmitted in a form of a channel quality

indicator (CQI). The feedback information is transmitted using uplink radio resource

allocated by the uplink radio resource allocation information included in the downlink

L1/2 control information received from the eNB. In FIG. 3B, the ‘D’ region is a

time-frequency region through which uplink L1/2 control information is transmitted to

the «NB and the feedback information can be included in the uplink 11/2 control

information to be transmitted. Alternatively, the ‘D’ region in FIG. 3B is a

time-frequency regionthrough which the UE1 transmits uplinic data to the eNB and the

feedback information can be included in the uplink data in a form ofa control protocol

data unit (PDU)or a piggybackprotocol data unit (PDU).

When the downlink L1/2 control information includes a period and a condition

for reporting the channel quality information, and the number of repetition when the

feedback information is repeatedly transmitted, the UB1 transmits the feedback

information according to the information.

FIG. 4A is a flow diagram illustrating another embodiment of the present

invention and FIG. 4B is a diagram for describing the embodiment on time-frequency
plane.

Referring to FIGs. 4A and 4B, an eNB transmits scheduling period information

to a UE2 [$41]. The eNB transmits downlink L1/2 control information in accordance

with the scheduling period on the ‘E’ region of FIG. 4B [S42]. It is possible for the

scheduling period information to be included in the downlink L1/2 control information.

The downlink L1/2 control information includes signaling information with

which the UE2 receives downlink data from the network and uplink radio resource
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allocation information with which the UE2 transmits feedback information for the

downlink information to the network. Otherinformationdescribed in the embodiment

of FIGs, 3A and 3B can be includedin the downlink L1/2 control information.

The UE2tries periodically to receive the downlink L1/2 control information at

every scheduling period set up by the eNB [S42]. The UE2 receives the downlink

L1/2 information periodically and determines whether the UE or service identity

included in the downlink L1/2 control information is identical to a UE identity or

service identity stored in the UE2.

When the UE identity or the service identity included in the downlink L1/2

control information is identical to that of the UE2, the UE2 receives the downlink data

using the TFRI information and the HARQ/ARQ information, etc included in the

downlink L1/2 control information [$43].

The UE2 decodes the received downlink data and determines whether the

decoded data has an error [S44]. The UE2 transmits an ACK or a NACKas feedback

information to the received downlink data to the eNB [S45]. The UE2 may also

transmit channel quality information periodically or non-periodically as the feedback

information to the eNB. The channel quality information can be transmitted in a form

of a channel quality indicator (CQD. The feedback information is transmitted using

uplink radio resource allocated by the uplink radio resource allocation information

includedin the downlink L1/2 control information received from the eNB. In FIG. 4B,

the “G’ region is a time-frequency region on which uplink L1/2 control information is

transmitted to the eNB and the feedback information can be included in the uplink L1/2

control information to be transmitted. Alternatively, the ‘H’ region in FIG. 4B is a

time-frequency region on which the UE2 transmits uplink data to the eNB and the

feedback information can be included in the uplink data in a form ofa control protocol

data unit (PDU)or a piggyback protocol data unit (PDU). The upper L1/2 control
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information transmitted from the UE2 to the eNB may include information as follows.

1) Scheduling information for uplink transmission: The uplink scheduling

information which is transmitted by the UE2 and used a scheduler located in the eNB

includes a logical channelidentity and UE buffer occupancy,etc.

2) Uplink TFCIinformation: The uplink TFCI information which is necessary

for decoding the uplink data includes information associated with a modulation and

coding scheme, transport block sizes, and transport block set sizes, etc.

3) HARQ and ARQ information

4) Happy bit: The happy bit is necessary for informing the eNB that uplink

radio resource allocated by the eNB for uplink data transmission of the UR2 is

insufficient.

The UE2 transmits the uplink data to the eNB according to the uplink L1/2

control information on the “T’ region of FIG. 4B [S46]. The eNBreceives the uplink

L1/2 control information and then receives the uplink data using the received the uplink

L1/2 control information.

The eNB transmits downlink L1/2 conttol information to the UE2 on the ‘J’

region of FIG. 4B [S47]. The downlink L1/2 control information includes an ACK or

NACK for the uplink data transmitted by the UE2. The UE2 receives the downlink

L1/2 control information and determines a UEidentity or a service identity included in

the downlink L1/2 control information is identical to an identity stored in the UE2. If

the identities are identical and the downlink L1/2 control information includes an ACK.

for the uplink data, the UE2 realizes that uplink data transmission is successful. If the

identities are identical and the downlink L1/2 control information includes a NACK for

the uplink data, the UE2 retransmits the uplink data.

The eNB may transmit downlink data to the UE2 on the ‘K’ region at the same

time of transmitting feedbackinformation for the uplink data [S48]. In this case, the
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scheduling period for the downlink data transmission is identical to a timing point of

transmitting the feedback information for the uplink data transmission. The UE2

receives the downlink data using the TFRI information and the HARQ/ARQ

information, etc included in the downlink L1/2 control information.

While the present invention has been described and illustrated herein with

reference to the preferred embodiments thereof, it will be apparent to those skilled in the

art that various modifications and variations can be made therein without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention. Thus,it is intended that the present invention

covers the modifications and variations of this invention that come within the scope of

the appended claims and their equivalents.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The present invention is applicable to such a wireless communication system

as wireless Internet, mobile communication system and the like.
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[CLAIMS]

1. A method of transmitting feedback information at a user equipment (UE)in

a wireless communication system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the

method comprising:

receiving control information including signaling information necessary for

receiving downlink data from the network and radio resource allocation information

necessary for transmitting feedback information associated with the downlink data:

receiving the downlink data transmitted from the network using the signaling

information; and

transmitting the feedback information for the downlink data to the network

through uplink radio resource indicated by the radio resource allocation information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the feedback information includes at least

one of channel quality information and ACK/NACKinformation.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the wireless communication system is an

OFDM or OFDMA system and the radio resource allocation information is information

associated with a time-frequency region for transmitting the feedback information.

4, The method of claim 3, wherein the feedback information is transmitted

through a conirol information transmission region.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the feedback information is transmitted

through adata transmission region.
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6. The method of claim 3, wherein the signaling information includes a UE

identity or a service identity, downlink transport format and rate information (TFRD,

and information associated with a time-frequency region through which the downlink

data is transmitted.

7. A method oftransmitting feedback information at a user equipment (UB) in

a wireless communication system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the

method comprising:

receiving information associated with a time-frequency region for transmitting

feedback information related with downlink data, the time-frequency region being

dynamically allocated by the network:

receiving the downlink data from the network; and

transmitting the feedback information for the downlink data to the network on

the time-frequency region.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the feedback information includes at least

one of channel quality information and ACK/NACKinformation.

9, A method of supporting feedback information transmission at a network in a

wireless communication system comprising a network and a plurality of UEs, the

method comprising:

transmitting control information to at least one UE, the control information

including signaling information necessary for receiving downlink data and radio

resource allocation information necessary for transmitting feedback information

associated with the downlink data;

transmitting the downlink data to the at least one UE in accordance with the
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signaling information; and

receiving the feedback information for the downlink data from the at least one

UE through uplink radio resource indicated by the radio resource allocation

information.

10. A method of supporting feedback information transmission at a network in

a wireless communication system comprising a network and a plurality of user

equipments (UEs), the method comprising:

transmitting information a associated with a time-frequency region for

transmitting feedback information related with downlink data to a UE, the

time-frequency region being dynamically allocated by the network;

transmitting the downlink data to the UE; and

receiving the feedback information for the downlink data from the UE on the

time-frequency region.
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METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS
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[2]

[3]

[4]
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[6]

7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

(11)

A 24& 7-2) 7) = CQl(Channel Quality Indicator), PMI(Precoding Matrix

Index), RI(Rank Indicator) 5 | 7}4] 277} 3S <= eich.
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AAS QA 2 Geo] Aaa BAaye71449 RABE BOD,
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FES ASS) Mare U4] AAMSY 2412Bal AL ALG ESS
sAaeh 7S] Ase Ao) UE SoeAa FA ale
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wy so] Ab eAg
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[30]

[31]

[32]
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[34]

[35]

[36]
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S&S AANSY 2A ASS UEP Al Solr}

162 SH 7 Nt Soko] AAMSSE BAS] ASS EP qa] So]c}

E72 ZASS BAS ASS] HESH PAS YEGAEo],

2a We dey

E18 ASA ALES UE SSEoly, FASA sade $4, WA

AE) S34 AS USH SA ANAS ASS] May Bel asl act,
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7) A| =7(20; Base Station BS)S SHAH, FLIHNS DAWA o SAS 74
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317] 7| (wireless device) F 2 $0] EA + gch. 7] 2] (202 UHbwy ow

We(10h4t SAl She 314 a1 Z| 4 (fixed station)S WS}r], +=-B(Node-B),
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2
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Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number,

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES [ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER5438-0162PUS1
DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US) U.S. APPLICATION NO. (if known, see 37 CFR 1.5)

CONCERNING A SUBMISSION UNDER35 U.S.C. 371 NEW
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED

PCT/IKR2008/004590 7 August 2008 8 August 2007TITLE OF INVENTION
METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US

Jin Sam KWAK; Hong Wen PARK; Seung Hee HAN; Min Seok NOH; Yeong Hyeon KWON; Hyun Woo LEE; DongCheol KIM and Jae Hoon CHUNG

Applicant herewith submits to the United Stales Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US) thefollowing items and otherinformation:

   

 

 

    
 
 

 
  
 

     
   
  

 

  
 

 

 
 1[x|This is a FIRST submissionof items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 371.  
 2[| This is a SECOND or SUBSEQUENTsubmissionof items concerning a submission under 35 U.S.C. 377.  
 3x|This is an express requestfa begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(f)), The submission must

include items (5), (6), (9) and (21) indicated below.  
 4.[_] The US has beenelected (Article 31),  
 5.| 4 A copyof the international Appiication as fiied (35 U.S.C. 377 (c)(2))  
 a.x|is attached hereto (required only if not communicated bythe International Bureau).  
 b.[_] has been communicated bythe international Bureau.  
 cf| is not required, as the application wasfiled in the United States Receiving Office (RO/US).  
 6.| x|An English languagetranstation of the International Application asfiled (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)).

a. x is attached hereto.

b|| has been previously submitted under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

 
  
  
 

 
7.[x|Amendmentsto the claims of the International Application under PCTArticle 19 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3))  

 al] are attached hereto (required onlyif not communicated by the International Bureau).  
 b[| have been communicated by the International Bureau.  
 ol| have not been made; however,the time limit for making such amendments has NOT expired.  
 alx|have not been made and will not be made.  
 8. An English languagetranstation of the amendmentsto the claims under PCT Article 19 (36 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).  
 9.| x|An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C, 371(c)(4)).  
 

 10. An English language translation of the annexes of the International Preliminary Examination Report under PCT
Article 36 (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)).  
 
 

Items 11 to 20 below concern document(s) or information included:

41.)x| An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.  
 i2[| An assignment documentfor recording. A separate cover sheet in compliance with 37 CFR 3.28 and 3.31 is included.

13.| x|Apreliminary amendment.
 

  
 14.]x|An Application Data Sheetunder 37 CFR1.76.
15.| A substitute specification.
16.| A powerofattorney and/or changeofaddressletter.

 
  
  
 ir]| A computer-readable form of the sequencelisting in accordance with PCT Rule 13fer.2 and 37 CFR 1.821 — 1.825.  
 18,_] A secondcopy of the publishedInternational Application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).  
 

 
19. A secondcopy of the English languagetranslation of the intemational application under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4). 
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U.S. APPLICATION NO.(if known, see 37 CFR 1.5) INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NUMBER
NEW PCT/KR2008/004590 5438-0162PUS1

 

 

20, Other items or information:|Drawings Eleven (11) Sheets; PCT/IB/301; PCT/IB/304 (2 Sheets); PCT/IB/308;
PCT/IB/308(1st Notice) and PCT/ISA/210

Thefollowing fees have been submitted

Basic national fee (37 CFR 1.492(a)) .a.csesssss, ve $ 330.00|
22.| x] Examination fee (37 CFR 1.492(c))
If the written opinion prepared by |SA/USorthe international preliminary examination report prepared

by IPEA/USindicatesail claims satisfy provisions of PCT Article 33(1)-(4) ......eeeseeeeceeeeceeene $0 $ 220.00All othersituations

23.[ x] Search fee (37 CFR 1.492(b))
If the written opinion of the ISA/USorthe international preliminary examination report prepared by

IPEA/USindicatesall claims satisfy provisions of PCTArticle 33(1)-(4).... .

Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) has beenpaid on theinternational application to the as anInternational Searching Authority ..........00 tee $100 $ 430.00
International Search Report prepared by annISA other than theus“and provided‘to the Office or

previously communicated ta the US bythe IB. .All cthersituations..

 
   
 
 

  

 
 

  

  

  
  

 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

  
  

  

     
 
 
 

TOTAL OF 21, 22 and 23 = 980.00

Additional fee for specification and drawingsfiled in paper over 100 sheets (excluding
sequencelisting in compliance with 37 CFR 1.821 (c) or (e) or in an electronic medium or
computer program listing in an electronic medium) (37 CFR 1.492(j)).

The fee is $270 for each additional 50 sheets of paperorfraction thereof,

Toial Sheeis Extra Shoots Numberof each additional 60 or fraction
thereof (round up to a whole number)

38 -100= 150 = $

Surcharge of $130 for furnishing any of the search fee, examination fee, or the oath or declaration $after the date of commencementofthe national slage (37 CFR 1.492(h)).
CLAIMS NUMBERFILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE

Total claims 14-20= 0.00
Independentclaims 3-3= 0.00

MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM(S)(if applicable)  
 

 

 

 

| Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27, Fees above are reduced by %.  SUBTOTAL =

 
 

 
 

 

 Processing fee of $430.00 far furmishing the English translation later than 30 months from the earliest
claimedpriority date (37 CFR 1.492(i)). +

 
 

 

 

TOTAL NATIONAL FEE =

 Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21(h)). The assignment must be accompanied
by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40.00 per property + 

 
  
 
 

 

 

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED =  

Amount to be
refunded: 

 
 

Amountto be
charged 
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. A checkin the amountof $ to cover the above fees is enclosed.

-| X|Please charge my Deposit AccountNo. 02-2448__inthe amountof $ 980.00 to cover the above fees.

“|X_}The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required,or credit any overpaymentto Deposit
Account No. 02-2448 .

. Feesare to be chargedto a credit card. WARNING: information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should
not be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. The PTO-2038 should only be
mailed or faxed to the USPTO. However, when paying the basic national fee, lhe PTO-2038 may NOTbefaxed to the USPTO.

 
ADVISORY:Iffiling by EFS-Web, do NOTattach the PTO-2038 form as a PDF along with your EFS-Web submission. Please
be advisedthatthis is not recommended and by doing so your credit card information may be displayed via PAIR, To
protect your information, it is recommended paying feesonline by using the electronic payment method.

NOTE: Where an appropriate timelimit under 37 CFR 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137(a) or (b)) must be
filed and granted to restore the International Application to pending status.

SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCETO: .aSIGNATURE

Esther H. Chong
 

NAME

CUSTOMER NUMBER: 02292

40,953
September 30, 2009 REGISTRATION NUMBER
fang
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Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Complex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

Inventor

Full Capacity

Hong Won

PARK

Anyang-si

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Complex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

Inventor

Republic of Korea

 

Status:: Full Capacity

Given Name:: Seung Hee

Family Name:: HAN

City of Residence:: Anyang-si

Country of Residence:: Republic of Korea

Page #2 Initial 09/30/09
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Country of mailing address::

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status::

Given Name::

Family Name::

City of Residence::

/ of Residence:INGOIUSLIVUG..y

Street of mailing address::

City of mailing address::

State of Province of mailing address::

Country of mailing address::

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status::

Given Name::

Family Name::

City of Residence::

Country of Residence::

Street of mailing address::

City of mailing address::

Republic of Korea

431-749

Inventor

Republic of Korea

Full Capacity

Min Seok

NOH

Anyang-si

LG R&D Complex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

Inventor

Republic of Korea

Full Capacity

Yeong Hyeon

KWON

Anyang-si

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Complex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si 

State of Province of mailing address::

Country of mailing address::

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

Page #3 Initial 09/30/09
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Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status::

Given Name::

Family Name::

City of Residence::

Country of Residence::

City of mailing address::

State of Province of mailing address::

Country of mailing address::

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status::

Given Name::

Family Name::

City of Residence::

Country of Residence::

Street of mailing address::

City of mailing address::

State of Province of mailing address::

Country of mailing address::
Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

431-749

Inventor

Republic of Korea

Full Capacity

Hyun Woo

LEE

Anyang-si

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Compiex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

Inventor

Republic of Korea

Full Capacity

Dong Cheol

KIM

Anyang-si

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Complex

533, Hogye 1-dong, Dongan-gu

Anyang-si

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

Page # 4 Initial 09/30/09
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Applicant Authority Type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status::

Given Name::

Family Name::

City of Residence::

Country of Residence::

Street of mailing address::

City of mailing address::

State of Province of mailing address::

Country of mailing address::

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address::

CorrespondenceInformation

Correspondence Customer Number::

Representative Information

Representative Customer Number:

Inventor

Republic of Korea

Full Capacity

Jae Hoon

CHUNG

Anyang-si

Republic of Korea

LG R&D Complex

Gyeongki-do

Republic of Korea

431-749

02292

02292

Page #5 Initial 09/30/09
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Domestic Priority Information

Application:: Continuity Type:: Parent Application: ParentFiling
Date::

This Application is a National Stage of|PCT/KR2008/004590|08/07/08

<R2008/004590is|An application 60/954,812 08/08/200
claiming the
benefit under 35

USC 119(e)
PCT/KR2008/004590is|An application

claiming the
benefit under 35

| | USC 119(e) | | |

Foreign Priority Information

Application number::|Filing Date::|Priority Claimed::
Republic of Korea 10-2007-0127014 12/07/07

  

    7  

 
  
 

 
 
 

   60/979,860 10/14/2007

   

Assignee Information

Assignee name:: LG Electronics,Inc.

Street of mailing address:: 20, Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu

City of mailing address:: Seoul

Country of mailing address:: Republic of Korea

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address:: 150-721

Page #6 Initial 09/30/09
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

 

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
Jin Sam KWAKetal.

International Application No.: PCT/KR2008/004590

Application No.: NEW Art Unit: Not Yet Assigned

Filed: September 30, 2009 Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

For: METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK

CONTROL SIGNALS IN WIRELESS

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

MS PCT

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The following preliminary amendments and remarks are respectfully submitted in

connection with the above-identified application.

This amendmentincludes:

Amendmentsto the Specification begins on page 2 ofthis paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 3 of this paper.

Birch, Stewart, Kolasch & Birch, LLP EHC/ang
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Application No.: NEW Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

Before line 1 of the specification (after the Title), please insert the following new

paragraph:

This application is the National Phase of PCT/KR2008/004590 filed on August 7, 2008,

which claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(c) to U.S. Provisional Application Nos. 60/954,812

filed on August 8, 2007 and 60/979,860 filed on October 14, 2007 , and under 35 USC. 119(a)
to Patent Application No. 10-2007-0127014 filed in Korea on December 7, 2007, all of which

are hereby expressly incorporated by reference into the presentapplication.

2 EHC/ang
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Application No.; NEW Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

REMARKS

The Specification has been amended to add cross-reference to the related applications.

Claims 1-14 are pending in this application.

Conclusion

Entry of the above amendments is earnestly solicited. An early and favorable first action

on the merits is earnestly solicited.

Should there be any outstanding matters that need to be resolved in the present

application, the Examiner is respectfully requested to contact Esther H. Chong (Reg. No. 40,953)

at the telephone number of the undersigned below, to conduct an interview in an effort to

expedite prosecution in connection with the present application.

If necessary, the Commissioneris hereby authorized in this, concurrent, and future replies

to charge paymentorcredit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 02-2448 for any additional

fees required under 37.C.F.R. §§1.16 or 1.17; particularly, extension oftimefees.

Dated: September 30, 2009 Respectfully submitted,

By ~Srttuw ’
Esther H. Chong
Registration No.: 40,953
BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP
8110 Gatehouse Road

Suite 100 East

P.O. Box 747

Falls Church, Virginia 22040-0747
(703) 205-8000
Attorney for Applicant

 

3 EHC/ang
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File Copy PCT/KR2008/004590
PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

ADVANCE E-MAIL
From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT

YANG, Moon OckNOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF ,

Pangaea Bldg., 2F.,467-8
Yangjae-dong, Seacho-gu

(PCT Rule 24.2(a)) Seoul 137-130 :
REPUBLIQUE DE COREE 
 Date ofmailing (day/nonth/year) vances gen

10 September 2008 (10.09.2008) IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION
Applicant's or agent's file reference International application No.@enMmNnon7 Anno PAT RIAANODINNAALONVEVVOUFmUUUS Dw INNAOUUs9

Theapplicant is hereby notified that the International Bureau has received the record copy of the international application as detailed below.

Name(s) ofthe applicant(s) and State(s) for which they are applicants:

LG ELECTRONICSINC.(for all designated States except US)
KWAK,Jin Sam et al (for US)

Internationalfiling date: 07 August 2008 (07.08.2008)

Priority date(s) claimed: 09 August 2007 (09.08.2007)
15 October 2007 (15.10.2007)
07 December 2007 (07.12.2007)

Date of receipt of the record copy by the International Bureau: 27 August 2008 (27.08.2008)
List of designated Offices:

AP: BW, GH, GM, KE, LS, MW, MZ, NA,SD,SL, SZ, TZ, UG, ZM, ZW
EA: AM,AZ, BY, KG, KZ, MD, RU, TI, TM
EP: AT,BE, BG, CH, CY,CZ, DE, DK, BE, ES, FI, FR, GB, GR, HR, HU,IE,IS, IT, LT, LU, LV, MC, MT, NL, NO,PL,PT,

RO,SE, SI, SK, TR
OA: BE,BJ, CF, CG,CI, CM, GA, GN, GQ, GW, ML, MR, NE, SN, TD, TG
National: AE, AG, AL, AM, AO,AT, AU, AZ, BA, BB, BG, BH, BR, BW, BY,

DM,DO, DZ, EC, EE, EG,ES, FI, GB, GD, GE, GH, GM,GT, HN, HR, HU,
KR, KZ, LA, LC, LK, LR, LS, LT, LU, LY, MA, MD, ME, MG, MK, MN,

VC, VN, ZA, ZM, ZW

ATTENTION:The applicant should carefully check the data appearing in this notification. In case of any discrepancy between these data and
the indications in the international application, the applicant should immediately inform the International Bureau. In addition, the
applicant's attention is drawn to the information contained in the Annex,relating to:

 
- time limits for entry into the national phase - see updated important information (as of April 2002)
- requirements regarding priority documents(if applicable)

A copy of this notification is being sent to the receiving Office and to the International Searching Authority.

 

 

 
 

The International Bureau of WIPO
34, chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

 

Authorized officer

 
 

Vuagniaux Eric
e-mail ptl2.pct@wipo.int

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 70 90) Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 12

FormPCT/IB/301(October2005) L/DSBKKBJHO
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ANNEX TO FORM PCT/1B/301 International application No.
PCT/KR2008/004590

INFORMATION ON ENTERING THE NATIONAL PHASE

The applicantis reminded that the "national phase" must be entered before cach of the designated Offices indicated on the cover sheet of
this notification by paying national fees and furnishing translations, as prescribed by Articles 22 and 39 and the applicable national laws. In
addition, the applicant may also have to comply with other special requirements applicable in certain Offices. It is the applicant's
responsibility to ensure that the necessary steps to enter the national phase are taken in a timely fashion. Most Offices do not issue reminders
to applicants in connection with the entry into the national phasc.

The applicable time limit for entering the national phase will, subject to what is said in the following paragraph, be 30 MONTHS from
the priority date, not only in respect of any elected Office if a demand for international preliminary examinationis filed before the expiration
of 19 months from the priority date (see Article 39(1)), but also in respect of any designated Office, in the absenceoffiling of such demand,
where Article 22(1) as modified with effect from 1 April 2002 applies in respectofthat designated Office. For further details, see PCT Gazette
No. 44/2001 of | November 2001, pages 19926, 19932 and 19934,as well as the PCT Newsletter, October and November 2001 and February
2002 issues.

 
In practice, time limits other than the 30-month time limit will continue to appiy, for various periods of time, in respcct of ccrtain
designated or elected Offices. For regular updates on the applicable time limits (20, 21, 30 or 31 months, or other time limit), Office by
Office, refer to the PCT Gazeite ("Section IV" part published on a weekly basis), to the PCT News/letter (on a monthly basis) and to the
relevant National Chapters in VolumeII of the PCT Applicant's Guide (the paper version of which is updated usually twice a year and the
Internet version of which is updated usually on a weekly basis). Finally, a cumulative table of all applicable time limits for entering the
nationai phase is available from WIPO's internetsitc, via links from various pages ofthe site, including those of the Gazette, Newsletter and
Guide, at http://www.wipo.iat/pet/en/index.html.

Information about the requirements forfiling a demandfor international preliminary examinationis set out in the PCT Applicant's Guide,
Volume I/A, Chapter [X. Note that only an applicant whois a national or resident of a PCT Contracting State which is bound by ChapterI has
the rightto file a demandfor international preliminary examination (at present, all PCT Contracting States are bound by ChapterII).

REQUIREMENTS REGARDING PRIORITY DOCUMENTS

For applicants who have not yet complied with the requirements regarding priority documents, the following is recalled.

Where the priority of an earlier national, regional or international application is claimed, the applicant must submit a copy ofthe said earlier
application, certified by the authority with which it was filed ("the priority document") to the receiving Office (which will transmit it to the
International Bureau) or directly to the International Bureau, before the expiration of 16 months from the priority date, provided that any such
priority document may still be submitted to the International Bureau before the date of international publication of the international
application, in which case that documentwill be considered to have been received by the International Bureau on thelast day of the 16-month
time limit (Rulc 17.i(a)).

Where the priority documentis issued by the receiving Office, the applicant may, instead of submitting the priority document, request the
receiving Office to prepare and transmit the priority document to the International Bureau. Such request must be made before the expiration of
the 16-month time limit and may be subjected by the receiving Office to the payment of a fee (Rule 17.1(b)).

transmit the priority document has not been madc (and the correspondingfee, if any, paid) within the applicable time limit indicated under the
preceding paragraphs, any designated State may disregard the priority claim, provided that no designated Office may disregard the priority
claim concerned before giving the applicant an opportunity, upon entry into the national phase, to furnish the priority document within a tine
limit which is reasonable underthe circumstances (Rule 17.1(c)).

Where several priorities are claimed, the priority date to he considered for the purposes of computing the 16-monthtime limit (and all other

If the priority document concerned is not submitted to the International Bureau and if the request to the recciving Office to prepare and

PCTtime limits) is the filing date of the earliest application whose priority is claimed (Article 2(xi)(b)).

SEAae

FormPCT/AB/301(A(Annex)( (October 2005) ‘ 2/DSBKEBJHO
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY PCT/KR2008/004590

From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING
SUBMISSION OR TRANSMITTAL

OF PRIORITY DOCUMENT

YANG, Moon Ock
S&IP Patent & Law Firm

Pangaea Bldg., 2F.,#67-8
Yangjae-dong, Seocho-gu
Seoul 137-130

(PCT Administrative Instructions, Section 411) REPUBLIQUE DE COREE

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

International application No. Inlernational filing date (day/month/year) |PCT/KR2008/004580 07 August 2008 (07.08.2008)

International publication date (day/nonth/year) Priority date (day/month/year)
Not yet published 08 August 2007 (08.08.2007)

Applicant

 
  Date of mailing (day/nuonth/year)

18 September 2008 (18.09.2008)
 
 

 
 

Applicant's or agent's file reference
SPO0807-0009  

 
    
  

 
 

 

 
 LG ELECTRONICSINC. et al

 
1. By means of this Form, which replaces any previously issued notification concerning submission or transmittal of priority

documents, the applicant is hereby notified of the date of receipt by the International Bureau of the priority document(s) relating to
all earlier application(s) whose priority is claimed. Unless otherwise indicated by the letters “NR", in the right-handcolumn or by an
asterisk appearing next to a date of receipt, the priority document concerned was submitted or transmitted to the International Bureau
in compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b).

. (Ofapplicable) The letters “NR" appearing in the right-hand column denote a priority document which, onthedateofmailingof
fhisForm, had not yet been received by the International Bureau under Rule 17,1(a) or (b), Where, under Rule 17.1(a), the
pnonly document must be submitted by the applicant to the receiving Office or the International Bureau, but the applicant fails to
submit the priority document within the applicable time limit under that Rule, the attention of the applicant is directed to Rule
17.1(c) which provides that no designated Office may disregard the priority claim concerned before giving the applicant an
opportunity, upon entry into the national phase, to furnish the priority document within a time limit which is reasonable under thecircumstances.

(If applicable)Anasterisk (*) appearing next to a date of receipt, in the right-hand column,denotes a priority document submitted
or transmitted to the International Bureau but not in compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b) (the priority document was received
afler the time limit prescribed in Rule 17.1(a) or the request to prepare and transmit the priority document was submitted to the
receiving Office after the applicable time limit under Rule 17.1(b)). Even though the priority document was not furnished in
compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b), the International Bureauwill nevertheless transmit a copy of the document to the designated
Offices, for their consideration. In case such a copy is not accepted by thc designated Office as the priority document, Rule 17.1(c)
provides that no designated Office may disregardthe priority claim concerned before giving the applicant an opportunity, upon entry
into the national phase, to furnish the priority document within a time limit which is reasonable underthe circumstances.

Prioritydate, Poorly applicationNo.CountryorregionalOfficeDateofreceipt
ot PCT ‘vine Offi f priority d

08 August 2007 (08.08.2007) 60/954,812 US 04 September 2008 (04.09.2008)
14 October 2007 (14.10.2007) 60/979,860 US 04 September 2008 (04.09.2008)

07 December 2007 (07.12.2007) 10-2007-01 27014 KR Ot September 2008 (01.09.2008)

The International Bureau of WIPO Authorized officer
34, chemin des Colombettes ws
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland Philippe Becamel

e-mail PT12.PCT@WIPO.INT
Facsimile No. +41 22 338 82 70 Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 12

Form PCTAB/304 (October 2005) I/DSMUCISQ0
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY PCT/KR2008/004590

From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT

NOTIFICATION CONCERNING
SUBMISSION OR TRANSMITTAL

OF PRIORITY DOCUMENT

YANG, Moon Ock
S&IP Patent & Law Firm

Pangaea Bldg., 2F.,#67-8
Yangjae-dong, Seocho-gu
Seoul 137-130

(PCT Administrative Instructions, Section 411) REPUBLIQUE DE COREE
Date of mailing (day/inonth/year)

11 September 2008 (11.09.2008)

Applicant's or agent's file reference IMPORTANTNOTIFICATIONSPOQ0807-0009 .

International application No. International filing date (day/jnonth/year)
PCT/KR2008/004590 07 August 2008 (07.08.2008)

 
| 

International publication date (day/manth/year) Priority dale (day/month/year)
Not yet published 08 August 2007 (08.08.2007)

Applicant
LG ELECTRONICSINC.et al

1. By means of this Form, which replaces any previously issued notification concerning submission or transmittal of priority
documents, the applicant is hereby notified of the date of receipt by the international Bureauof the priority document(s) relating to
all earlier application(s) whose priority is claimed. Unless otherwise indicated by the letters “NR", in the right-hand columnor by an
asterisk appearing next to a date of receipt, the priority document concerned was submitted or transmitted to the International Bureau
in compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b).

Uf. applicable) The letters “NR" appearing in the right-hand column denote a priority document which,onthedateofmailingofthisForm, had not yet been received by the International Bureau under Rule 17.1(a) or (b). Where, under Rule 17.1(a), the
priority document must be submitted by the applicant to the receiving Office or the International Bureau, but the applicant fails to
submit the priority document within the applicable time limit under that Rule, the attention of the applicant is directed to Rule
17.1(c) which provides that no designated Office may disregard the priority claim concerned before giving the applicant an
opportunity, upon entry into the national phase, to furnish the priority document within a time limit which is reasonable under the
circumstances.

(ifapplicable)An asterisk (*) appearing next to a date ofreceipt, im the right-hand column, denotes a priority document submitted
or transmitted to the International Bureau but not in compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b) (the priority document wasreceived
afler the time limit prescribed in Rule 17.1(a) or the request to prepare and transmit the priorily document was submitted to the
receiving Office after the applicable time limit under Rule 17.1(b)). Even though the priorily document was nol furnished in
compliance with Rule 17.1(a) or (b), the International Bureau will nevertheless transmit a copy of the document to the designated
Offices, for their consideration. In case such a copy is not accepted by the designated Office as the priority document, Rule 17.1(c)
provides that no designated Office may disregard the priorily claim concerned before giving the applicant an opportunity, upon entry
into the national phase, to furnishthe priority document within a time limit which is reasonable under the circumstances.

PriorilydaiePriorityapplicationNo.CountryorregionalOffice Dateofreceipt
or. PCTreceivingOfficeofprioritydocument

08 August 2007 (08.08.2007) 60/954,812 US 04 September 2008 (04.09.2008)
14 October 2007 (14.10.2007) 60/979,860 us 04 September 2008 (04.09.2008)

07 December 2007 (07.12.2007) 10-2007-0127014 KR NR

 
 
 

 

  
 PO

  
 

 

The International Bureau of W
34, chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Authorized officer
 

 
 

 Philippe Becamel
e-mail PT12.PCT@WIPO. INT

Facsimile No, +41 22 338 82 70 Telephone No. +41 22 338 74 12
Form PCT/IB/304 (October 2005) l/DSCTZHSIO
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY PCT/KR2008/004590

ADVANCE E-MAIL
From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT .
YANG, Moon-Ock

NOTIFICATION OF THE RECORDING S&IP Patent & Law Firm

OF A CHANGE 10F., Songam Bldg.
642-10, Yeoksam-dong
Gangnam-gu

(PCT Rule 9257s.1 and Seoul 135-080
Administrative Instructions, Section 422) REPUBLIQUE DE COREE

Date of mailing (day/nonth/year)
13 November 2008 (13.11.2008)

Applicant's or agent's file reference
SPO0807-0009

International application No.
PCT/KR2008/004590

 
 

    IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION  International filing date (day/month/year)
07 August 2008 (07.08.2008) 
  

1. The folowing indications appeared on record concerning:

[-] the applicant LJ the inventor Bx] the agent [[] the common representative
Name and Address State of Nationality Stale of Residence
YANG, Moon-Ock
S&IP Patent & Law Firm

Telephone No.
82-2-598-1620

   
 

 
 

 Pangaea Bldg., 2F.
#67-8, Yangjae-dong
Seocho-gu
Seoul 137-130

Republic of Korea

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Facsimile No.
82-2-598-1630

 
E-inail address

snip@snip.co.kr  

2. The International Bureau hereby notifies the applicant that the following change has been recorded concerning:

[_] the person ([] the name Dd the address [J] the nationality [] the residence
Name and Address State of Nationalily
YANG, Moon-Ock
S&IP Patent & Law Firm

 

State of Residence

   
Telephone No,

10F., Songam Bldg.
642-10, Yeoksam-dong 82-2-598-1620
Seoul 135-080 82-2-598-1630
Republic of Korea F-mail address

snip@snip.co. kr

x Notifications by c-mail authorized 

3. Further observations, if necessary:

  

4. A copy ofthis notification has been sentto:

Dd the receiving Office ["]_the designated Offices concerned
 _ the International Searching Authority []_the elected Offices concerned
[-]_the International Preliminary Examining Authority [] other:
 
 
 

 

 
 

  

The International Bureau of WIPO
34, chemin des Colombettcs
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

 
 

Authorized officer

Blanc Veronique
e-mail Veronique.Blanc@wipo.int

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 82 70 Telephone No. +41 22 338 96 66
Form PC" 306 (July 200 T/DUU3GVZI0
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WO 2009/020358
PATENT COOPERATION TREATY PCT/KR2008/004590

From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT

FIRST NOTICE INFORMING THE APPLICANT OF YANG, Moon-Ock
THE COMMUNICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL S & IP Patent & Law Firm
APPLICATION (TO DESIGNATED OFFICES WHICH 10F., Songam Bldg.

DO NOT APPLY THE 30 MONTH TIME LIMIT 642-10, Yeoksam-dong
Gangnam-gu
Seoul 135-080 .
REPUBLIQUE DE COREE

UNDER ARTICLE 22(1))

(PCT Rule 47.1(c))

Date of mailing (day/month/year)
12 March 2009 (12.03.2009)  

 

 
 

  
 
 

 

Applicant's or agent's file reference
SP00807-0009

 
 IMPORTANT NOTICE

 
 
 

 
 

Internationalapplication No.
PCT/KR2008/004590

Internationalfiling date (day/month/year)
07 August 2008 (07.08.2008)

Priority date (day/month/year)
08 August 2007 (08.08.2007)

 
 

 

 

 

Applicant

 ATTENTION:For any designated Office(s), for which the time limit under Article 22(1), as in force from 1 April 2002 (30 months from
the priority date), does apply, please see Form PCT/IB/308(Second and Supplementary Notice) (to be issued promptly after the expiration
of 28 months from the priority date). 

  Notice is hereby given that the following designated Office(s), for which the time limit under Article 22(1), as in force from 1 April 2002,
does not apply, has/have requested that the communication of the international application, as provided for in Article 20, be effected under
Rule 93bis.1. The International Bureau has effected that communicationonthe date indicated below:
12 February 2009 (12.02.2009)  
 None 

 In accordance with Rule 47.1(c-bis)(i), those Otfices will accept the present notice as conclusive evidence that the communication of the
international application has duly taken place on the date of mailing indicated above and nocopy ofthe international application is required
to be furnished by the applicant to the designated Office(s).

 
  
 

 
 

 The following designated Offices, for which the time limit under Article 22(1), as in force from 1 April 2002, does not apply, have not
requested, as at the time of mailing of the present notice, that the communication of the international application be effected under Rule93bis.1 :

LU, TZ, UG

 

 In accordance with Rule 47.1(c-bis)(ii), those Offices accept the present notice as conclusive evidence that the Contracting State for which
that Office acts as a designated Office does not require the furnishing, under Article 22, by the applicant of a copy ofthe international
application.  

 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 

 

4. TIME LIMITSforentryinto the national phase

For the designated Office(s) listed above, and unless a demand for international preliminary examination has been filed before the
expiration of 19 months fromthepriority date (see Article 39(1)), the applicable time limit for entering the national phase will, subject to
whatis said in the following paragraph, be 20 MONTHSfromthepriority date.

In practice, time limits other than the 20-month time limit will continue to apply, for various periods of time, in respect of certain of the
designated Offices listed above. For regular updates on the applicable time limits (20 or 21 months, or other time limit), Office by
Office, refer to the PCT Gazette, the PCT Newsletter and the PCT Applicant’s Guide, Volume I, National Chapters, all available from
WIPO’s Intemetsite, al hiip://www.wipo.int/pct/en/indexhtml,

It is the applicant's sole responsibility to monitorall these time limits.

 

Authorized officer TheInternational Bureau of WIPO
34, chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland Philippe Became!

Facsimile No. +41 22 338 82 70 e-mail: ptl2.pet@wipo.int
   

Form PCT/TB/308(lirst Notice) (January 2004)
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Docket No.: 5438-0162PUS1

(PATENT)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Patent Application of:
Jin Sam KWAK et al.

Application No.: NEW Confirmation No.: Not Yet Assigned
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A method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication system includes preparing a
ACK/NACKresource fortransmitting the ACK/NACKsignal for HARQ of downlink data on an uplink control channel, preparing
a scheduling request resource for transmitting a scheduling request and the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink contro] channel in
one subframe,and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal onthe uplink control channel configured by the scheduling request resource
for the positive transmission of the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel
configured by the ACK/ NACKresource for negative transmission of the scheduling request.
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Description

METHOD OF TRANSMITTING UPLINK CONTROL SIGNALS

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Technical Field

The present invention relates to wireless communications, and more particularly, to a

method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication system.

Background Art

In order to maximizeefficiency ofa limited radio resource in a wideband wireless

communication system, methods for more effectively transmitting data in time, spatial,

and frequency domains have been provided.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)usesa plurality of orthogonal

subcarriers. Further, the OFDM uses an orthogonality between inverse fast Fourier

transform (IFFT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT). A transmitter transmits data by

performing IFFT. A receiver restores original data by performing FFT on a received

signal. The transmitter uses IFFT to combinethe plurality of subcarriers, and the

receiver uses FFTtosplit the plurality of subcarriers. According to the OFDM,

complexity of the receiver can be reduced in a frequency selective fading environment

of a broadband channel, and spectral efficiency can be increased whenselective

scheduling is performed in a frequency domain by using a channel characteristic which

is different from one subcarrier to another. Orthogonal frequency division multiple

access (OFDMA)is an OFDM-based multiple access scheme. According to the

OFDMA, efficiency of radio resources can be increased by allocating different

subcarriers to multiple users.

To maximizeefficiency in the spatial domain, the OFDM/OFDMA-based system

uses a multiple-antenna technique whichis used as a suitable technique for high-speed

multimedia data transmission by generating a plurality of time/frequency domains in

the spatial domain. The OFDM/OFDMA-basedsystem also uses a channel coding

schemeforeffective use of resources in the time domain, a scheduling scheme which

uses a channel selective characteristic of a plurality of users, a hybrid automatic repeat

request (HARQ) schemesuitable for packet data transmission,etc.

Tn order to implement various transmission or reception methods to achieve high-

speed packettransmission, transmission of a control signal on the time, spatial, and

frequency domainsis an essential and indispensable factor. A channel for transmitting

the control signal is referred to as a control channel. An uplink control signal may be

various such as an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement (NACK)

signal as a response for downlink data transmission, a channel quality indicator (CQT)
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

indicating downlink channel quality, a precoding matrix index (PMI), a rank indicator

(RI), ete.

One example of the uplink control signal is a scheduling request. The scheduling

request is used when a user equipment (UE) requests a base station (BS) to allocate an

uplink radio resource. The scheduling request is a sort of preliminary information

exchange for data exchange. In order for the UEto transmit uplink data to the BS,

radio resource allocation is first requested by using the scheduling request. When the

BS allocates the uplink radio resource in response to the scheduling request, the UE

transmits the uplink data by using the allocated radio resource.

Compatibility with another control channel for transmitting another control signal

has to be taken into consideration when the scheduling request needs to be transmitted

on an uplink control channel. UE capacity capable of transmitting the scheduling

request has to be also taken into consideration. A case where the scheduling requestis

transmitted simultaneously with othercontrol signals has to be also taken into con-

sideration. For example, the scheduling request and ACK/NACKsignals may be si-

multaneously transmitted by one UE.

Accordingly, there is a need for a control channel having an effective structure for si-

multaneously transmitting a scheduling request and other control signals.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

The present invention provides a method of transmitting a plurality of multiplexed

uplink control signals.

The present invention also provides a method of transmitting a scheduling request for

requesting uplink radio resource allocation together with other control signals through

one uplink control channel.

Technical Solution

In an aspect, a method oftransmitting uplink control signals in a wireless com-

munication system is provided. The method includes preparing a scheduling request

resource for transmitting a scheduling request on an uplink control channel in one

subframe, a subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of single

catrier-frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA)symbols, the scheduling

request being used to request a radio resource for uplink transmission, wherein a

positive transmission of the scheduling request is carried by presence of its

transmission on the uplink control channel and a negative transmission of the

scheduling request is carried by absence ofits transmission on the uplink control

channel, preparing an ACK/NACKresource for transmitting an ACK/NACKsignal for

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data on the uplink control
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[13]

[14]

3

channel in one subframe, and when both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling

request are transmitted in same subframe, transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the

uplink control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource for the

positive transmission of the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACK

signal on the uplink control channel which is configured by the ACK/NACKresource

for the negative transmission of the scheduling request.

The uplink control channel may be configured by dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA

symbols in the slot into a first set of SC-FDMA symbols and a second set of SC-

FDMAsymbols, spreading a control signal with each offirst frequency domain

sequences, the first frequency domain sequences being generated by cyclic shifts of a

base sequence, wherein the control signal corresponds to the scheduling request or the

ACK/NACKsignal, mapping the spread control signals to each SC-FDMA symbol in

the first set, mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMA

symbol in the secondset, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by

cyclic shifts of the base sequence, spreading the mapped control signals in the first set

with a first orthogonal sequence, the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to

the number of SC-FDMAsymbols in the first set, and spreading the mapped second

frequency domain sequencesin the second set with a second orthogonal sequence, the

second orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the number of SC-FDMA

symbols in the secondset.

In another aspect, a method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless com-

munication system is provided. The method includes preparing a scheduling request

resource for simultaneously transmitting a scheduling request and an ACK/NACK

signal on an uplink control channel in a subframe, the subframe comprising twoslots, a

slot comprising a plurality of SC-FDMA symbols, the scheduling request being used to

request a radio resource for uplink transmission, and transmitting the ACK/NACK

signal and the scheduling request on the uplink control channel whichis configured by

the scheduling request resource when both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling

request are transmitted in the subframe.

In still another aspect, a method oftransmitting uplink control signals in a wireless

communication system is provided. Both an ACK/NACKsignal and a scheduling

request may be transmitted in same subframe. The method includes preparing a ACK/

NACKresource for transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal for HAROQ of downlink data

on an uplink control channel, preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting

a scheduling request and the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel in one

subframe, the one subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-

FDMAsymbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource for

uplink transmission, wherein a positive transmission of the scheduling request is
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[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]

[28]

[29]

carried by presence ofits transmission on the uplink control channel and a negative

transmission ofthe scheduling request is carried by absence of its transmission on the

uplink control channel, and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control

channel configured by the scheduling request resource for the positive transmission of

the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control

channel configured by the ACK/NACKresource for negative transmission of the

scheduling request.

Advantageous Effects

A scheduling request and an acknowledgment (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)signal can be simultaneously transmitted in the same subframe without in-

terference with other control channels. Even whenthe scheduling request is simul-

taneously transmitted with other control signals, there is no performance deterioration

in detectionof the control signals. The scheduling request can be transmitted while

minimizing decrease in capability of the control channels.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

FIG.2 is a block diagram showing a transmitter according to an embodimentofthe

present invention.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary subframe.

FIG. 5 showsa structure of an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)channel.

FIG. 6 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 7 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherentdetection according to another embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 8 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 9 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request.

FIG. 10 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 11 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention.

FIG. 12 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 13 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request.

FIG. 14 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel
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according to an embodimentof the present invention.

FIG. 15 shows an example oftransmission of a scheduling request.

FIG. 16 shows an example of transmission of a scheduling request of slot-based

hopping.

FIG. 17 shows an example ofa slot structure for transmitting a scheduling request.

Modefor the Invention

FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system. The wireless communication system

can be widely deployed to provide a variety of communicationservices, such as

voices, packet data, etc.

Referring to FIG. |, the wireless communication system includes at least one user

equipment (UE) 10 and a basestation (BS) 20. The UE 10 may befixed or mobile, and

may bereferred to as another terminology, such as a mobile station (MS), a user

terminal (UT), a subscriberstation (SS), a wireless device, etc. The BS 20 is generally

a fixed station that communicates with the UE 10 and maybe referred to as another

terminology, such as a node-B, a base transceiver system (BTS), an access point, etc.

There are one or more cells within the coverage of the BS 20.

Hereinafter, a downlink is defined as a communication link from the BS 20 to the UE

10, and an uplink is defined as a communicationlink from the UE 10 to the BS 20. In

the downlink, a transmitter may be a part of the BS 20, and a receiver may be a part of

the UE 10. In the uplink, the transmitter may be a part of the UE 10, and the receiver

may be a part of the BS 20.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a transmitter according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

Referring to FIG. 2, a transmitter 100 includes a transmit (Tx) processor 110, a

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) unit 120 that performs DFT, and an inverse fast

Fourier transform (IFFT) unit 130 that performs IFFT. The DFT unit 120 performs

DFT on data processed by the Tx processor 110 and outputs a frequency domain

symbol. The data input to the DFT unit 120 may be a control signal and/or userdata.

The IFFT unit 130 performs IFFT on the received frequency domain symbol and

outputs a Tx signal. The Tx signal is a time domain signal and is transmitted through a

Tx antenna 190, A time domain symbol output from the IFFT unit 130 is referred to as

an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol. Since IFFT is

performed after DFT spreading, the time domain symbol output from the TFFT unit

130 is also referred to as a single carrier-frequency division multiple access

(SC-FDMA) symbol. SC-FDMAis a scheme in which spreading is achieved by

performing DFTat a previous stage of the IFFT unit 130 and is advantageous overthe

OFDMin terms of decreasing a peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
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Although the SC-FDMAschemeis described herein, multiple access schemes used.

in the present invention are not limited thereto. For example, various multiple access

schemes may be used such as code division multiple access (CDMA), time division

multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA), single-carrier

FDMA(SC-FDMA), orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA),etc.

Different multiple access schemes may be used for uplink and downlink in the

wireless communication system. For example, the SC-FDMA scheme maybe used for

uplink, and the OFDMAscheme maybe used for downlink.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary structure of a radio frame.

Referring to FIG. 3, the radio frame includes 10 subframes. One subframe can

include twoslots. One slot can include a plurality of OFDM symbols in a time domain

and at least one subcarrier in a frequency domain. Theslot is a unit of radio resource

allocation in the time domain. For example, one slot can include 7 or 6 OFDM

symbols.

The radio framestructure is shown for exemplary purposes only, and thus the
number of subframesincluded in the radio frame or the numberof slots included in the

subframe or the number of OFDM symbols includedin the slot is not limited thereto.

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary subframe. The subframe may be an uplink subframe

using SC-FDMA.

Referring to FIG. 4, the uplink subframe can be divided into two parts, that is, a

control region and a data region. Since the control region and the data region use

different frequency bands, frequency division multiplexing (FDM) have been
achieved.

The control region is used to transmit only a control signal and is generally assigned

to a control channel. The data region is used to transmit data and is generally assigned

to a data channel. An uplink control channel assigned to the control region is referred

to as a physical uplink control channel (PUCCH). An uplink data channel assigned to

the data region is referred to as a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH). The control

channel transmits the control signal. The data channel transmits the user data. The

control signal includes a plurality of signals other than the user data. Thatis, the

control signal includes an acknowledgement (ACK)/negative-acknowledgement

(NACK)signal, a channel quality indicator (CQI), a precoding matrix index (PMI), a

rank indicator (RD, a scheduling request, etc.

Only the control signal is carried on the control region. The user data and the control

signal can be carried together on the data region. That is, when a UE transmits only the

control signal, the control region can be assigned to transmit the control signal. In

addition, when the UE transmits both the data and the control signal, the data region

can be assigned to transmit the data and the control signal. In an exceptional case, even
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if only the control signal is transmitted, the control signal may be transmitted in a large

amount or the control signal may be not suitable to be transmitted through the control

region. In this case, a radio resource can be assigned to the data region to transmit the

control signal.

To maintain a single carrier property, the UE cannot simultaneously transmit the

PUSCH and the PUCCH.This also means that one UE cannot simultaneously transmit
two different PUCCHsin the same subframe.

Twoslots within a subframe is frequency hopped. Thatis, a first slot of the two slots

is assignedto a first frequency band, and a secondslot thereof is assigned to a second

frequency band. By using different subcarriers in the twoslots, a frequency diversity

gain can be obtained.

Forclarity, it is assumed hereinafter that one slot consists of 7 OFDM symbols, and

thus one subframe including two slots consists of 14 OFDM symbols in total. The

number of OFDM symbols included in one subframe or the number of OFDM symbols

included in one slot is for exemplary purposes only, and technical features of the

present invention are not limited thereto.

FIG. 5 showsa structure of an ACK/NACKchannel. The ACK/NACKchannelis a

control channel through which an ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted to perform hybrid

automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data. The ACK/NACKsignal is a

transmission and/or reception confirm signal for the downlink data.

Referring to FIG. 5, among 7 OFDM symbols included in oneslot, a reference signal

(RS) is carried on three consecutive OFDM symbols in the middle portion of the slot

and the ACK/NACKsignal is carried on the remaining four OFDM symbols. The RS

is carried on three contiguous OFDM symbols located in the middle portion ofthe slot.

The location and the numberof symbols used in the RS may vary depending on a

control channel. Changesin the location and the number the symbols mayresult in

changes in those symbols used in the ACK/NACKsignal.

Whenthe control signal is transmitted within an assigned band, frequency domain

spreading and time domain spreading are simultaneously used to increase the number

of multiplexable UEs and the numberof control channels. A frequency domain

sequence is used as a base sequence to spread the ACK/NACKsignal on a frequency

domain. A Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence is one of constant amplitude zero auto-

correlation (CAZAC) sequences and can be used as the frequency domain sequence.

A k-th element of a ZC sequence having an index of M can be expressed as shown:

MathFigure 1
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where N denotes a length of the ZC sequence. An index M is a natural number equal

\ . when NV is even number
to or less than N. M andNare relatively prime to each other.

Control channels can be identified by using base sequences having different cyclic

shift values. The numberof available cyclic shifts may vary according to channel delay

spread.

After being subjected to frequency domain spreading, the ACK/NACKsignal is

subjected to IFFT processing and is then spread again in a time domain by using a time

domain sequence. The ACK/NACKsignal is spread using four orthogonal sequences

WoW> W> and Ww, for four OFDM symbols. The RSis also spread using an orthogonal
sequence having a length of 3. This is called orthogonal covering.

To configure the ACK/NACKchannel, the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols in the

slot are divided into a first set of SC-FDMA symbols (a SC-FDMAsymbolsetfor the

ACK/NACKsignal) and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols (a SC-FDMA symbol set

for a RS). The ACK/NACKsignal is spread with each offirst frequency domain

sequences which is generated by cyclic shifts of a base sequence, and mapped to each

SC-FDMAsymbolin the first set. Also, each of second frequency domain sequences

which is generated by cyclic shifts of the base sequence is mapped to each SC-FDMA

symbolin the second set. The mapped ACK/NACKsignal is spread with a first

orthogonal sequence which has the length equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols

in the first set. Finally, the ACK/NACKchannel is configured by spreading the

mapped second frequency domain sequences in the second set with a second

orthogonal sequence which hasthe length equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols
in the secondset.

Now, a method of generating a scheduling request channel for transmitting a

scheduling request (SR) will be described.

The SR is used when a UE request a BSto allocate an uplink radio resource. The SR

is a sort of preliminary information exchange for data exchange. In order for the UE to

transmit uplink data to the BS, a radio resource needs to be allocated using the SR.

When the UEtransmits the SR, the BS allocates the radio resource for uplink data

transmission and informs the VEofthe radio resource allocation. The BS hasto only

recognize a presence/absence of the SR. Therefore, a positive transmission of the SR
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can be achieved with the presence of transmission of the SR, and a negative
transmission of the SR can be achieved with the absence oftransmission of the SR.

A control channel such as an ACK/NACKchannel needs to be considered along with

transmission of the SR. If the ACK/NACKchannel and the scheduling request channel

are separately configured, the UE cannottransmit two channels in order to maintain the

single carrier property. Therefore, there is a problem in that the UE cannot simul-

taneously transmit the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. This is because transmission is

made by selecting one of the scheduling request channel and the ACK/NACKchannel

in order to maintain the single carrier property. However,it is difficult to clearly

distinguish priorities for selecting the SR and other control signals. For example, the

ACK/NACKsignal has a direct effect on a downlink throughput. In this case,

transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal may be delayed due to the SR, which may

cause deterioration in resource efficiency.

In addition, even if an additional control channel for simultaneously transmitting the

SR and the ACK/NACKsignal is defined, limited control channel resources may be

wasted as a result. This is because resources for a new control channel needs to be

reservedin addition to the scheduling request channel and the ACK/NACKchannel.

Therefore, there is a need for a method whereby the UE can simultaneously transmit

the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal in an effective manner.

Hereinafter, a configuration of an effective scheduling request channel for

transmitting a SR in an ACK/NACKchannel configured using time-frequency domain

spreading will be described. To simultaneously transmit the SR and other control

signals, the channel has to be configured to satisfy the following requirements.

(1) Compatibility with the ACK/NACKchannel (or other control channels) is

possible.

(2) The same channelstructure is used even when only the SRis transmitted.

(3) Capability of the existing ACK/NACKchannel is maintained when only the

ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted.

(4) Channel capability is maximized when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignalis si-

multaneously transmitted.

(5) The same channel configuration is achieved irrespective of whether the ACK/

NACKsignal and the SR are simultaneously transmitted.

(6) Configuration of the ACK/NACKchannel and configuration of the scheduling

request channel are flexible in an assigned time-frequency resource.

(7) Flexibility of sequence allocation is increased when a dedicated scheduling

request channel is configured through sequenceallocation.

(8) Transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal and the SR is possible when a minimum

frequency resource supportable in a narrow bandis allocated.
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(9) Performance deterioration does not occur when the ACK/NACKsignal is

detected after detecting the SR.

(10) The same scheduling request detection schemeis used irrespective of a

presence/absence of the ACK/NACKsignal.

(11) Transmission of other control signals (e.g., the ACK/NACKsignal, etc.) is

possible along with transmission of the SR. In this case, transmission of the existing

control signal is not limited.

To configure the scheduling request channel by considering the above requirements,

configuration using sequenceallocation is proposed. In addition, a scheduling request

channel using coherent detection or non-coherent detection is proposed. In addition, a

scheduling request channel using frequency hopping is proposed.

Although the ACK/NACKsignal will be described hereinafter, the scheduling

request channel can also be used for other control signals.

Whenusing the ACK/NACKchannel, in a frequency domain, spreading is

performed using a frequency domain sequence. In a time domain, spreading is

performed using an orthogonal sequence having a length of 4 for the ACK/NACK

signal or an orthogonal sequence having a length of 3 for a reference signal. If one

resource block consists of 12 subcarriers, for one resource block, a ZC sequence

having a length of 12 can be usedin the frequency domain. Supportable UE capacity is

determined by the length (1.e., 3) of the reference signal for coherent detection and the

number of maximum cyclic shifts. Thus, if four cyclic shifts are possible, control

channel capability is 6x3=18.

To transmit the SR, the scheduling request channel can be configured by reserving a

two-dimensional spreading sequence in the ACK/NACKchannel. In case of

configuring the dedicated scheduling request channel, the SR can be detected using

non-coherent detection irrespective of whether the ACK/NACKsignal is detected. In

case of simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal, the BS knows

that the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted. Thus, there is

no need to detect the SR with respect to all ACK/NACKchannels. The BS detects the

SR only when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted.

A sequence assignment method for configuring the scheduling request channelis as

follows.

(1) In a frequency domain sequence assigned to the ACK/NACKchannel, one or

more orthogonal sequences can be assigned to transmit the SR. For example, one

cyclic shift in a base sequence can be assigned to transmit the SR.

(2) One or more time domain sequences assigned to the ACK/NACKchannel can be

assigned to transmit the SR.

(3) In a time-frequency two-dimensional spreading sequenceto be assigned to the
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ACK/NACK,one or more orthogonal sequences are assigned to transmit the SR.

Regarding a control channel structure using sequence hopping, the aforementioned

three sequence assignment method can be extended to a spreading hopping pattern

defined with respect to one or more symbols.

According to whether the reference signal is used to detect the SR, there are a

scheduling request channel conforming to coherent detection and a scheduling request

channel conforming to non-coherent detection. The scheduling request channel can be

applied to any control channels using spreading sequences. The following descriptions

will be explained by considering the ACK/NACKchannel.

FIG. 6 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to an embodimentof the present invention.

Referring to FIG.6, at least one of frequency domain sequences assigned to an ACK/

NACKchannelis reserved with a scheduling request resource for transmission of a

SR. A ZC sequence may be used as a base sequence for frequency domain sequences.

One cyclic shift may be reserved with the scheduling request resource for transmission

of the SR. Information on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined

between a BS and a UE or maybereported by the BS tothe UE.

For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACKchannel structure, the scheduling

request channel is configured by allowing the SR to use a time domain sequence

having a length of 4 and by allowing a reference signal (RS) for the SR to use a time

domain sequence having a length of 3. The reference signal for the SR will be simply
referred to as "SR-RS".

A dedicated SR-RS may be used in the scheduling request channel. In this case, even

if a length of a time domain sequence used to transmit the SR is greater than a length

of a time domain sequence used to transmit the SR-RS, the numberof supportable

scheduling request channels is determined by the length of the time domain sequence

used for the SR-RS.

A time-frequency domain sequence used for the ACK/NACKchannel may be

utilized to configure the scheduling request channel. In this case, channel capability

differs depending on assignment of a frequency domain sequence.It is assumed that

six orthogonal sequences can be generated for one base sequence through cyclic shifts

in the ACK/NACKchannel. If at least one cyclic shift is assigned with a scheduling

request resource, the number of supportable scheduling request channels is (a length of

a time domain sequence used in SR-RS)x(the number of reserved cyclic shifts).

Therefore, when one cyclic shift is assigned to transmit the SR, three scheduling

request channels can be generated. In this case, the number ACK/NACKchannels

decreases by 3.

Table | shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/
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NACKchannels according to the number of reserved frequency domain sequences.
Table 1

[Table 1]

[Table ]

The number of reserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

frequency domain sequence |with SR-RS NACKchannels 

 

  
The UE transmits a scheduling request channel through reserved frequency domain

spreading and time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using coherent detection or non-coherent detection. Since

orthogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal, the BS can

detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection.

FIG. 7 shows an example ofa configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 7, at least one of time domain sequences assigned to an ACK/

NACKchannelis reserved with a scheduling request resource for transmission of a

SR. For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACK channel structure, a time domain

sequence having a length of 4 is reserved for the SR, and a time domain sequence

having a length of3 is reserved for a SR-RS. Information on the scheduling request

resource may be predetermined between a BS and a UE ormaybereported by the BS

to the UE.

The number of supportable scheduling request channels is determined by the number

of assigned time domain sequences and the number of frequency domain sequences. A

time-frequency domain sequence used for the ACK/NACKchannel may be utilized to

configure the scheduling request channel. In this case, it is assumed that six orthogonal

sequences can be generated for one base sequence through cyclic shifts. If one time

domain sequence is assigned with a scheduling request resource, the number of

supportable scheduling request channels is (the numberof available cyclic shifts)x(the

numberof reserved time domain sequences). Therefore, when one time domain

sequence is assigned to the scheduling request resource, six (i.e., 6x1=6) scheduling

request channels can be generated. In this case, the number of ACK/NACKchannels
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decreases by 6.

Table 2 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the number of reserved time domain sequences. Since

the time domain sequence having a length of 3 is assigned for the SR-RS, the

maximum numberof time domain sequences assignable for transmission of the SR is
3.

Table 2

[Table 2]

[Table |

The number of reserved time |The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

domain sequence with SR-RS NACKchannels

  
The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel through frequency domain spreading

and reserved time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using coherent detection or non-coherent detection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection.

FIG. 8 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

coherent detection according to another embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 8, a time domain sequence and a frequency domain sequence, each

of which has a different length, are reserved for a SR and a SR-RS with a scheduling

request resource. The scheduling request channel uses two-dimensional spreading in a

time-frequency domain. Information on the scheduling request resource may be pre-

determined between a BS and a UE or may be reported by the BS to the UE.

The numberof supportable scheduling request channel is one-to-one mapped to an

assigned time-frequency domain sequence. A time-frequency domain sequence used

for the ACK/NACKchannel may beutilized to configure the scheduling request

channel. In this case, it is assumed that six orthogonal sequences can be generated for

one base sequence through cyclic shifts. The SR uses a time domain sequence having a

length of 4. The SR-RSuses a time domain sequence having a length of 3. Thus, the

maximum numberof available scheduling request channels is 6x3=18. The scheduling
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request channel can be generated by assigning one time domain sequence to the SR.

Table 3 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the number of assigned time-frequency domain

 

 

sequences.

Table 3

[Table 3]

[Table ]

The numberofreserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

time-frequency domain with SR-RS NACKchannels

sequence

18

17

O

 
The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel by using two-dimensional spreading.

Upon receiving the scheduling request channel, the BS can detect the SR by using

coherent detection or non-coherent detection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-

coherent detection and detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection.

FIG. 9 shows an example of transmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG. 9, a path (1) denotes transmission of the SR. A path (2) denotes

transmission of the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. A path (3) denotes transmission of

the ACK/NACKsignal.

In the path (1), if only the SR is transmitted on a scheduling request channel, the SR

is transmitted on the scheduling request channel assigned with a scheduling request

resource, The scheduling request resource can be regarded as a resource for the SR.

When considering the path (2), the scheduling request resource can be regarded as a

resource for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. In-

formation on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined between a BS and

a UE or may be reported by the BS to the UE.

SR-related data can be transmitted together with the SR. For example, when coherent

detection is used and the SR is defined with 1 bit, if 2-bit transmission is achieved

through quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation, the additional 1 bit can be

assigned to the SR-related data. When the SR is detected using non-coherentdetection,
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QPSK-modulated 2-bits can be assigned to the SR-related data.

In the path (2), the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted.

The ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted on a scheduling request channel which is

configured for a scheduling request resource allocated to transmit the SR. The BS can

detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/NACK

signal by using coherent detection. That is, according to a presence/absence of

transmission of the scheduling request channel, the BS can know whetherthe SR is

transmitted. Further, the BS can receive the ACK/NACKsignal by detecting in-

formation onthe scheduling request channel. However, in this case, if the ACK/NACK

signal is | bit and the QPSK modulation is used, coherent detection can also be used

for the SR.

Tn the path (3), when only the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted, the ACK/NACK

signal is transmitted on an ACK/NACKchannel whichis configured by an ACK/

NACKresource for the ACK/NACKsignal.

The scheduling request channel using coherent detection can be utilized for

additional information transmission by simultaneous transmission with a SR-RS. On

the contrary, the scheduling request channel using non-coherent detection can increase

channel capability since a reference signal is not required.

The SRis a signal transmitted when it is required by the VE. Transmission ofthe

ACK/NACKsignalis predetermined according to transmission of downlink data.

Therefore, one UE may simultaneously transmit the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal in

the same subframe. In this case, a problem arises in that the scheduling request channel

for the SR and the ACK/NACKchannel for the ACK/NACKsignal cannot be simul-

taneously transmitted in the same subframe in order to maintain the single carrier

property.

In a case where the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal have to be simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the UE spreads and transmits modulation symbols

for the ACK/NACKsignal through the scheduling request channel assigned with the

scheduling request resource for transmission of the SR. The scheduling request channel

and the ACK/NACKchannel have the samestructure except for time-frequency

sequences assigned thereto. Therefore, when the UE transmits the ACK/NACKsignal

by using the scheduling request resource, the BS can knowthe positive transmission of

the SR with the presence of the scheduling request channel. Further, the BS can obtain

the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection through the scheduling request

channel for transmitting timing at which the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted.

Accordingly, existing resources can be utilized without having to reserve additional

resources for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal.

Therefore, resource efficiency can be enhanced.
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[119] FIG. 10 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to an embodimentofthe present invention.

[120] Referring to FIG. 10, at least one of frequency domain sequences(or frequency

domain spreading codes) assigned to an ACK/NACKchannel is reserved with a

scheduling request resource for a SR. A ZC sequence may be used for the frequency

domain sequence. One cyclic shift may be reserved to be used for the SR.

[121] For compatibility with the existing ACK/NACKchannelstructure, the scheduling

request channel is configured by allowing the SR to use a time domain sequence

having a length of 4. Unlike coherent detection, the number of supportable scheduling

request channels is determined by a length of a time domain sequence used for the SR.

Since a time domain sequence having a length of 4 is used for a cyclic shift of one ZC

sequence, four scheduling request channels can be generated. If it is assumedthat

coherent demodulation is used, the number of ACK/NACKchannels decreases

differently depending on the numberof orthogonal spreading sequencesfor a reference

signal and the numberof orthogonal spreading sequences for the ACK/NACKsignal.

[122] Even if a frequency or time domain sequenceis not reserved to generate a scheduling

request channel, the number of time domain sequencesfor the ACK/NACKsignal is

basically different from the numberof time domain sequences for the reference signal.

Therefore, time domain sequences not used by the ACK/NACKsignal can be used as

scheduling request resources. Six scheduling request channels can be generated by

using six cyclic shifts.

[123] Table 4 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the number of reserved frequency domain sequences.

[124] Table 4

[Table 4]

[Table ]

The number of reserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

frequency domain sequence [without SR-RS NACKchannels

0 6 18

1 6 18

8 16

12 12

 

 

    
 

[125] The UE transmits a scheduling request channel through reserved frequency domain
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spreading and time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using non-coherentdetection.

Even whenthe SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, the

BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/

NACKsignal by using coherent detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation

using the reference signal for the ACK/NACKsignal.

FIG. 11 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodimentofthe present invention.

Referring to FIG. 11, at least one of time domain sequences assigned to the ACK/

NACKchannelis reserved with a scheduling request resource for a SR. For com-

patibility with the existing ACK/NACKchannelstructure, a time domain sequence

having a length of 4 is used for the SR.

If one time domain sequenceis assigned with the scheduling request resource, the

numberof scheduling request channels to be generated is the same as the numberof

available cyclic shifts of one base sequence. For example, if six cyclic shifts are

possible for one base sequence, six scheduling request channels can be generated. In

this case, since a redundant time domain sequence can be used among the time domain

sequences, the number of ACK/NACKchannels does not decrease. If two or more

time domain sequencesare assigned to the scheduling request channel, the numberof

ACK/NACKchannels decreases by 6.

Table 5 shows the numberof scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the number of reserved time domain sequences.
Table 5

[Table 5]

[Table |

 The numberof reserved time |The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

domain sequence without SR-RS NACKchannels 

6 18

    
 

The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel through frequency domain spreading

and reserved time domain spreading. Upon receiving the scheduling request channel,

the BS can detect the SR by using non-coherentdetection.

Even whenthe SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, the
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BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/

NACKsignal by using coherent detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation

using a reference signal for the ACK/NACKsignal.

FIG. 12 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel for

non-coherent detection according to another embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 12, a time-frequency domain sequence is reserved with a

scheduling request resource.

The numberof supportable scheduling request channel is one-to-one mapped to an

assigned time-frequency domain sequence. A time-frequency domain sequence used

for the ACK/NACKchannel maybe utilized to configure the scheduling request

channel. In this case, it is assumed that six orthogonal sequences can be generated for

one base sequence through cyclic shifts. If six cyclic shifts and one time domain

sequence are assigned with the scheduling request resource, six scheduling request

channels can be obtained. In this case, if one of orthogonal sequences for the SR and

having a length of4 is utilized, a total number(1.e., 18) of the existing ACK/NACK

channels can be maintained without change.

Table 6 shows the number of scheduling request channels and the number of ACK/

NACKchannels according to the numberof assigned time-frequency domain

 

 

 

sequences.

Table 6

[Table 6]

[Table ]

The number of reserved The number of SR channels |The number of ACK/

time-frequency domain without SR-RS NACKchannels

sequence

18

17

16

O

 
The UEtransmits a scheduling request channel by using two-dimensional spreading.

Upon receiving the scheduling request channel, the BS can detect the SR by using
coherent detection or non-coherent detection.

Even when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously transmitted, or-

thogonality is maintained between the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. Thus, the BS

can detect the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal. The BS can detect the SR by using non-
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coherent detection. The BS can detect the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent

detection by utilizing a result of channel estimation using a reference signal for the

ACK/NACKsignal.

FIG. 13 shows an example of transmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG. 13, a path (1) denotes transmission of the SR. A path (2) denotes

simultaneous transmission of the SR and an ACK/NACKsignal. A path (3) denotes

transmission of the ACK/NACKsignal.

In the path (1), the SR is transmitted on a scheduling request channel. Unlike

coherent detection, it is difficult to transmit additional SR-related information together

with the SR. However,the scheduling request channel can be configured without

decreasing capability of the existing ACK/NACKchannel.

Tn the path (2), the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal can be simultaneously

transmitted. Regarding a reference signal (RS), a RS assigned to the ACK/NACK

channel is used. The ACK/NACKsignal (e.g.. a QPSK symbol) is transmitted on a

scheduling request channel assigned to a scheduling request resource allocated for the

SR. A BS can detect the SR by using non-coherent detection. The BS can detect the A

CK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection. In this case, if the ACK/NACKsignal

is 1 bit and the QPSK modulation is used, coherent detection can also be used for the

SR.

In path (3), when only the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted, the ACK/NACKsignal
is transmitted on an ACK/NACKchannel.

By allowing the uplink control channel for transmitting only one control signal(e.g.,

the ACK/NACKsignal or the SR) to have the samestructure as an uplink control

channel for simultaneously transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal and the SR, additional

channel configurations are not necessary, and resources can be effectively used.

FIG. 14 shows an example of a configuration of a scheduling request channel

according to an embodimentof the present invention. The scheduling request channel

has a structure in which resources of a reference signal are not allocated.

Referring to FIG. 14, in one slot, a time domain sequence having a length of 7 is split

to use two time domain sequences having a length of3 and 4, respectively. The time

domain sequence having a length of 3 is used in a portion corresponding to a reference

signal of the existing ACK/NACKchannel. The time domain sequence having a length

of 4 is used in a portion corresponding to an ACK/NACKsignal of the existing ACK/
NACKchannel.

In a case where a time domain sequence having a length of 7 is arbitrarily configured

whena SRis transmitted,it is difficult for the scheduling request channel to exist

within a time-frequency resource which is the sameas that of the existing ACK/NACK

channel. Further, a frequency domain sequence has to be dedicatedly assigned for the
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SR, which is burdensome. For example, if a ZC sequence is used as the frequency

domain sequence, a dedicated scheduling request channel has to be configured using a

specific cyclic shift.

Accordingly, when the time domain sequence having a length of 7 is split and used,

the SR can be modulated with on-off keying. For a detection scheme, both coherent

detection and non-coherent detection can be supported.

FIG. 15 shows an example of transmission of a SR.

Referring to FIG. 15, in a path (1), the SR is transmitted on a scheduling request

channel configured with a scheduling request resource. Both coherent detection and

non-coherent detection can be supported in the transmission of the SR. If only the SR

is transmitted, the SR is transmitted on the scheduling request channel assigned with

the scheduling request resource. The scheduling request resource can be regarded as a

resource for the SR. When considering a path (2), the scheduling request resource can

be regarded as a resource for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACK

signal. Information on the scheduling request resource may be predetermined between

a BS and a UE or may be reported by the BS to the UE.

In the path (2), when the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal are simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted on a

scheduling request channel configured with the scheduling request resource. In this

case, since a sequence for the SR and having a length of 3 is assigned, a reference

signal for coherent detection of the ACK/NACKsignal can be used for the sequence

assigned to the SR without change. Eventually, the ACK/NACKsignalis transmitted

by being carried on the scheduling request resource allocated to the SR.

In a path (3), if only the ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted, the ACK/NACKsignalis

transmitted on the ACK/NACKchannel.

In a case where the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal have to be simultaneously

transmitted in the same subframe, the UE spreads and transmits modulation symbols

for the ACK/NACKsignal through an uplink control channel configured with the

scheduling request resource for transmission of the SR. The scheduling request channel
and the ACK/NACKchannel are allocated with different resources but have the same

uplink control channel structure. Therefore, when the UE transmits the ACK/NACK

signal by using the scheduling request resource, the BS can know the positive

transmission of the SR with the presence of the scheduling request channel. Further,

the BS can obtain the ACK/NACKsignal by using coherent detection with the

scheduling request resource for transmitting timing at which the ACK/NACKsignalis

transmitted. If only the ACK/NACKsignal needs to be transmitted, the UE transmits

the ACK/NACKsignal through the uplink control channel configured with the ACK/

NACKresource for the ACK/NACKsignal.
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Accordingly, existing resources can be utilized without having to reserve additional

resources for simultaneously transmitting the SR and the ACK/NACKsignal.

Therefore, resource efficiency can be enhanced.

Meanwhile, in a case where a dedicated scheduling request channel is transmitted

using a dedicated scheduling request resource without consideration of coexistence

with the ACK/NACKchannel, capability of the scheduling request channelis

problematic. For example, if non-coherent detection is used in one resource block (RB)

and one subframe, a maximum of 42 scheduling request channels can be generated

through two-dimensional spreading. Therefore, if it is assumed that the existing ACK/

NACKchanneland the scheduling request channel do not coexist, to transmit the SR

through the ACK/NACKchannel, there is a need for a method capable of transmitting

additional 1-bit information through the existing ACK/NACKchannel.

An additional 1-bit SR can be transmitted through QPSK modulation when the ACK/

NACKsignal is | bit. The SR can be transmitted by changing a phase or sequence of

the ACK/NACKsignal carried on a pairofslots.

FIG. 16 shows an example of transmission of a SR of slot-based hopping.

Referring to FIG. 16, when there is no data transmission, an uplink control channel is

transmitted using a control region defined at both ends of a slot. In this case, a

frequency diversity gain is provided throughslot-unit hopping. In case ofthe existing

ACK/NACKchannel, the same ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted in a slot unit. Thus,

the SR can be transmitted by changing a phase or sequence of the ACK/NACKsignal
carried on twoslots.

Tn a condition that transmission of the SR is requested, a transmitter may transmit the

SR by multiplying a predetermined phase variation or orthogonal sequence or by

catrying a specific modulation signal at a portion where the ACK/NACKsignalis

carried in everyslot (i.e., a specific one slot or more slots). The transmitter may

transmit the SR by using a differential modulation scheme. A receiver can detect the

SR after the ACK/NACKsignal is demodulated in a slot unit. Either coherent detection
or non-coherent detection can be used to detect the SR.

FIG. 17 shows an example ofa slot structure for transmitting a SR. To carry the SR

together with an ACK/NACKsignal, the ACK/NACKsignal undergoes phaseshift,

orthogonal spreading sequence and/ordifferential modulation.

The present invention can be implemented with hardware, software or combination

thereof. In hardware implementation, the present invention can be implemented with

one of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a digital signal processor

(DSP), a programmable logic device (PLD), a field programmable gate array (FPGA),

a processor, a controller, a microprocessor, other electronic units, and combination

thereof, which are designed to perform the aforementioned functions In software im-
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plementation, the present invention can be implemented with a module for performing

the aforementioned functions. Software is storable in a memory unit and executed by

the processor. Various means widely knownto those skilled in the art can be used as

the memory unit or the processor.

While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference

to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the

spirit and scope ofthe invention as defined by the appended claims. The exemplary

embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of

limitation. Therefore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed de-

scription of the invention but by the appended claims, and all differences within the

scope will be construed as being included in the present invention.
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Claims

A methodof transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, the method comprising:

preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting a scheduling request on

an uplink control channel in one subframe, a subframe comprising twoslots, a

slot comprising a plurality of single carrier-frequency division multiple access

(SC-FDMA) symbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio

resource for uplink transmission, wherein a positive transmission of the

scheduling request is carried by presence ofits transmission on the uplink control

channel and a negative transmission of the scheduling request is carried by

absenceof its transmission on the uplink control channel;

preparing an ACK/NACKresource for transmitting an ACK/NACKsignal for

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) of downlink data on the uplink control

channel in one subframe; and

when both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request are transmitted in

same subframe, transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control

channel whichis configured by the scheduling request resource for the positive

transmission of the scheduling request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal

on the uplink control channel which is configured by the ACK/NACKresource

for the negative transmission of the scheduling request.

The method ofclaim 1, wherein information on the scheduling request resource

is transmitted from a base station.

The method of claim 1, wherein the scheduling request is transmitted on the

uplink control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource

when only the scheduling request is transmitted in the same subframe and no

ACK/NACKsignal is transmitted.

The method of claim 1, wherein the uplink control channel is configured by

dividing the plurality of SC-FDMA symbols in the slot into a first set of SC-

FDMAsymbols and a second set of SC-FDMA symbols;

spreading a control signal with each of first frequency domain sequences, the

first frequency domain sequences being generated by cyclic shifts of a base

sequence, wherein the control signal corresponds to the scheduling requestor the

ACK/NACKsignal;

mapping the spread control signals to each SC-FDMAsymbolin thefirst set;

mapping each of second frequency domain sequences to each SC-FDMAsymbol

in the secondset, the second frequency domain sequence being generated by

cyclic shifts of the base sequence;
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spreading the mapped control signals in the first set with a first orthogonal

sequence, the first orthogonal sequence having a length equal to the numberof

SC-FDMAsymbols in the first set; and

spreading the mapped second frequency domain sequencesin the second set with

a second orthogonal sequence, the second orthogonal sequence having a length

equal to the number of SC-FDMA symbols in the second set.

The method of claim 4, wherein the scheduling request resource and the ACK/

NACKresource use different cyclic shifts of the base sequence.

The method of claim 4, wherein the scheduling request resource and the ACK/

NACKresource use the different orthogonal sequences.

The method of claim 4, wherein the first orthogonal sequence and the second

orthogonal sequence are time domain sequences whose elements correspondto

SC-FDMAsymbols.

The method of claim 4, wherein each ofthe length ofthe first frequency domain

sequence and the length of the second frequency domain sequence equals to the

numberof subcarriers in one SC-FDMA symbolonthe uplink control channel.

The method of claim 4, wherein the number of SC-FDMA symbolsin thefirst

set is larger than that of SC-FDMAsymbols in the second set.

The method ofclaim 9, wherein the SC-FDMA symbols in the second set are

consecutive.

The method of claim 1, wherein the twoslots in the subframe uses different

subcarriers.

A method of transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, the method comprising:

preparing a scheduling request resource for simultaneously transmitting a

scheduling request and an ACK/NACKsignal on an uplink control channel in a

subframe, the subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-

FDMAsymbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource

for uplink transmission; and

transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request on the uplink

control channel which is configured by the scheduling request resource when

both the ACK/NACKsignal and the scheduling request are transmitted in the

subframe.

The method of claim 12, wherein information on the scheduling request resource
is transmitted from a basestation.

A methodof transmitting uplink control signals in a wireless communication

system, Wherein both an ACK/NACKsignal and a scheduling request are

transmitted in same subframe, the method comprising:
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preparing a ACK/NACKresource for transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal for

HARQof downlink data on an uplink control channel;

preparing a scheduling request resource for transmitting a scheduling request and

the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel in one subframe, the one

subframe comprising two slots, a slot comprising a plurality of SC-FDMA

symbols, the scheduling request being used to request a radio resource for uplink

transmission, wherein a positive transmission of the scheduling request is carried

by presenceofits transmission on the uplink control channel and a negative

transmission of the scheduling request is carried by absenceof its transmission

on the uplink control channel; and

transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel configured. by

the scheduling request resource for the positive transmission of the scheduling

request and transmitting the ACK/NACKsignal on the uplink control channel

configured by the ACK/NACKresource for negative transmission ofthe

scheduling request.
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